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PATRICIA E. CAMPBELL, J.D., LL.M.* AND MICHAEL PECHT, PH.D.**
4HE %MPERORS .EW #LOTHES )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY
0ROTECTIONS IN #HINA
 
I. Introduction 
A blogger recently disclosed the existence of five fake Apple stores IN
+UNMING #HINA 4HE STORES LOOKED LIKE AUTHENTIC !PPLE STORES 4HE BLOGGER WROTE
THAT THE STORES hHAD THE CLASSIC !PPLE STORE WINDING STAIRCASE AND WEIRD UPSTAIRS
SITTING AREA 4HE EMPLOYEES WERE EVEN WEARING THOSE BLUE TSHIRTS WITH THE CHUNKY
!PPLE NAME TAGS AROUND THEIR NECKSv )NDEED THE BLOGGER REPORTED THAT THE
EMPLOYEES ACTUALLY THOUGHT THEY WORKED FOR !PPLE
#HINESE AUTHORITIES ORDERED TWO OF THE FIVE STORES TO SUSPEND BUSINESS WHILE THEY
WERE BEING INVESTIGATED BECAUSE THEY WERE NOT LICENSED TO DO BUSINESS IN +UNMING
Ú  0ATRICIA #AMPBELL -ICHAEL 0ECHT
(OWEVER OFFICIALS SAID THEY COULD DO NOTHING ABOUT THE OTHER THREE STORES DESPITE
THE FACT THAT THEY PROMINENTLY DISPLAYED !PPLES SIGNS AND LOGOS BECAUSE THEY

 0ATRICIA #AMPBELL IS A ,AW 3CHOOL !SSOCIATE 0ROFESSOR AND $IRECTOR OF THE -ARYLAND )NTELLECTUAL
0ROPERTY ,EGAL 2ESOURCE #ENTER AT THE 5NIVERSITY OF -ARYLAND &RANCIS +ING #AREY 3CHOOL OF ,AW "ALTIMORE
-ARYLAND 0ROFESSOR #AMPBELL WISHED TO THANK "RAD 3CHAVIO HER RESEARCH ASSISTANT AND A LAW STUDENT AT THE
#AREY 3CHOOL OF ,AW FOR HIS INVALUABLE ASSISTANCE IN THE PREPARATION OF THIS ARTICLE


 -ICHAEL 0ECHT IS THE 'EORGE % $IETER 0ROFESSOR OF -ECHANICAL %NGINEERING AT THE ! *AMES #LARK
3CHOOL OF %NGINEERING 5NIVERSITY OF -ARYLAND AND THE &OUNDER AND $IRECTOR OF THE 5-$ #ENTER FOR
!DVANCED ,IFE #YCLE %NGINEERING #OLLEGE 0ARK -ARYLAND
 !RE 9OU ,ISTENING 3TEVE *OBS ")2$!"2/!$ *ULY  	 HTTPBIRDABROADWORDPRESSCOM
AREYOULISTENINGSTEVEJOBS SEE ALSO -ARK -ILLIAN 7IKI,EAKS #ABLES $ETAIL !PPLES "ATTLE WITH
#OUNTERFEITS IN #HINA #.. !UG    !-	 HTTPWWWCNNCOM4%#(GAMINGGADGETS
APPLEWIKILEAKSINDEXHTMLIREFOBNETWORK NOTING THE EXISTENCE OF FIVE FAKE !PPLE STORES IN #HINA	
 !RE YOU LISTENING 3TEVE *OBS SUPRA NOTE 
 )D SEE ALSO $AVID "ARBOZA )N #HINA !PPLE &INDS -ARKETS 3WEET 3POT .9 4)-%3 *ULY   AT "
DESCRIBING THE BLOG POST ON THE FAKE !PPLE STORES INCLUDING HOW THE EMPLOYEES MIMICKED !PPLE EMPLOYEES
DRESS CODE	
 -ELANIE ,EE &AKE !PPLE 3TORE %VEN &OOLS 3TAFF 2%54%23 *ULY  	 AVAILABLE AT
HTTPNEWSYAHOOCOMFAKEAPPLESTOREEVENFOOLSSTAFFHTML SEE ALSO ,ORETTA #HAO &AKE !PPLE
3TORE IN #HINA .OT !UTHORIZED #LERK 3AYS 7!,, 34 * *ULY   AT " #HAO WENT ON TO REPORT THAT A STORE
EMPLOYEE SAID h)T DOESNT MAKE MUCH OF A DIFFERENCE FOR US WHETHER WERE AUTHORIZED OR NOT    ) JUST CARE THAT
WHAT ) SELL EVERY DAY ARE AUTHENTIC !PPLE PRODUCTS AND THAT OUR CUSTOMERS DONT COME BACK TO ME TO COMPLAIN
ABOUT THE QUALITYv )D
 3EE-ILLIAN SUPRA NOTE 
4=: %BE:GDGH .:L #ADI=:H
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CLAIMED THEY COULD NOT FIND ANY FAKE !PPLE PRODUCTS FOR SALE IN THOSE STORES
#ONTINUED INVESTIGATIONS QUICKLY REVEALED THE EXISTENCE OF AT LEAST  ADDITIONAL
COUNTERFEIT !PPLE STORES IN #HINA
!CCORDING TO A RECENT #.. ARTICLE DOCUMENTS RELEASED BY 7IKILEAKS INDICATE
THAT !PPLE HAS BEEN TRYING TO COMBAT COUNTERFEITING IN #HINA SINCE IT ENTERED THE
#HINESE MARKET IN  BUT WITH LITTLE ASSISTANCE FROM THE #HINESE GOVERNMENT )N
-ARCH  THE #HINESE AUTHORITIES REPORTEDLY DECLINED TO INVESTIGATE A FACTORY THAT
WAS MANUFACTURING COUNTERFEIT !PPLE LAPTOPS BECAUSE IT hTHREATENED LOCAL JOBSv
3IMILARLY A RAID ON AN ELECTRONICS MALL IN THE 'UANGDONG PROVINCE WAS CALLED OFF
DUE TO FEARS THAT IT MIGHT DRIVE AWAY SHOPPERS
!PPLE IS NOT ALONE IN ITS STRUGGLE TO PROTECT ITS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN #HINA
2ECENT NEWS STORIES HAVE HIGHLIGHTED PROBLEMS FACED BY WELLKNOWN FOREIGN
COMPANIES INCLUDING )+%! !BERCROMBIE  &ITCH -C$ONALDS +&# AND
3TARBUCKS
 3EE 2ICK -ARSHALL &AKE !PPLE 3TORES /RDERED TO #LOSE 9!(// .%73 *ULY  	
HTTPNEWSYAHOOCOMFAKEAPPLESTORESORDEREDCLOSEHTML EXPLAINING hA SPOKESMAN OF +UNMING
GOVERNMENTS BUSINESS BUREAU TOLD 2EUTERS ;@=#HINA HAS TAKEN GREAT STEPS TO ENFORCE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
AND THE STORES WERENT SELLING FAKE PRODUCTS;=v	 SEE ALSO %RIC -ACK 4WO &AKE !PPLE 3TORES #LOSED IN #HINA
#.%4 .%73 *ULY    !-	 HTTPNEWSCNETCOM?TWOFAKEAPPLE
STORESCLOSEDINCHINAREPORTSAYS REPORTING THAT THREE OF FIVE UNAUTHORIZED !PPLE STORES IN +UNMING REMAIN
OPEN	 !SSOCIATED 0RESS #HINA /RDERS  &AKE !PPLE 3TORES TO #LOSE $URING 0ROBE 3%!44,% 4)-%3 *ULY  	
HTTPSEATTLETIMESNWSOURCECOMHTMLBUSINESSTECHNOLOGY?CHINAFAKEAPPLESTORESHTML NOTING
THAT OFFICIALS DECLINED TO CLOSE OTHER UNAUTHORIZED STORES DESPITE A PROMINENT DISPLAY OF !PPLE LOGOS	 "UT SEE
+ATHRIN (ILLE  0ATTI 7ALDMEIR !PPLE 3ECURES 0ATENTS ON #HINA 3TORES &). 4)-%3 3EPT  	
HTTPWWWFTCOMINTLCMSSEBBCEEEBEFEABDCHTMLAXZZAA1ZQ*0R REPORTING THAT
IN -AY  !PPLE WAS GRANTED THREE DESIGN PATENTS ON DISTINCTIVE ELEMENTS OF ITS STORE DESIGNS IN #HINA	
!CCORDING TO THE 53 )NTERNATIONAL 4RADE #OMMISSION 53
COMPANIES THAT CONDUCT BUSINESS IN #HINA REPORTED LOSSES OF APPROXIMATELY 
 3EE -ICHAEL -ARTINA #HINESE !UTHORITIES &IND  &AKE !PPLE 3TORES ""# !UG  	
HTTPWWWBBCCOUKNEWSTECHNOLOGY DISCUSSING THE DISCOVERY OF TWENTYTWO FAKE !PPLE STORES BY
#HINESE AUTHORITIES	 SEE ALSO ,ESLIE (ORN %XCLUSIVE &AKE !PPLE 3TORE &OUND 0HOTOGRAPHED IN #HENGDU #HINA
0#-!'#/- *ULY    0-	 HTTPWWWPCMAGCOMARTICLEASP REPORTING AN
ADDITIONAL FAKE !PPLE STORE LOCATED IN #HENGDU	
 3EE -ILLIAN SUPRA NOTE  h;4=HREE YEARS AFTER !PPLE MOVED TO CRACK DOWN ON WIDESPREAD
COUNTERFEITING AND PUT PRESSURE ON #HINA PROGRESS HAS BEEN SLOW 'ADGET PIRACY ISNT A HIGH PRIORITY FOR THE
#HINESE GOVERNMENT    v	
 )D
 )D
 3EE INFRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 3EE EG ,AURIE "URKITT  ,ORETTA #HAO-ADE IN #HINA &AKE 3TORES  )MITATORS /FFER /WN 6ERSIONS OF
)+%! $AIRY 1UEEN $OWN TO THE 4INIEST $ETAILS 7!,, 34 * !UG   AT " EXPLAINING THAT CONSUMERS CAN
SHOP AT FAKE )+%! 3UBWAY AND $AIRY 1UEEN STORES	 $AILY -AIL 2EPORTER &IRST 4HERE 7ERE THE &AKE #HINESE
!PPLE 3TORES .OW 4HEREgS A #OUNTERFEIT )+%! $!),9 -!), !UG  	 HTTPWWWDAILYMAILCOUK
NEWSARTICLE&IRSTFAKE!PPLESTORES#HINAFAKE)KEASHOP+UNMINGHTML REPORTING ON THE
FURNITURE STORE IN +UNMING #HINA  &URNITURE WHICH IS A REPLICA OF AN )+%! STORE	 6IVIAN 'IANG #HINA !LSO
&AKES 4HESE 3TORES $ISNEY .IKE $' -C$ONALDgS 3TARBUCKS AND -ORE "53 ).3)$%2 !UG    0-	
HTTPWWWBUSINESSINSIDERCOMCHINAFAKESTORESOP DISPLAYING IMAGES OF COUNTERFEIT STORES
DEMONSTRATING A RESEMBLANCE TO THE ORIGINALS	 $AVID "ARBOZA #HINESE #ONSUMERS 5PSET /VER #OUNTERFEIT
&URNITURE .9 4)-%3 *ULY   AT " DESCRIBING ALLEGATIONS THAT $A6INCI &URNITURE A POPULAR )TALIAN
LUXURY BRAND REPORTEDLY SOLD KNOCKOFFS THAT WERE MADE IN #HINA	
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BILLION IN SALES ROYALTIES OR LICENSING FEES IN  AS A RESULT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
INFRINGEMENTS IN #HINA
7HAT RECOURSE IF ANY IS AVAILABLE TO A BRAND OWNER LIKE !PPLE WHEN IT BELIEVES
THAT ITS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS ARE BEING BLATANTLY INFRINGED IN #HINA (AVE THE
#HINESE AUTHORITIES MADE A CALCULATED DECISION THAT ENFORCEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY RIGHTS PARTICULARLY THOSE OF FOREIGN COMPANIES IS SIMPLY TOO COSTLY !RE
#HINAS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAWS A MERE FA½ADE AND IS THE WORLD EXPECTED TO LOOK
THE OTHER WAY 4HESE ARE SOME OF THE QUESTIONS ADDRESSED IN THIS ARTICLE
II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
#HINA HAS A CULTURE KNOWN AS SHANZHAI THAT HONORS THE ABILITY TO MAKE IMITATIONS
)MPERIAL #HINA DID NOT DEVELOP INDIGENOUS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAWS DUE LARGELY TO
THE CHARACTER OF #HINESE POLITICAL CULTURE #ONFUCIAN PRINCIPLES AND THE LACK OF
FORMAL LAWS IN )MPERIAL #HINA hPRECIPITATED A LACK OF INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS ESPECIALLY IN
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTYv 7HILE %UROPE WAS DEVELOPING A NOTION THAT AUTHORS AND
INVENTORS HAD A PROPERTY INTEREST IN THEIR WORKS THAT COULD BE DEFENDED EVEN AGAINST
THE STATE EFFORTS BY THE #HINESE STATE TO PROVIDE PROTECTION FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
TYPE RIGHTS PRIOR TO THE TWENTIETH CENTURY WERE GENERALLY DIRECTED TOWARD SUSTAINING
IMPERIAL POWER )NDEED IN THE LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY PROTECTIONS WERE AWARDED
BY THE GOVERNMENT FOR GOOD COPIES OF 7ESTERN TECHNOLOGY
)NTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS WERE FIRST RECOGNIZED IN #HINA IN THE EARLY TWENTIETH
CENTURY WHEN #HINAS PORTS WERE OPENED TO THE 7EST AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
 53 ).4, 42!$% #/--. #().! %&&%#43 /& ).4%,,%#45!, 02/0%249 ).&2).'%-%.4 !.$
).$)'%./53 )../6!4)/. 0/,)#)%3 /. 4(% 53 %#/./-9 AT XIV 	 AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWWWUSITCGOVPUBLICATIONSPUBPDF
 4HE TERM SHANZHAI OR 3HAN :HAI ORIGINALLY REFERRED TO A BANDIT STRONGHOLD OUTSIDE THE CONTROL OF
THE GOVERNMENT BUT TODAY IT REFERS TO PIRATED OR COUNTERFEIT PRODUCTS %DWARD 4SE +EVIN -A  9U (UANG
3HAN :HAI ! #HINESE 0HENOMENON AT  	 HTTPWWWBOOZCOMMEDIAUPLOADS3HAN?:HAI?!#HINESE
?0HENOMENONPDF SEE ALSO .ICHOLAS 3CHMIDLE )NSIDE THE +NOCKOFF4ENNIS3HOE &ACTORY .9 4)-%3 !UG 
 AT -- EXPLAINING THAT IN CONTEMPORARY USAGE SHANZHAI REFERS TO hCOUNTERFEITING THAT YOU SHOULD TAKE
PRIDE INv	 7ILLIAM / (ENNESSEY 0ROTECTION OF )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY )N #HINA  9EARS AND -ORE	 ! 0ERSONAL
2EFLECTION  (/53 , 2%6   	 DEFINING THE ORIGINAL MEANING OF A SHANZHAI THROUGH REFERENCE TO
#HINESE 2OBIN (OODTYPE STORIES DESCRIBING THESE hRIGHTEOUSv THIEVES AS BEING BASED OUT OF A hMOUNTAIN
STRONGHOLDv	
 7),,)!- 0 !,&/2$ 4/ 34%!, ! "//+ )3 !. %,%'!.4 /&&%.3% ).4%,,%#45!, 02/0%249 ,!7 ).
#().%3%#)6),):!4)/.  3TANFORD 5NIVERSITY 0RESS ED ST ED 	
 2AYMOND - 'ABRIEL #OMMENT 4HE 0ATENT 2EVOLUTION 0ROPOSED 2EFORMS IN #HINESE )NTELLECTUAL
0ROPERTY ,AW 0OLICY AND 0RACTICE ARE THE ,ATEST 3TEP TO "OLSTER 0ATENT 0ROTECTION IN #HINA  !3)!.0!# , 
0/,g9 *  n 	 SEE ALSO %RIC - 'RIFFIN 3TOP 2ELYING ON 5NCLE 3AMn! 0ROACTIVE !PPROACH TO
#OPYRIGHT 0ROTECTION IN THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA  4%8 ).4%,, 02/0 ,*   	 h#ONFUCIANISM 
  GOES BACK  YEARS AND EMPHASIZES LEARNING BY COPYINGv	 !LEXANDER # #HEN #LIMBING THE 'REAT 7ALL !
'UIDE TO )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY %NFORCEMENT IN THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA  !)0,! 1*  n 	
EXPLAINING THAT #ONFUCIANISM AND 4AOISM PHILOSOPHIES FOCUS ON COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT	
 3EE !,&/2$ SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 3EE ).4%,,%#45!, 02/0%249 2)'(43 ). #().!  #HRIS $EVONSHIRE%LLIS ET AL EDS D ED 	 h4HE
;@=2EGULATION FOR THE !WARD AND 0ROMOTION OF 4ECHNOLOGY $EVELOPMENT;= ;WAS= ONE OF THE FIRST PIECES OF
LEGISLATION REGARDING INVENTIONS   ;AND= INCLUDED A GRANT FOR THE PROTECTION OF COPIES OF 7ESTERN TECHNOLOGYv	
4=: %BE:GDGH .:L #ADI=:H
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PIRACY BECAME A MATTER OF SERIOUS CONCERN !LTHOUGH #HINA ADOPTED A COPYRIGHT
LAW IN  A PATENT LAW IN  AND A TRADEMARK LAW IN  THESE LAWS OFFERED
LITTLE PROTECTION FOR FOREIGNERS AND PIRACY CONTINUED TO BE RAMPANT 3UBSEQUENTLY
DURING THE COMMUNIST ERA FOLLOWING THE CREATION OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA
IN  THERE WAS LITTLE CONCEPTION OF PRIVATE PROPERTY 4HE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF
#HINA AUTOMATICALLY ACQUIRED PROPERTY RIGHTS IN INVENTIONS AND THE CORRESPONDING
RIGHT TO ECONOMIC EXPLOITATION OF THOSE INVENTIONS )NVENTIONS WERE CONSIDERED TO
BE COLLECTIVE PROPERTY
)NTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTIONS REEMERGED IN #HINA ONLY AFTER THE RISE OF $ENG
8IAOPING IN  WHO RENEWED TIES WITH THE 7EST )N  #HINA ENTERED INTO
THE !GREEMENT ON 4RADE 2ELATIONS BETWEEN THE 5NITED 3TATES OF !MERICA AND THE
0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA REQUIRING EACH COUNTRY TO AFFORD PATENT TRADEMARK AND
COPYRIGHT PROTECTION TO NATIONALS OF THE OTHER COUNTRY )N THE S #HINA RAPIDLY
BECAME THE WORKSHOP OF THE WORLD 4AX INCENTIVES GOVERNMENT SUBSIDIES AND LOW
COST LABOR INDUCED MANY COMPANIES TO SHIFT MANUFACTURING TO #HINA IN ORDER TO
REDUCE COSTS AND INCREASE PRODUCTION #ORRESPONDINGLY IN THE MIDS #HINAS
OUTWARD APPROACH TO INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY BEGAN TO CHANGE AND #HINA ENTERED INTO
MULTIPLE MAJOR INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS RELATING TO INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
 3EE 0ETER + 9U 4HE 3WEET AND 3OUR 3TORY OF #HINESE )NTEL;LE=CTUAL 0ROPERTY 2IGHTS IN 4%#(./,/'9
02/#%33 !.$ 02/30%2)49 ! ()34/29 /& ).4%,,%#45!, 02/0%249 !.$ $%6%,/0-%.4 n 'RAHAM $UTFIELD 
5MA 3UTHERSANEN EDS FORTHCOMING 	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWPETERYUCOMSWEETSOURPDF EXPLAINING THAT
WITH THE INCREASE IN INVESTMENTS IN #HINA CAME AN INCREASE OF PIRACY	
)N
 #HINA JOINED THE 0ARIS #ONVENTION FOR THE 0ROTECTION OF )NTELLECTUAL
 )D AT 
 3EE $ELI 9ANG 4HE $EVELOPMENT OF )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY IN #HINA  7/2,$ 0!4%.4 ).&/  
	 h!FTER THE #OMMUNIST REGIME WAS ESTABLISHED ;IN #HINA= A LIMITED NUMBER OF INVENTIONS AND
COPYRIGHTS WERE PROTECTED AND ADMINISTERED BY THE GOVERNMENTv	 SEE ALSO 'RIFFIN SUPRA NOTE  AT 
EXPLAINING THAT COMMUNISM CALLS FOR SHARING AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAWS WOULD CONTRADICT THIS FUNDAMENTAL
BELIEF	
 3EE *USTIN -C#ABE %NFORCING )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY 2IGHTS ! -ETHODOLOGY FOR 5NDERSTANDING THE
%NFORCEMENT 0ROBLEM IN #HINA  0)%2#% , 2%6   	 DISCUSSING THAT DESPITE #HINAS ADMINISTRATIVE
FRAMEWORK TO DISTRIBUTE PATENTS hTHE STATE MAINTAINED SO MUCH DISCRETIONARY CONTROL OVER THE PATENT PROCESS
THAT INTELLECTUALS AND ENGINEERS DID NOT USE THE SYSTEM TO ACQUIRE PATENT PROTECTIONv	
 3EE ID AT  EXPLAINING THAT THE COMMUNITY SHARED INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IN COMMUNIST #HINA	
 3EE $UAN 2UICHUN #HINAS )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY 2IGHTS 0ROTECTION 4OWARDS THE ST #ENTURY  $5+% *
#/-0  ).4, ,   	 STATING THAT $ENG 8IAOPING ESTABLISHED THE GROUND WORK FOR #HINAS
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHT PROTECTIONS	
 3EE 9U SUPRA NOTE  AT  h#HINA ASSUMED AN INTERNATIONAL LEGAL OBLIGATION FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
RIGHTS PROTECTION ;EVEN= BEFORE IT HAD ESTABLISHED A DOMESTIC INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTION SYSTEMv QUOTING
85% (/.':(%.'#(%.'3) 3/&47!2% 02/4%#4)/. ). #().! ! #/-0,%4% '5)$%  			
 3EE +ARL 0 3AUVANT #HINA )NWARD AND /UTWARD &OREIGN $IRECT )NVESTMENT  42!.3.!4,
#/20/2!4)/.3 2%6)%7 I I 	 EXPLAINING REASONS WHY THE #HINESE ECONOMY EXPANDED IN THE S	
 3EE ID h&IRMS WERE ATTRACTED BY THE AVAILABILITY OF SKILLS AT LOW WAGES AND AN IMPROVING INFRASTRUCTURE
   v	
 3EE -ICHAEL . 3CHLESINGER .OTE ! 3LEEPING 'IANT !WAKENS 4HE $EVELOPMENT OF )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY
,AW IN #HINA  * #().%3% ,   	 DISCUSSING #HINAS INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS DEALING WITH
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW BEGINNING IN THE S	
06IG>8>6 #6BE7:AA->8=6:A 0:8=I
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0ROPERTY AND IN  IT JOINED THE -ADRID 0ROTOCOL REQUIRING RECIPROCAL
TRADEMARK REGISTRATION FOR MEMBER COUNTRIES #HINA BECAME A MEMBER OF THE
"ERNE #ONVENTION FOR THE 0ROTECTION OF ,ITERARY AND !RTISTIC 7ORK IN  AND IN
THAT SAME YEAR BECAME A PARTY TO THE 5NIVERSAL #OPYRIGHT #ONVENTION )N 
#HINA BECAME A SIGNATORY TO THE 0ATENT #OOPERATION 4REATY AND IN  IT
BECAME A MEMBER OF THE -ADRID 0ROTOCOL RELATING TO THE INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION
OF TRADEMARKS )N  #HINA JOINED THE 7ORLD 4RADE /RGANIZATION 74/	
MAKING IT SUBJECT TO THE STANDARDS OF THE 4RADE 2ELATED !SPECTS OF )NTELLECTUAL
0ROPERTY 2IGHTS 42)03	 !GREEMENT
!S #HINA BEGAN JOINING INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS AND COURTING THE 7EST IN THE
S IT BEGAN ADOPTING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAWS THAT OFTEN BORE A STRIKING
RESEMBLANCE TO THOSE OF WESTERN COUNTRIES 4HE 4RADEMARK ,AW WAS ENACTED IN
 AND IN  THE 0ATENT ,AW WAS ADOPTED )N  #HINAS #OPYRIGHT ,AW
WAS ENACTED AND IN  THE 3TATE )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY /FFICE 3)0/	 WAS
ESTABLISHED
 3EE 2OBERT ( (U )NTERNATIONAL ,EGAL 0ROTECTION OF 4RADEMARKS IN #HINA  -!21 ).4%,, 02/0 ,
2%6   	 PROVIDING A TABLE OF #HINAS INTERNATIONAL TRADEMARK AGREEMENTS	
3INCE THESE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAWS WERE FIRST ADOPTED THEY HAVE
BEEN AMENDED FREQUENTLY AND HAVE BEEN SUPPLEMENTED BY VARIOUS IMPLEMENTING
REGULATIONS COMMENTARIES AND OTHER MEASURES CREATING A COMPLICATED PATCHWORK
 )D
 )D AT n
 .AIGEN :HANG )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY ,AW %NFORCEMENT IN #HINA 4RADE )SSUES 0OLICIES AND 0RACTICES 
&/2$(!- ).4%,, 02/0-%$)! %.4 ,*   	
 3EE(U SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 )D AT   3EE ALSO THE  AMENDMENTS TO BOOST INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTIONS IN !RTICLE 
OF THE &OREIGN 4RADE ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA TO COMPLY WITH 7ORLD 4RADE /RGANIZATION
OBLIGATIONS &OREIGN 4RADE ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE 3TANDING #OMM .ATL
0EOPLES #ONG !PR   EFFECTIVE *ULY  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 4HE STATE PROTECTS THE
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RELATING TO FOREIGN TRADE IN ACCORDANCE WITH RELEVANT LAWS AND ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS
CONCERNING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 7HERE ANY OF THE IMPORT GOOD VIOLATES ANY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHT AND AT
THE SAME TIME ENDANGERS THE FOREIGN TRADE ORDER THE FOREIGN TRADE DEPARTMENT OF THE 3TATE #OUNCIL MAY TAKE
SUCH MEASURES AS PROHIBITING THE IMPORT OF THE RELEVANT GOODS THAT THE INFRINGER HAS PRODUCED OR SOLD FOR A
CERTAIN PERIOD OF TIME )D
 3EE !.$2%7 # -%24(! 4(% 0/,)4)#3 /& 0)2!#9 ).4%,,%#45!, 02/0%249 ). #/.4%-0/2!29 #().!
 	 DISCUSSING THE ENACTMENT OF #HINAS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAWS IN THE S AND THE ROLE OF 53 TRADE
NEGOTIATIONS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF #HINAS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAWS	 SEE ALSO 3COTT * 0ALMER !N )DENTITY
#RISIS 2EGIME ,EGITIMACY AND THE 0OLITICS OF )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY 2IGHTS IN #HINA  ).$ * ',/"!, ,%'!, 345$
  	 NOTING OF THE  !GREEMENT ON 4RADE RELATIONS SIGNED BY BOTH #HINA AND THE 5NITES 3TATES
WHICH MANDATED EQUIVALENT TREATMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IN BOTH COUNTRIES	
 3EE 0ALMER SUPRA NOTE  AT  DISCUSSING #HINAS ENACTMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAWS	
 )D
 )D
 3EE )02 4OOLKIT %-"!339 /& 4(% 53 "%)*).' #().! n ).4%,,%#45!, 02/0%249 2)'(43
HTTPBEIJINGUSEMBASSYCHINAORGCNPROTECTING?IPRHTML ;HEREINAFTER )02 4OOLKIT= 3)0/ WAS REPORTEDLY
CREATED WITH THE GOAL TO COORDINATE ENFORCEMENT OF PATENT TRADEMARK AND COPYRIGHT RIGHTS IN ONE AGENCY 4HAT
HAS NOT TRANSPIRED AND 3)0/ IS CURRENTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR ISSUING AND ENFORCING PATENTS 4HE 3TATE
!DMINISTRATION ON )NDUSTRY AND #OMMERCE HAS AUTHORITY OVER TRADEMARK REGISTRATION AND ENFORCEMENT AS WELL
AS OVER DISPUTES ARISING UNDER THE 5NFAIR #OMPETITION ,AW #OPYRIGHT MATTERS ARE HANDLED BY THE .ATIONAL
#OPYRIGHT !DMINISTRATION )D
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OF LEGISLATION AND RELATED GUIDANCE THAT IS OFTEN DIFFICULT TO PENETRATE #HINAS
LEADERS CONTINUE TO WRITE AND SPEAK ABOUT THE IMPORTANT ROLE THAT INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY WILL PLAY IN #HINAS ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT )N  AND  THE
3UPREME 0EOPLES #OURT ISSUED WHITE PAPERS TOUTING THEIR ADVANCES IN INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY ADJUDICATION AND PROVIDING UNSUBSTANTIATED STATISTICS TO DEMONSTRATE
INCREASED ENFORCEMENT
$ESPITE ALL OF THESE APPARENT ADVANCES IN  JUST FOUR YEARS AFTER JOINING THE
74/ THE 5NITED 3TATES PLACED #HINA ON ITS 0RIORITY 7ATCH ,IST BECAUSE OF #HINAS
FAILURE TO MEET ITS 74/ OBLIGATIONS !CCORDING TO THE 5NITED 3TATES 4RADE
2EPRESENTATIVE h#HINAS )02 ENFORCEMENT REGIME REMAINS LARGELY INEFFECTIVE AND
NONDETERRENT 7IDESPREAD )02 INFRINGEMENT CONTINUES TO AFFECT PRODUCTS BRANDS
AND TECHNOLOGIES FROM A WIDE RANGE OF INDUSTRIES    v #HINA REMAINS ON THE
0RIORITY 7ATCH ,IST AND SUBJECT TO 3ECTION  MONITORING AS OF 
.UMEROUS COMMENTATORS HAVE SPECULATED ABOUT THE REASONS FOR #HINAS WEAK
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ENFORCEMENT RECORD 3OME CREDIT THE LOW INCOMES IN #HINA
WHICH FUEL THE DEMAND FOR CHEAP COPIES OF LUXURY GOODS OR THEY POINT TO THE FACT
THAT #HINA IS A NET IMPORTER OF PRODUCTS THAT ARE PROTECTED BY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
RIGHTS AND THEREFORE DOES NOT CONSIDER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTION TO BE A
NATIONAL PRIORITY
 3EE ID REVIEWING THE AMENDMENTS AND REVISIONS TO #HINAS PATENT TRADEMARK AND COPYRIGHT LAWS	
/THERS ARGUE THAT THERE IS A hLACK OF COORDINATION AMONG
#HINESE GOVERNMENT MINISTRIES AND AGENCIES LOCAL PROTECTIONISM AND CORRUPTION
HIGH THRESHOLDS FOR INITIATING INVESTIGATIONS AND PROSECUTING CASES LACK OF TRAINING
 3EE 9U SUPRA NOTE  AT  STATING THAT #HINESE LEADERS SUPPORT INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY THROUGH SPEECHES
AND POSITION PAPERS	
 !CCORDING TO THE  7HITE 0APER DURING THAT YEAR  CIVIL CASES HAVING A VALUE OF 2-"
 APPROXIMATELY  BILLION	 WERE CONCLUDED 3502%-% 0%/0,%3 #/524 ).4%,,%#45!, 02/0%249
02/4%#4)/. "9 #().%3% #/5243 ).  AVAILABLE AT WWWCPAHKLTDCOM5PLOAD&ILESPDF
/F THOSE CASES  INVOLVED A FOREIGN PARTY )N ADDITION  ADMINISTRATIVE CASES RELATING TO INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY WERE CONCLUDED AND  FIRST INSTANCE CRIMINAL CASES WERE FINALIZED IN  )NTERESTINGLY THE REPORT
STATED THAT THE COURTS DECISIONS IN THE CRIMINAL CASES BECAME EFFECTIVE ON  INDIVIDUALS OF WHICH  WERE
FOUND GUILTY )D
 3EE $ECLAN -C#ULLAGH 2AMPANT 0IRACY ,ANDS #HINA ON h7ATCH ,ISTv #.%4 .%73 -AY   
0-	 HTTPNEWSCNETCOM2AMPANTPIRACYLANDS#HINAONWATCHLIST?HTML REPORTING
ON THE 'EORGE 7 "USH !DMINISTRATIONS DECISION TO PLACE #HINA ON THE hPRIORITY WATCH LISTv IN 	 SEE ALSO
+EVIN # ,ACEY #HINA AND THE 74/ 4ARGETING #HINAS )02 2ECORD  ,!.$3,)$%   	 STATING THAT
#HINAS LAWS AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING ENFORCEMENT OF )02S ARE INCONSISTENT WITH ITS OBLIGATIONS AS A MEMBER
OF THE 74/	
 /&&)#% /& 4(% 53 42!$% 2%0 %8%# /&&)#% /& 4(% 02%3)$%.4  30%#)!,  2%0/24 AT  !PR
 	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWUSTRGOVWEBFM?SEND 4HE hMOVIES MUSIC PUBLISHING ENTERTAINMENT
SOFTWARE APPAREL ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR TEXTILE FABRICS AND FLOOR COVERINGS CONSUMER GOODS CHEMICALS ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGYv ARE INCLUDED AMONG THESE INDUSTRIES )D
 /&&)#% /& 4(% 53 42!$% 2%0 %8%# /&&)#% /& 4(% 02%3)$%.4  30%#)!,  2%0/24 AT  !PRIL
	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWUSTRGOVWEBFM?SEND
 3EE INFRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 3EE -ARK ,IANG ! 4HREE0RONGED !PPROACH (OW THE 5NITED 3TATES #AN 5SE 74/ $ISCLOSURE
2EQUIREMENTS TO #URB )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY )NFRINGEMENT IN #HINA  #() * ).4, ,   	
PROPOSING THREE PRIMARY CAUSES FOR #HINAS PROBLEMS WITH INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW ENFORCEMENT	
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AND INADEQUATE ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIESv 3TILL OTHERS CONTEND THAT #HINAS
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAWS WERE FORCED ON IT BY THE 7EST DESPITE THE FACT THAT THOSE
LAWS WERE INCOMPATIBLE WITH #HINAS VALUES AND MORES
4HIS ARTICLE REVIEWS THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAWS THAT ARE CURRENTLY IN PLACE IN
#HINA IN AN EFFORT TO CLARIFY THE PROTECTIONS THAT ARE hON THE BOOKSv AND POSSIBLY
AVAILABLE TO OWNERS OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 4HE RELATIVELY SPARSE CASE LAW THAT IS
AVAILABLE IN %NGLISH TRANSLATION WILL BE ASSESSED TO DETERMINE HOW THE INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY LAWS ARE ACTUALLY BEING APPLIED IN #HINA &INALLY THE ARTICLE OFFERS
STRATEGIES FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OWNERS AND DRAWS CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE CURRENT
STATE OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTION IN #HINA
III. TRADEMARK LAW 
4HE 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA WAS ADOPTED IN  AND WAS
SUBSEQUENTLY AMENDED IN  AND AGAIN IN  ! THIRD AMENDMENT HAS BEEN
UNDER CONSIDERATION FOR SEVERAL YEARS BUT AS OF THIS WRITING HAS NOT YET BEEN
ADOPTED 4HE 4RADEMARK ,AW IS SUPPLEMENTED BY A SET OF IMPLEMENTING
REGULATIONS THAT WERE ENACTED IN  AND AMENDED IN  2EGULATIONS ON THE
$ETERMINATION OF 7ELL+NOWN 4RADEMARKS ADOPTED IN  AND AMENDED IN

 3EE 9U SUPRA NOTE  AT  CITING /&&)#% /& 5342  .!4)/.!, 42!$% %34)-!4% 2%0/24 /.
&/2%)'. 42!$% "!22)%23  		
-EASURES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF )NTERNATIONAL 2EGISTRATION OF -ARKS
 3EE ,IANG SUPRA NOTE  AT   "UT SEE *OSEPH ! -ASSEY 4HE %MPEROR )S &AR !WAY #HINAS
%NFORCEMENT OF )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY 2IGHTS 0ROTECTION n  #() * ).4, ,   	 STATING THAT
THE ISSUE IS #HINAS hFAILURE TO GET ITS LAWS AND INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATIONS ADEQUATELY AND EFFECTIVELY ENFORCEDv	
 3EE INFRA 0ARTS )))6) DISCUSSING #HINESE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAWS	
 3EE INFRA NOTES           AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT DISCUSSING #HINESE
CASE LAW DEALING WITH INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS PROTECTION	
 3EE INFRA 0ART 6)) AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 3EE )02 4OOLKIT SUPRA NOTE  DETAILING THE REVISIONS TO #HINAS 4RADEMARK ,AW	
 )N !UGUST  THE THIRD AMENDMENT WAS RELEASED FOR PUBLIC COMMENT AND IS CURRENTLY UNDER FURTHER
REVIEW AND REVISION 3EE EG #OMMENTS ON THE $RAFT !MENDMENT TO THE #HINESE 4RADEMARK ,AW ON !UG 
 #OMMN ON )NTELLECTUAL 0ROP )NTL #HAMBER OF #OMMERCE /CT  	 AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWWWICCWBOORGUPLOADED&ILES)##POLICYINTELLECTUAL?PROPERTY3TATEMENTS)###OMMENTS#HI
NESETRADEMARKLAWREVISIONFINAL0OLICY!	PDF DISPLAYING THE )##S COMMENTS CONCERNS
AND QUESTIONS TO THE $RAFT !MENDMENT TO THE #HINESE 4RADEMARK ,AW	 4HE 0ROPOSED 4RADEMARK ,AW OF
-ARCH  IS THE LATEST ITERATION OF THE PENDING AMENDMENT 3EE .ADINE &ARID *OHNSON 0URSUING 4RADEMARK
2EFORM IN #HINA 7HO 7ILL "ENEFITnAND !RE THE 0ROPOSED #HANGES %NOUGH  ,!.$3,)$%  n 	 AVAILABLE
AT HTTPWWWAMERICANBARORGCONTENTDAMABAPUBLICATIONSLANDSLIDELANDSLIDE?FEBRUARY?JOHNSON?
LANDSLIDE?JAN?PDF DISCUSSING PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF
#HINA INCLUDING BAD FAITH REGISTRATION INCREASED REMEDIES AND THE ABILITY TO FILE ONE APPLICATION FOR MULTIPLE
CLASSES OF PROTECTION	 (OWEVER IMPROVEMENTS ARE STILL NEEDED IN A NUMBER OF AREAS INCLUDING )NTERNET
COUNTERFEITING AND CRIMINAL ENFORCEMENT AND PREVIOUS AMENDMENTS DID NOT BRING THE LAW AS WRITTEN OR
EXECUTED hUP TO THE INTERNATIONAL LEVELv )D AT  
 2EGULATION FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE 4RADEMARK ,AW PROMULGATED BY THE 3TATE #OUNSEL !UG 
 EFFECTIVE 3EPT  	 ET SEQ ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
 0ROVISIONS FOR THE $ETERMINATION AND 0ROTECTION OF 7ELL+NOWN 4RADEMARKS PROMULGATED BY THE
3TATE !DMIN FOR )NDUS  #OMMERCE !PR   EFFECTIVE *UNE  	 ET SEQ ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
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ENACTED IN  AND 4RIAL -EASURES FOR %VALUATING AND 0ROTECTING "RANDS IN THE
#OMMERCIAL &IELD ADOPTED IN 
4HE CURRENT 4RADEMARK ,AW STATES THAT IT INTENDS TO PROTECT THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
THE USE OF A TRADEMARK AND TO ENCOURAGE PRODUCERS AND DEALERS TO GUARANTEE THE
QUALITY OF THEIR GOODS AND SERVICES AND PRESERVE THE CREDIBILITY OF TRADEMARKS SO AS
TO PROTECT THE INTERESTS OF CONSUMERS PRODUCERS AND DEALERS AND TO hPROMOTE THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOCIALIST MARKET ECONOMYv ! REVIEW OF THE 4RADEMARK ,AW
SUGGESTS THAT #HINA HAS A 7ESTERNSTYLE SYSTEM OF TRADEMARK LAWS GRAFTED ONTO A
THEORETICAL FOUNDATION THAT EMPHASIZES SOCIAL PLANNING LEADING TO A SERIES OF
DISCONNECTS AND UNSATISFACTORY APPLICATION OF THE LAWS IN THE EYES OF THE 7EST
4HE 4RADEMARK /FFICE OF THE !DMINISTRATIVE $EPARTMENT FOR )NDUSTRY AND
#OMMERCE UNDER THE 3TATE #OUNCIL LOCATED IN "EIJING HAS THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR
REGISTRATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF TRADEMARKS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY !N
APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION CAN BE FILED BY ANY NATURAL PERSON LEGAL PERSON OR OTHER
ORGANIZATION THAT NEEDS TO ACQUIRE THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO THE USE OF A TRADEMARK FOR
THE GOODS IT PRODUCES MANUFACTURES PROCESSES SELECTS OR MARKETS OR FOR THE
SERVICES IT PROVIDES 4HE hUSE OF TRADEMARKSv INCLUDES THE USE OF THE MARK ON
GOODS PACKAGES OR CONTAINERS OF THE GOODS OR IN TRADING DOCUMENTS AS WELL AS THE
USE OF THE MARK IN ADVERTISING EXHIBITION OR OTHER BUSINESS ACTIVITIES
! 7HAT 1UALIFIES AS A 4RADEMARK
3EVERAL TYPES OF TRADEMARKS CAN BE REGISTERED WITH THE 4RADEMARK /FFICE INCLUDING
TRADEMARKS FOR GOODS AND SERVICES COLLECTIVE TRADEMARKS AND CERTIFICATION
TRADEMARKS
 -EASURES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF -ADRID )NTERNATIONAL 2EGISTRATION OF -ARKS PROMULGATED BY THE
3TATE !DMIN FOR )NDUS  #OMMERCE !PR   EFFECTIVE *UNE  	 ET SEQ ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
!NY VISIBLE SIGN THAT CAN SERVE TO DISTINGUISH THE GOODS OF A NATURAL
 .OTICE OF THE -INISTRY OF #OMMERCE ON )SSUING THE -EASURES FOR "RAND %VALUATION AND 0ROTECTION IN
THE #OMMERCIAL &IELD FOR 4RIAL )MPLEMENTATION	 PROMULGATED BY THE -INISTRY OF #OMMERCE *AN  
EFFECTIVE *AN  	 ET SEQ ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE 3TANDING #OMM 0EOPLES
#ONG /CT   EFFECTIVE -AR  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
 3EE ,EAH #HAN 'RINVALD -AKING -UCH !DO !BOUT 4HEORY 4HE #HINESE 4RADEMARK ,AW  -)#(
4%,%#/--  4%#( , 2%6    	 ARGUING THAT A TYPE OF SOCIAL PLANNING THEORY HAS BEEN
UNCONSCIOUSLY ADOPTED FOR THE THEORETICAL JUSTIFICATION OF THE 4RADEMARK ,AW #HINA NEEDS TO BETTER UNDERSTAND
ITS JUSTIFICATIONS SO THAT IT CAN MAKE A LONG TERM CHANGE IN ITS PROTECTION OF TRADEMARKS	
 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D AT ART 
 2EGULATION FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA
PROMULGATED BY THE 3TATE #OUNCIL !UG   EFFECTIVE 3EPT  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
 3EE 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 INDICATING THAT A COLLECTIVE
TRADEMARK REFERS TO ONE THAT IS REGISTERED IN THE NAME OF A GROUP ASSOCIATION OR ANY OTHER ORGANIZATION FOR USE
IN BUSINESS BY ITS MEMBERS TO INDICATE MEMBERSHIP	 ! CERTIFICATION TRADEMARK REFERS TO ONE THAT IS CONTROLLED
BY AN ORGANIZATION THAT IS CAPABLE OF EXERCISING SUPERVISION OVER PARTICULAR KINDS OF GOODS OR SERVICES AND THAT IS
USED BY A UNIT OTHER THAN THE ORGANIZATION OR BY AN INDIVIDUAL FOR ITS GOODS OR SERVICES AND IS DESIGNED TO CERTIFY
THE INDICATIONS OF THE PLACE OF ORIGIN RAW MATERIALS MODE OF MANUFACTURE QUALITY OR OTHER SPECIFIED PROPERTIES
OF THE GOODS OR SERVICES )D 5NDER 53 LAW THE ,ANHAM !CT SIMILARLY PERMITS REGISTRATION OF TRADEMARKS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PERSON LEGAL PERSON OR OTHER ORGANIZATION FROM THOSE OF ANOTHER INCLUDING ANY
WORK DESIGN LETTER OF THE ALPHABET NUMERAL THREEDIMENSIONAL SYMBOL OR COLOR
COMBINATION OR ANY COMBINATION OF THESE SIGNS CAN BE ELIGIBLE FOR REGISTRATION AS A
TRADEMARK )N ORDER TO BE REGISTERED WITH THE 4RADEMARK /FFICE A TRADEMARK MUST
HAVE NOTICEABLE CHARACTERISTICS AND BE READILY DISTINGUISHABLE )N ADDITION IT MAY
NOT CONFLICT WITH THE LEGITIMATE RIGHTS OF OTHERS OBTAINED EARLIER ! TRADEMARK
CANNOT BE REGISTERED IF IT BEARS ONLY THE GENERIC NAME DESIGN OR MODEL NUMBER OF
THE GOODS CONCERNED WHERE IT MERELY PROVIDES A DIRECT INDICATION OF THE QUALITY
PRINCIPAL RAW MATERIALS FUNCTION USE WEIGHT QUANTITY OR OTHER FEATURES OF THE
GOODS OR WHERE DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS ARE LACKING ! REGISTERED TRADEMARK IS
VALID FOR TEN YEARS AND CAN BE RENEWED FOR SUCCESSIVE TENYEAR TERMS
4HE 4RADEMARK ,AW ALSO CONTAINS A LENGTHY LIST OF SIGNS AND SYMBOLS THAT CANNOT
BE USED OR REGISTERED AS TRADEMARKS 4HESE INCLUDE MARKS THAT ARE IDENTICAL OR
SIMILAR TO THE STATE NAME AND NATIONAL FLAGS AND EMBLEMS OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC
OF #HINA OR OF A FOREIGN COUNTRY AS WELL AS THE NAMES FLAGS AND EMBLEMS OF
INTERNATIONAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS 4RADEMARKS CANNOT BE IDENTICAL
TO THE SPECIFIC LOCATIONS THAT ARE THE SEATS OF CENTRAL STATE ORGANS OR IDENTICAL TO THE
NAMES OR DESIGNS OF LANDMARK BUILDINGS AND THEY CANNOT BE IDENTICAL OR SIMILAR TO
AN OFFICIAL MARK OR INSPECTION STAMP THAT INDICATES CONTROL AND GUARANTEE 4HE LAW
ALSO PROHIBITS TRADEMARKS WHICH CONSTITUTE EXAGGERATED AND DECEITFUL ADVERTISING
AND THOSE THAT ARE hDETRIMENTAL TO SOCIALIST MORALITY OR CUSTOMS OR HAVING OTHER
HARMFUL INFLUENCESv
" 2EGISTRATION OF A 4RADEMARK
!N APPLICANT FOR REGISTRATION MUST SPECIFY THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE GOODS OR SERVICES
ON WHICH THE TRADEMARK IS TO BE USED
SERVICE MARKS COLLECTIVE MARKS AND CERTIFICATION MARKS 3EE  53# ee n 	 STATING THE KINDS OF
TRADEMARKS ELIGIBLE FOR REGISTRATION IN THE 5NITED 3TATES	
)F THE APPLICANT INTENDS TO USE THE
 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 #OMPARE ID WITH  53# e 
	 h4HE TERM ;@=TRADEMARK;= INCLUDES ANY WORD NAME SYMBOL OR DEVICE OR ANY COMBINATION THEREOF
	 USED BY A PERSON OR 	 WHICH A PERSON HAS A BONA FIDE INTENTION TO USE IN COMMERCE AND APPLIES TO REGISTER
ON THE PRINCIPAL REGISTER ESTABLISHED BY THIS CHAPTER TO IDENTIFY AND DISTINGUISH HIS OR HER GOODS INCLUDING A
UNIQUE PRODUCT FROM THOSE MANUFACTURED OR SOLD BY OTHERS AND TO INDICATE THE SOURCE OF THE GOODS EVEN IF THAT
SOURCE IS UNKNOWNv	
 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D #OMPARE ID WITH  53# e D	 	 STATING THAT NO TRADEMARK MAY BE ISSUED THAT COPIES
OR CLOSELY RESEMBLES ANOTHER MARK PREVIOUSLY REGISTERED IN THE 0ATENT AND 4RADEMARK /FFICE	
 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D AT ARTS 
 )D AT ART 
 )D
 )D
 )D
 )D AT ART  SEE ALSO 2EGULATION FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES
2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY 3TATE #OUNCIL !UG   EFFECTIVE 3EPT  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	
#HINA	 h4HE NAME OF A COMMODITY OR SERVICE TO BE FILLED IN SHALL BE BASED ON THE TABLE OF CLASSIFICATION OF
COMMODITIES AND SERVICESv	
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TRADEMARK ON GOODS IN DIFFERENT CLASSES A SEPARATE APPLICATION MUST BE SUBMITTED
FOR EACH CLASS OF GOODS OR SERVICES IN WHICH THE MARK IS TO BE USED ,IKEWISE IF THE
OWNER OF A REGISTERED TRADEMARK PLANS TO USE THE MARK ON OTHER GOODS OF THE SAME
CLASS A NEW TRADEMARK APPLICATION MUST BE FILED
5NLIKE THE 5NITED 3TATES #HINA HAS A FIRSTTOFILE TRADEMARK SYSTEM 7HERE TWO
OR MORE APPLICANTS APPLY TO REGISTER IDENTICAL OR SIMILAR TRADEMARKS FOR USE ON THE
SAME OR SIMILAR GOODS THE 4RADEMARK /FFICE IS REQUIRED TO DETERMINE WHICH
APPLICATION WAS FILED FIRST AND THAT APPLICATION WILL THEN BE EXAMINED AND
APPROVED )F THE APPLICATIONS WERE FILED ON THE SAME DAY THE TRADEMARK WHICH WAS
USED EARLIER THAN THE OTHERS WILL HAVE PRIORITY FOR EXAMINATION AND REGISTRATION
(OWEVER IF USE STARTED ON THE SAME DAY OR IF NONE OF THE MARKS IS IN USE THEN THE
APPLICANTS ARE EXPECTED TO REACH AN AGREEMENT AND SUBMIT IT IN WRITING TO THE
4RADEMARK /FFICE IF SUCH AN AGREEMENT IS NOT RECEIVED THEN THE 4RADEMARK /FFICE
WILL DRAW LOTS TO DETERMINE WHICH APPLICANT HAS PRIORITY
.UMEROUS 7ESTERN COMPANIES HAVE ENCOUNTERED PROBLEMS WITH TRADEMARK
SQUATTERS IN #HINA ! TRADEMARK hSQUATTERv IS A COMPANY OR INDIVIDUAL WHO
REGISTERS ANOTHER PARTYS BRAND NAME AS A TRADEMARK AND THEN USES THE TRADEMARK IN
CONNECTION WITH THE SALE OF COUNTERFEIT GOODS OR IN AN EFFORT TO OTHERWISE PROFIT
FROM THE GOODWILL OF THE GENUINE BRAND NAME OWNER 5PON REGISTRATION THE
TRADEMARK SQUATTER BECOMES THE RIGHTFUL OWNER OF THE TRADEMARK AND ACTUALLY HAS
THE RIGHT TO PREEMPT THE BRAND NAME OWNER FROM USING ITS MARK IN #HINA EITHER IN
CONNECTION WITH THE SALE OF PRODUCTS THERE OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE MANUFACTURE
OF PRODUCTS FOR EXPORT
 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
!LTHOUGH !RTICLE  OF THE 4RADEMARK !CT STATES THAT NO
 )D AT ART 
 #OMPARE 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 h;4=HE TRADEMARK WHOSE
REGISTRATION WAS FIRST APPLIED FOR SHALL BE GIVEN PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION AND APPROVAL AND SHALL BE PUBLICALLY
ANNOUNCED    v	 WITH  53# e B	 D	 EXPLAINING THAT WHILE 53 LAW PERMITS THE FILING OF AN
APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION BASED ON A BONA FIDE INTENTION TO USE A TRADEMARK IN COMMERCE THE REGISTRATION WILL
NOT BE ISSUED BY THE 5NITED 3TATES 0ATENT AND 4RADEMARK /FFICE UNTIL THE APPLICANT FILES A VERIFIED STATEMENT THAT
THE MARK IS IN USE IN COMMERCE INCLUDING THE DATE OF THE FIRST USE IN COMMERCE AND A DESCRIPTION OF THE GOODS
IN CONNECTION WITH WHICH THE MARK IS USED	
 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D
 2EGULATION FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE 4RADEMARK ,AW PROMULGATED BY 3TATE #OUNCIL !UG 
 EFFECTIVE 3EPT  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
 3EE "REANN - (ILL #OMMENT !CHIEVING 0ROTECTION OF THE 7ELL+NOWN -ARK IN #HINA )S 4HERE A
,ASTING 3OLUTION  5 $!94/. , 2%6   	 h4HE ABILITY TO OPPOSE A TRADEMARK IS CRITICAL FOR MANY
!MERICAN COMPANIES BECAUSE #HINESE ;@=TRADEMARK SQUATTING;= ACTIVITIES HAVE BECOME RAMPANTv	
 3EE GENERALLY #YNTHIA (ENDERSON #HINA )02 7EBINAR 3ERIES !N )NTRODUCTION TO 4RADEMARK 3QUATTING IN
#HINA /&&)#% /& ).4%,,%#45!, 02/0 0/,9  %.&/2#%-%.4 5 3 0!4%.4  42!$%-!2+ /&&)#% AVAILABLE AT
WWWSTOPFAKESGOVPRESENTATIONS#YNTHIA?(ENDERSONPPT SUMMARIZING TRADEMARK hSQUATTINGv AND THIS
PROBLEM IN #HINA	
 )D 3EE EG #HINAS (IGHEST #OURT 2ULES FOR !"2/  !"2/ .%73,%44%2   	 AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWWWABROCOMMEDIANEWSLETTERSPDF DESCRIBING THE OUTCOME OF A LAWSUIT BROUGHT BY !"2/
)NDUSTRIES )NC A MANUFACTURER OF VARIOUS LUBRICANTS CLEANERS AND ADHESIVES AGAINST (UNAN -AGIC 0OWER A
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APPLICANT FOR TRADEMARK REGISTRATION MAY INFRINGE UPON ANOTHER PERSONS EXISTING
PRIOR RIGHTS AND MAY NOT BY ILLEGITIMATE MEANS RUSH TO REGISTER A TRADEMARK THAT IS
ALREADY IN USE BY ANOTHER PERSON AND HAS CERTAIN INFLUENCE IT IS UNCLEAR PRECISELY
WHAT THIS LANGUAGE MEANS AND THE EXTENT TO WHICH IT IS EVER ENFORCED
3INCE THERE IS NO REQUIREMENT THAT A TRADEMARK BE IN USE BEFORE A TRADEMARK
APPLICATION CAN BE FILED WITH THE 4RADEMARK /FFICE ONE IMPORTANT STRATEGY IS FOR
COMPANIES TO FILE TRADEMARK APPLICATIONS EARLY BEFORE THEY BEGIN USING A MARK IN
ORDER TO PREVENT THIRD PARTIES FROM SQUATTING ON THEIR RIGHTS 4HE 4RADEMARK ,AW
PROVIDES THAT A TRADEMARK CAN BE CANCELLED IF IT IS NOT USED FOR THREE CONSECUTIVE
YEARS (OWEVER THE TRADEMARK REGISTRATION PROCESS CAN TAKE ANYWHERE FROM  TO
 MONTHS OR LONGER !CCORDINGLY THE TRADEMARK APPLICANT MAY HAVE FOUR TO FIVE
YEARS BEFORE IT IS REQUIRED TO SHOW IT IS USING ITS TRADEMARK OR ELSE RISK CANCELLATION
OF ITS REGISTRATION !PPLICANTS ARE ALSO WELLADVISED TO REGISTER THEIR MARKS IN MANY
CLASSES NOT ONLY THE PRECISE CLASS OF GOODS OR SERVICES IN WHICH THEY PLAN TO USE A
TRADEMARK IN ORDER TO ALLOW ROOM FOR FUTURE EXPANSION AND TO PREVENT CONSUMER
CONFUSION !DDITIONALLY APPLICANTS SHOULD REGISTER THEIR TRADEMARKS IN %NGLISH AND
IN #HINESE "Y REGISTERING IN BOTH LANGUAGES THE TRADEMARK OWNER MAY PREVENT
THIRD PARTIES FROM CREATING A #HINESE VERSION OF THEIR %NGLISH LANGUAGE MARK
#HINESE COMPANY WHEN (UNAN -AGIC 0OWER ATTEMPTED TO REGISTER THE !"2/MARK FOR USE IN #LASS  IN #HINA
BY CLAIMING THAT IT WAS SELLING PRODUCTS FOR hHOUSEHOLDv USE 	
 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE 3TANDING #OMM OF THE .ATL
0EOPLES #ONG /CT   EFFECTIVE -AR  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 SEE GENERALLY (ILL SUPRA
NOTE  AT  NOTING THE ONGOING PROBLEM WITH hTRADEMARK SQUATTINGv AND TRADEMARK ENFORCEMENT IN
#HINA	
 3EE )02 4OOLKIT SUPRA NOTE  EXPLAINING THAT #HINA HAS A FIRSTTOFILE SYSTEM AND FOREIGN COMPANIES
SHOULD REGISTER THEIR MARKS WITH THE #HINA 4RADEMARK /FFICE BEFORE DISTRIBUTING THEIR PRODUCTS	
 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE 3TANDING #OMM OF THE .ATL
0EOPLES #ONG /CT   EFFECTIVE -AR  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 ! TRADEMARK MAY ALSO BE
CANCELLED IF USED ON COARSELY MANUFACTURED GOODS THAT ARE PASSED OFF AS QUALITY GOODS )D AT ART 
 3EE *ONATHAN ! (YMAN "EFORE 9OU GO TO #HINA 3TRATEGIES FOR 0ROTECTING 9OUR 4RADEMARKS IN #HINA 
/2!.'% #/5.49 ,!7   	 EXPLAINING THAT #HINESE TRADEMARK APPLICATIONS UNDERGO A SEARCH PROCESS
AND CAN TAKE LONGER THAN  MONTHS IF ISSUES ARISE	
 3EE ID AT  DISCUSSING HOW AFTER THREE YEARS OF NONUSE A TRADEMARK REGISTRATION MAY BE CANCELLED	
 3EE #YNTHIA (ENDERSON #HINA )02 7EBINAR 3ERIES !N )NTRODUCTION TO 4RADEMARK 3QUATTING IN #HINA
/&&)#% /& ).4%,,%#45!, 02/0 0/,9  %.&/2#%-%.4 53 0!4%.4  42!$%-!2+ /&&)#% AVAILABLE AT
WWWSTOPFAKESGOVPRESENTATIONS#YNTHIA?(ENDERSONPPT DISCUSSING THE PROBLEM OF TRADEMARK SQUATTING IN
#HINA AND HOW THIRD PARTIES ATTEMPT TO USE TRADEMARKS THAT HAVE ALREADY BEEN REGISTERED	
 3EE )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY 2IGHTS 4RADEMARK %-"!339 /& 4(% 53 "%)*).' #().! LAST VISITED /CT 
	 HTTPBEIJINGUSEMBASSYCHINAORGCNIPRTRADEHTML ENCOURAGING TRADEMARK OWNERS TO CREATE AND
REGISTER A #HINESE LANGUAGE VERSION OF THEIR MARK WARNING h;I=F YOU DO NOT CREATE A #HINESE MARK THE MARKET
WILL DO SO CREATING A #HINESE ;@=NICKNAME;= FOR YOUR PRODUCT 9OUR COMPANY MAY NOT LIKE THE IMAGE THIS MARK
PROJECTS OR SOMEONE ELSE IN #HINA MAY LIKE IT SO MUCH THEY REGISTER IT IN THEIR OWN NAME FORCING YOU TO ;@=BUY
IT BACK;=v	
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# 7ELL+NOWN 4RADEMARKS
#HINAS 4RADEMARK ,AW NOW CONTAINS SEVERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO WELLKNOWN
MARKS !N APPLICANT CANNOT REGISTER AND MAY NOT USE A TRADEMARK IN CONNECTION
WITH IDENTICAL OR SIMILAR GOODS WHERE THAT TRADEMARK IS A REPRODUCTION IMITATION
OR TRANSLATION OF ANOTHER PERSONS WELLKNOWN TRADEMARK THAT IS NOT REGISTERED IN
#HINA AND IS LIKELY TO CAUSE PUBLIC CONFUSION )F THE GOODS ARE DISSIMILAR AN
APPLICANT CANNOT USE OR REGISTER A MARK THAT IS A REPRODUCTION IMITATION OR
TRANSLATION OF ANOTHER PERSONS WELLKNOWN TRADEMARK NOT REGISTERED IN #HINA IF
THE APPLICANTS TRADEMARK MISLEADS THE PUBLIC SO THAT THE INTERESTS OF THE OWNER OF
THE WELLKNOWN MARK ARE LIKELY TO BE IMPAIRED
4O DETERMINE WHETHER A TRADEMARK IS WELLKNOWN THE 4RADEMARK /FFICE AND
4RADEMARK 2EVIEW AND !DJUDICATION "OARD ARE INSTRUCTED TO CONSIDER HOW WELL THE
TRADEMARK IS KNOWN BY THE PUBLIC HOW LONG THE TRADEMARK HAS BEEN IN CONTINUOUS
USE THE DURATION AND EXTENT OF ADVERTISING THE HISTORY OF PROTECTION OF THE
TRADEMARK AS A FAMOUS MARK AND OTHER FACTORS THAT WOULD MAKE THE TRADEMARK A
WELLKNOWN OR FAMOUS MARK 4HE 0EOPLES #OURT WILL CONSIDER SIMILAR FACTORS
WHEN A LAWSUIT CONTENDS THAT AN INFRINGED MARK IS A FAMOUS TRADEMARK
)N A HIGHLY PUBLICIZED CASE 3TARBUCKS SUCCESSFULLY STOPPED A COMPETING COFFEE
SHOP FROM USING ITS WELLKNOWN MARKS 4HE 3HANGHAI ND )NTERMEDIATE 0EOPLES
#OURT HELD THAT THE 3HANGHAI 8INGBAKE #OFFEE "AR #OMPANY WAS LIABLE FOR UNFAIR
COMPETITION AND TRADEMARK INFRINGEMENT OF THE 3TARBUCKS NAME AND LOGO 4HE
WORD h8INGBAKEv IS A ROUGH TRANSLITERATION OF h3TARBUCKSv 4HE 0EOPLES #OURT
HELD THAT 3TARBUCKS TRADEMARKS WERE FAMOUS AND ALSO DETERMINED THAT 3HANGHAI
8INGBAKE #OFFEE "AR #OMPANY HAD REGISTERED ITS TRADE NAME 8INGBAKE IN BAD
FAITH
 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ARTS n 	 SEE ALSO 0ATRICIA -ARQUEZ
4RADEMARK ! #OMPARATIVE ,OOK AT #HINA AND THE 5NITED 3TATES  4/52/ ).4g, , 2%6   	
DISCUSSING HOW BOTH hTHE 0ARIS #ONVENTION AND 42)03 REQUIRES #HINA TO RECOGNIZE UNREGISTERED WELLKNOWN
MARKSv	 3TEPHANIE - 'REENE 0ROTECTING 7ELL+NOWN -ARKS IN #HINA #HALLENGES FOR &OREIGN -ARK (OLDERS 
!- "53 ,*   	 h7ELLKNOWN STATUS IN #HINA ALSO ALLOWS THE RIGHTFUL OWNER TO SEEK CANCELLATION
OF A MARK UNLAWFULLY REGISTERED BY A COMPETITOR OR OPPORTUNISTv	
3HANGHAI 8INGBAKE WAS ORDERED TO CHANGE ITS COMPANY NAME AND TO ISSUE A
 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D
 )D AT ART  .OTICE OF THE 3TATE !DMIN FOR )NDUS  #OMMERCE ON )SSUING THE 7ORKING )NSTRUCTIONS
FOR THE $ETERMINATION OF &AMOUS 4RADEMARKS PROMULGATED BY THE 3TATE !DMIN FOR )NDUS  #OMMERCE !PR
  EFFECTIVE !PR  	 ARTS n 	
 )NTERPRETATION OF THE 3UPREME 0EOPLEgS #OURT ON 3EVERAL )SSUES #ONCERNING THE !PPLICATION OF ,AW TO
THE 4RIAL OF #ASES OF #IVIL $ISPUTES /VER THE 0ROTECTION OF &AMOUS 4RADEMARKS PROMULGATED BY THE 3UPREME
0EOPLEgS #T !PR   EFFECTIVE -AY  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
 3TARBUCKS #ORP AND 3HANGHAI 0RESIDENT #OFFEE #ORP V 3HANGHAI 3TARBUCKS #AFE #O ,TD AND
3HANGHAI 3TARBUCKS #AFE #O ,TD .ANJING 2D "RANCH 4HE (IGHER 0EOPLEgS #T OF 3HANGHAI -UN $EC 
	 ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
 )D
 )N #HINESE XING MEANS STAR AND BAKE IS PRONOUNCED LIKE BUCKS 3EE 'REENE SUPRA NOTE  AT
 EXPLAINING THE %NGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE #HINESE MARK h8INGBAKEv	
 3TARBUCKS #ORP AND 3HANGHAI 0RESIDENT #OFFEE #ORP SUPRA NOTE 
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PUBLIC APOLOGY 3HANGHAI 8INGBAKE WAS ALSO ORDERED TO PAY 2-"  THE
MAXIMUM STATUTORY COMPENSATION AMOUNT TO 3TARBUCKS 
/THER FOREIGN COMPANIES HAVE BEEN LESS SUCCESSFUL IN PROTECTING THEIR FAMOUS
MARKS IN #HINA )N ONE SUCH CASE "LOOMBERG ,0 SUED 3HANGHAI 0OBO )NTERNET
)NFORMATION #ONSULTING #O ,TD FOR INFRINGEMENT OF ITS #HINESE TRADEMARK
h0ENGBOv "LOOMBERG RECEIVED ONLY 2-"  APPROXIMATELY 	 IN
COMPENSATION AND AN APOLOGY (OWEVER THE "LOOMBERG MARK WAS NOT
RECOGNIZED AS A WELLKNOWN MARK BY THE COURT AND THEREFORE THE #HINESE COMPANY
WAS NOT REQUIRED TO CHANGE ITS NAME )N ANOTHER CASE THE "EIJING &IRST
)NTERMEDIATE #OURT RECOGNIZED THAT THE WORD MARK h&ERRARIv WAS A WELLKNOWN
MARK BUT IT REFUSED TO EXTEND FAMOUS MARK STATUS TO &ERRARIS hPRANCING HORSEv
DESIGN MARK
$ %NFORCEMENT OF 4RADEMARK 2IGHTS
4HE 4RADEMARK ,AW PROVIDES THAT THE OWNER OF A REGISTERED TRADEMARK SHALL ENJOY
THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO THE USE OF THE TRADEMARK WHICH SHALL BE PROTECTED BY LAW
 )D
 )D SEE ALSO *ESSICA # 7ONG 4HE #HALLENGES -ULTINATIONAL #ORPORATIONS &ACE IN 0ROTECTING THEIR 7ELL
+NOWN 4RADEMARKS IN #HINA  "2//+ * ).4g, ,   	 7ONG REPORTED THAT BEFORE RECEIVING
THIS ORDER FROM THE 0EOPLES #OURT 3TARBUCKS SOUGHT ADMINISTRATIVE PROTECTIONS OF ITS MARK FROM THE 3HANGHAI
!DMINISTRATION OF )NDUSTRY AND #OMMERCE )D AT  )N  THE ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES ORDERED 3HANGHAI
8INGBAKE TO STOP USING SIGNS AND LOGOS THAT WERE SIMILAR TO THE 3TARBUCKS TRADEMARK 3HANGHAI 8INGBAKE REFUSED
TO DO SO AND IN FACT OPENED AN ADDITIONAL STORE UNDER THE 8INGBAKE NAME )D &INALLY OVER SIX YEARS LATER THE
0EOPLES #OURT ORDERED 3HANGHAI 8INGBAKE TO CHANGE ITS NAME AND AWARDED 3TARBUCKS THE EQUIVALENT OF
 )D AT n 3HANGHAI 8INGBAKE APPEALED AND LOST IN  )D AT 
 3EE INFRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT EXPLAINING THE OUTCOME OF THE "LOOMBERG CASE	 SEE ALSO
INFRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT NOTING THE UNFAVORABLE OUTCOME IN THE &ERRARI CASE	 !CCORDING TO THE
PRESS .IKE HAS ENJOYED MIXED SUCCESS IN DEFENDING ITS MARKS AGAINST COUNTERFEITERS IN #HINA 3EE 2ICHARD
-C'REGOR #HINESE #OURT (ANDS 6ICTORY TO .IKE IN 4RADEMARK #ASE &). 4)-%3 &EB   AVAILABLE AT
HTTPGALETRIALSCOMPRODUCTSASPXPIDMARKET)$TRIAL EXPLAINING HOW IN  .IKE REPORTEDLY
OBTAINED A COURT ORDER IN #HINA TO PREVENT A 3PANISH COMPANY #IDESPORT FROM MANUFACTURING AND EXPORTING
CLOTHING BEARING THE .IKE NAME OUT OF #HINA FOR SALE IN 3PAIN	 .IKE WAS ALSO INVOLVED IN COURT BATTLES IN #HINA
RELATING TO ITS h!IR *ORDANv MARK 3EE .IKE 7INS ,AWSUITS /VER &AKE #HINESE 3HOES #"3 .%73 &EB  
AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWCBSNEWSCOMSTORIESBUSINESSMAINSHTML "UT THE PROBLEM
CONTINUES AND HUNDREDS OF THOUSAND PAIRS OF COUNTERFEIT .IKE SHOES ARE SOLD AS PRODUCTS EACH YEAR RESULTING IN
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN PROFIT FOR COUNTERFEIT SHOE MAKERS 3EE .ICHOLAS 3CHMIDLE )NSIDE THE +NOCKOFF4ENNIS3HOE
&ACTORY .9 4)-%3 !UG   AT -- AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWNYTIMESCOMMAGAZINE
FAKETHTMLPAGEWANTEDALL REPORTING ON AN INCIDENT IN  WHERE NEARLY  COUNTERFEIT .IKE SNEAKERS
WERE FOUND IN .EW 9ORK #ITY WITH A STREET VALUE OF OVER  MILLION	
 3EE 'REENE SUPRA NOTE  AT  DISCUSSING "LOOMBERGgS LAWSUIT AGAINST THE #HINESE COMPANY USING
THE DOMAIN POBOCOMCN WHICH USES THE SAME #HINESE CHARACTERS THAT "LOOMBERG REGISTERED AS ITS #HINESE
NAME	
 )D
 3EE ID AT   DISCUSSING IN ADDITION TO THE "LOOMBERG CASE PROBLEMS EXPERIENCED BY $ELL AND
3ONY %RICSSON IN PROTECTING THEIR WELLKNOWN MARKS	
 3EE *ING "RAD ,UO  3HUBHA 'HOSH 0ROTECTION AND %NFORCEMENT OF 7ELL+NOWN -ARK 2IGHTS IN
#HINA (ISTORY 4HEORY AND &UTURE  .7 * 4%#(  ).4%,, 02/0   	 SUMMARIZING THE &ERRARI V
*IAJIAN CASE	
 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE 3TANDING #OMM 0EOPLES
#ONG /CT   EFFECTIVE -AR  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
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3EVERAL DIFFERENT ACTS CAN CONSTITUTE INFRINGEMENT ON THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS TO THE USE
OF A REGISTERED TRADEMARK INCLUDING THE FOLLOWING 	 USING A TRADEMARK THAT IS
IDENTICAL OR SIMILAR TO THE REGISTERED TRADEMARK ON THE SAME OR SIMILAR GOODS
WITHOUT PERMISSION BY THE OWNER OF THE REGISTERED MARK 	 SELLING GOODS THAT
INFRINGE ON THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO THE USE OF A REGISTERED TRADEMARK 	
COUNTERFEITING OR MAKING WITHOUT AUTHORIZATION REPRESENTATIONS OF ANOTHER
PERSONS REGISTERED TRADEMARK OR SELLING SUCH REPRESENTATIONS 	 ALTERING A
REGISTERED TRADEMARK WITHOUT PERMISSION BY ITS OWNER AND SELLING GOODS BEARING
SUCH AN ALTERED TRADEMARK ON THE MARKET AND 	 IMPAIRING ANOTHER PERSONS
EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO THE USE OF A REGISTERED TRADEMARK IN ANOTHER MANNER
7HEN A TRADEMARK OWNER BELIEVES THAT ITS EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS ARE BEING INFRINGED ON
BY THE ACTS OF ANOTHER THE PARTIES ARE INSTRUCTED TO SETTLE THE DISPUTE THROUGH
CONSULTATION (OWEVER IF THE PARTIES ARE UNABLE OR UNWILLING TO DO SO THEN THE
OWNER OF THE REGISTERED TRADEMARK OR ANY OTHER INTERESTED PARTY MAY EITHER BRING
SUIT IN THE 0EOPLES #OURT OR RESORT TO AN ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY THROUGH THE
4RADEMARK /FFICE OF THE 3TATE !DMINISTRATION FOR )NDUSTRY AND #OMMERCE
3!)#	 4HE 3!)# MAY QUESTION THE PARTIES REVIEW THEIR CONTRACTS AND ACCOUNTS
RELATING TO THE INFRINGEMENT INSPECT THE PREMISES WHERE THE SUSPECTED INFRINGER
CARRIES OUT ITS ACTIVITIES INSPECT ARTICLES INVOLVED IN THE INFRINGEMENT AND SEIZE THE
ARTICLES PROVEN TO HAVE BEEN USED IN THE INFRINGING ACTIVITIES )F THE 3!)#
DETERMINES THAT AN ACT OF INFRINGEMENT HAS OCCURRED IT MAY ORDER THE INFRINGER TO
CEASE THE INFRINGING ACTIVITY IMMEDIATELY AND IT MAY CONFISCATE AND DESTROY THE
GOODS INVOLVED AND THE TOOLS USED TO MANUFACTURE THE GOODS AND THE COUNTERFEIT
REPRESENTATIONS OF THE REGISTERED TRADEMARK ! FINE MAY ALSO BE IMPOSED
 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART 	 	
4HE
 )D AT ART 	
 )D AT ART 	
 )D AT ART 	
 )D AT ART 	
 )D AT ART  4HE INSTRUCTION THAT THE PARTIES SETTLE THE DISPUTE THROUGH CONSULTATION REFLECTS THE
4RADEMARK ,AWS INTEREST IN PROMOTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SOCIALIST MARKET ECONOMY 3EE ID AT ART  h4HIS
,AW IS ENACTED FOR THE PURPOSES OF IMPROVING THE ADMINISTRATION OF TRADEMARKS PROTECTING THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
USE A TRADEMARK AND ENCOURAGING PRODUCERS AND TRADERS TO GUARANTEE THE QUALITY OF THEIR GOODS AND SERVICES
AND MAINTAIN THE REPUTATION OF THEIR TRADEMARKS WITH A VIEW TO PROTECT THE INTERESTS OF CONSUMERS PRODUCERS
AND TRADERS AND PROMOTE THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOCIALIST MARKET ECONOMYv	 5NDER 53 LAW THERE IS NO
REQUIREMENT THAT THE PARTIES ATTEMPT TO SETTLE A DISPUTE WHEN A TRADEMARK OWNER BELIEVES THAT ITS RIGHTS ARE BEING
INFRINGED BY ANOTHER PARTY 4O THE CONTRARY THE TRADEMARK OWNER IS AUTHORIZED TO BRING A CIVIL ACTION  53#
e 	 	
 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 4HE 4RADEMARK /FFICE OF THE 3!)#
HANDLES TRADEMARK INFRINGEMENT COMPLAINTS 3EE )SSUES IN &OCUS )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY 2IGHTS n 4RADEMARK
%-"!339 /& 4(% 53 "%)*).' #().! HTTPBEIJINGUSEMBASSYCHINAORGCNIPRTRADEHTML LAST VISITED /CT 
	 )N ADDITION h;T=HE 4RADEMARK $IVISION OF EACH PROVINCIAL AND MUNICIPAL !DMINISTRATION FOR )NDUSTRY
AND #OMMERCE !)#	 HAS AUTHORITY TO INVESTIGATE TRADEMARK INFRINGEMENT WITHIN ITS GEOGRAPHIC JURISDICTION
SEIZE EVIDENCE AND ADJUDICATE COMPLAINTSv )D
 4RADEMARK ,AW OF 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D AT ART 
 )D
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3!)# MAY ALSO MEDIATE A SETTLEMENT BETWEEN THE PARTIES TO COMPENSATE THE
TRADEMARK OWNER OR INTERESTED PARTY FOR THE INFRINGEMENT )F THE MEDIATION FAILS
THE INJURED PARTY MAY BRING SUIT IN THE 0EOPLES #OURT
4HE AMOUNT OF COMPENSATION DUE FOR AN INFRINGEMENT ON THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS OF
THE TRADEMARK OWNER MAY BE THE AMOUNT OF PROFITS THAT THE INFRINGER EARNED AS A
RESULT OF THE INFRINGEMENT OR THE AMOUNT OF LOSSES THAT THE TRADEMARK OWNER
SUFFERED AS A RESULT OF THE INFRINGEMENT INCLUDING ANY REASONABLE EXPENSES PAID IN
ITS EFFORTS TO PUT AN END TO THE INFRINGEMENT (OWEVER WHERE THE PROFITS EARNED
BY THE INFRINGER OR THE LOSSES SUFFERED BY THE TRADEMARK OWNER ARE DIFFICULT TO
DETERMINE THE 0EOPLES #OURT WILL ONLY AWARD DAMAGES OF NOT MORE THAN 2-"
 DEPENDING UPON THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE INFRINGEMENT &URTHER IF THE
INFRINGER UNKNOWINGLY SELLS GOODS THAT INFRINGE UPON THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS OF A
TRADEMARK OWNER BUT THE INFRINGER CAN PROVE THAT HE OBTAINED THE GOODS LAWFULLY
AND CAN IDENTIFY THE SUPPLIER HE WILL NOT BE LIABLE TO PAY ANY COMPENSATION TO THE
TRADEMARK OWNER
4HE 4RADEMARK ,AW PERMITS THE TRADEMARK OWNER OR OTHER INTERESTED PARTY TO
OBTAIN AN ORDER IMPOSING WHAT IS ESSENTIALLY A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION OR AN ORDER
FOR PRESERVATION OF EVIDENCE )F THE TRADEMARK OWNER HAS EVIDENCE PROVING THAT
ANOTHER PARTY IS COMMITTING OR WILL SOON COMMIT AN ACT OF INFRINGEMENTAND THAT
IF SUCH ACT IS NOT STOPPED PROMPTLY IT WILL CAUSE IRREPARABLE HARM TO HIS LEGITIMATE
RIGHTS AND INTERESTSHE CAN APPLY TO THE 0EOPLES #OURT FOR AN ORDER REQUIRING THE
INFRINGER TO CEASE THE ACT AND ADOPTING MEASURES TO PRESERVE HIS PROPERTY
 3EE ID STATING THAT A PARTY MUST REQUEST MEDIATION	
3IMILARLY WHERE EVIDENCE MAY BE MISSING OR BECOME UNOBTAINABLE IN THE FUTURE THE
 )D #IVIL SUITS ALLEGING AN ACT OF INFRINGEMENT OF THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS TO USE A REGISTERED TRADEMARK MAY
BE BROUGHT IN THE 0EOPLEgS #OURT OF THE PLACE WHERE AN ACT OF INFRINGEMENT HAS BEEN CARRIED OUT WHERE THE
INFRINGING PRODUCTS ARE STORED SEALED OR DETAINED OR WHERE THE INFRINGER IS DOMICILED )NTERPRETATION OF THE
3UPREME 0EOPLEgS #OURT #ONCERNING THE !PPLICATION OF ,AWS IN THE 4RIAL OF #ASES OF #IVIL $ISPUTES !RISING
FROM 4RADEMARKS PROMULGATED BY THE 3UPREME 0EOPLES #T /CT   EFFECTIVE /CT  	 ART 
,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 )N THE 5NITED 3TATES THE OWNER OF A
REGISTERED TRADEMARK MAY RECOVER 	 THE INFRINGERS PROFITS 	 ANY DAMAGES SUSTAINED BY THE TRADEMARK OWNER
AND 	 THE COSTS OF THE LAWSUIT  53# e A	 	 )N ASSESSING DAMAGES THE COURT MAY ENTER JUDGMENT
FOR ANY SUM UP TO THREE TIMES THE AMOUNT FOUND AS ACTUAL DAMAGES ACCORDING TO THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE CASE
)N AN EXCEPTIONAL CASE THE COURT MAY ALSO AWARD REASONABLE ATTORNEYS FEES TO THE PREVAILING PARTY )D
 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 "ASED ON CURRENT EXCHANGE RATES
2-"  IS APPROXIMATELY EQUIVALENT TO  )N THE 5NITED 3TATES IN A CASE INVOLVING THE USE OF A
COUNTERFEIT TRADEMARK THE COURT MAY AWARD STATUTORY DAMAGES IN AN AMOUNT NOT LESS THAN  OR MORE THAN
 PER COUNTERFEIT MARK PER TYPE OF GOODS OR SERVICES SOLD  53#! e C	 7EST 	 (OWEVER
IF THE COURT FINDS THAT THE USE OF THE COUNTERFEIT MARK WAS WILLFUL THE COURT MAY AWARD DAMAGES IN AN AMOUNT
UP TO  PER COUNTERFEIT MARK PER TYPE OF GOODS OR SERVICES SOLD )D
 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 3EE EG 3HANDONG #RANE &ACTORY
#O ,TD V 3HANDONG 3HANQI (EAVY )NDUSTRY #O ,TD 3UP 0EOPLEgS #T !PR  	 ,AWINFOCHINA	
#HINA	 AWARDING 3HANGDONG #RANE &ACTORY 2-"  BASED ON hTHE NATURE CIRCUMSTANCES DURATION AND
SCOPE OF THE INFRINGEMENT BY 3HANQI (EAVY )NDUSTRYv AFTER NEITHER 3HANGI (EAVY )NDUSTRYS PROCEEDS NOR
3HANGDONG #RANE &ACTORYS LOSSES COULD BE DETERMINED FROM THE INFRINGEMENT OF THE TRADE NAME h3HANQIv	
 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D AT ART 
 )D
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OWNER OF A REGISTERED TRADEMARK MAY APPLY TO THE 0EOPLES #OURT FOR AN ORDER
PRESERVING THE EVIDENCE PRIOR TO FILING A LAWSUIT 4HE COURT MUST MAKE A RULING
WITHIN  HOURS AFTER RECEIVING AN APPLICATION FOR PRESERVATION OF EVIDENCE AND THE
ORDER WILL BE ENFORCED IMMEDIATELY 4HE TRADEMARK OWNER MUST THEN BRING A
LAWSUIT WITHIN  DAYS AFTER THE COURT ADOPTS THE PRESERVATION MEASURE OR THE
MEASURE WILL BE RESCINDED
)N ADDITION TO THE REMEDIES AND SANCTIONS CREATED BY THE 4RADEMARK ,AW
COUNTERFEITING IS ADDRESSED BY OTHER AREAS OF LAW AS WELL  4RADEMARK
COUNTERFEITING IS A FORM OF UNFAIR COMPETITION AND THE ,AW !GAINST 5NFAIR
#OMPETITION PROVIDES THAT h;A= BUSINESS OPERATOR SHALL NOT HARM HIS COMPETITORS IN
MARKET TRANSACTIONS BY RESORTING TO ANY OF THE FOLLOWING UNFAIR MEANS ;INCLUDING=
COUNTERFEITING A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF ANOTHER PERSONv )N ADDITION THERE MAY
BE CRIMINAL LIABILITY FOR COUNTERFEITING ! PERSON CONVICTED OF CRIMINAL
COUNTERFEITING MAY RECEIVE A SENTENCE OF UP TO SEVEN YEARS IN PRISON FINES OR
BOTH
)N ONE RECENT CASE 0EOPLES 0ROCURATORATE OF *INGAN $ISTRICT 3HANGHAI V (UANG
#HUNHAI AN EMPLOYEE OF THE STATE WAS CONVICTED OF TRADEMARK COUNTERFEITING
 )D AT ART 
4HE DEFENDANT #HUNHAI WAS AN INSPECTOR WITH THE )NSPECTION $ETACHMENT OF THE
 )D
 )D #OMPARE ID WITH  53# e A	 D	 	 AUTHORIZING 53 COURTS TO GRANT AN INJUNCTION TO
PREVENT A VIOLATION OF THE RIGHTS OF THE OWNER OF A REGISTERED TRADEMARK AND IN THE CASE OF COUNTERFEIT MARKS TO
GRANT AN EX PARTE ORDER FOR THE SEIZURE OF COUNTERFEIT GOODS AND MARKS THE MEANS OF MAKING SUCH MARKS AND
RECORDS RELATING TO THE VIOLATION	
 3EE EG 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 STATING THAT THE INTENTIONAL
SELLING OF COUNTERFEIT GOODS WILL ALSO RESULT IN A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION	
 ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA !GAINST 5NFAIR #OMPETITION PROMULGATED BY THE 3TANDING
#OMM .ATgL 0EOPLEgS #ONG 3EPT   EFFECTIVE $EC  	 ART  #HINAORGCN	 #HINA	 )N ADDITION TO
THE PENALTIES SET FORTH BY THE 4RADEMARK ,AW COUNTERFEITING IS ALSO PUNISHABLE BY A FINE OF NOT LESS THAN ONE
TIME BUT NOT MORE THAN THREE TIMES THE ILLEGAL EARNINGS OF THE COUNTERFEITER !NTI5NFAIR #OMPETITION ,AW OF THE
0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE 3TANDING #OMM .ATgL 0EOPLEgS #ONG 3EPT   EFFECTIVE
3EPT  	 ARTS   ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 )N ADDITION THE BUSINESS OPERATORS LICENSE MAY BE REVOKED
AND IF THE COMMODITIES OFFERED FOR SALE ARE FAKE AND INFERIOR HE MAY BE INVESTIGATED FOR CRIMINAL LIABILITY )D
 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 3EE #RIMINAL ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS
2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE .ATgL 0EOPLEgS #ONG -AR   EFFECTIVE /CT  	 ARTS n
,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 DISCUSSING CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR COUNTERFEITING TRADEMARKS	
 3EE #RIMINAL ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 DEPENDING ON THE NATURE OF THE
CRIME	 SEE ALSO )NTERPRETATION OF THE 3UPREME 0EOPLEgS #OURT AND THE 3UPREME 0EOPLEgS 0ROCURATORATE
#ONCERNING 3OME )SSUES ON THE 3PECIFIC !PPLICATION OF ,AW FOR (ANDLING #RIMINAL #ASES OF )NFRINGEMENT UPON
)NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY PROMULGATED BY THE 3UPREME 0EOPLEgS #T AND THE 3UP 0EOPLEgS 0ROCURATORATE $EC 
 EFFECTIVE $EC  	 ARTS n ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 STATING FINES AND PRISON SENTENCES FOR SPECIFIC
ACTS OF COUNTERFEITING	 SEE GENERALLY .EWSLETTER #().! 0!4%.4 !'%.4 (+	 ,4$ AT  	
HTTPWWWCPAHKLTDCOM ;HEREINAFTER #().! 0!4%.4 !'%.4= SUMMARIZING CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR
COUNTERFEITING UNDER #HINESE LAW	
 0EOPLEgS 0ROCURATORATE OF *INGgAN $ISTRICT 3HANGHAI V (UANG #HUNHAI .O )NTERM 0EOPLES #T OF
3HANGHAI -UN 3EPT  	 ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
 )D
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3HANGHAI 4OBACCO -ONOPOLY "UREAU #HUNHAI ALLEGEDLY GAVE THE OWNER OF A
GROCERY STORE ADVANCE NOTICE OF SURPRISE INSPECTIONS THEREBY ENABLING THE STORE
OWNER TO EVADE PUNISHMENT FOR THE SALE OF COUNTERFEIT TOBACCO (E ALSO
INTRODUCED OTHERS TO THE STORE OWNER SO THAT THEY COULD PURCHASE COUNTERFEIT
CIGARETTES FROM THE STORE AND HE SHARED hHUGE PROFITSv WITH THE STORE OWNER 4HE
COURT FOUND THAT #HUNHAI ACTED AS AN ACCOMPLICE IN THE CRIME OF SELLING
COMMODITIES BEARING COUNTERFEIT TRADEMARKS AND THAT HE ALSO ENGAGED IN THE CRIME
OF HELPING CRIMINALS EVADE PUNISHMENT #HUNHAI WAS SENTENCED TO FIXEDTERM
IMPRISONMENT FOR TWO YEARS AND WAS FINED 2-"  APPROXIMATELY  BASED
ON CURRENT EXCHANGE RATES	 (E WAS ALSO ORDERED TO TURN OVER HIS ILLEGAL PROCEEDS
TO THE STATE TREASURY
IV. PATENT LAW 
4HE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA WAS ADOPTED IN  AND THEN
AMENDED THREE TIMES IN   AND  4HE PROVISIONS OF THE 0ATENT ,AW
ARE SUPPLEMENTED BY VARIOUS OTHER REGULATIONS AND MEASURES INCLUDING THE
)MPLEMENTING 2EGULATIONS OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA
AMENDED IN  AND 	 AND -EASURES FOR THE !DMINISTRATIVE %NFORCEMENT OF
0ATENTS ADOPTED IN  AND AMENDED IN 	
4HE 0ATENT ,AW RECOGNIZES THREE TYPES OF INVENTIONCREATIONS WHICH MAY BE THE
SUBJECTS OF PATENTS INVENTIONS UTILITY MODELS AND DESIGNS !N INVENTION PATENT
COVERS hNEW TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS PROPOSED FOR A PRODUCT A PROCESS OR THE
IMPROVEMENT THEREOFv !N INVENTION PATENT IS VALID FOR TWENTY YEARS FROM THE
DATE THE PATENT APPLICATION WAS FILED
 )D
! UTILITY MODEL PATENT PROTECTS hNEW
 )D
 3EE ID STATING THAT THE SALES FROM THE COUNTERFEIT CIGARETTES RESULTED IN A PROFIT OF 2-" 	
 )D
 )D
 )D
 3EE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE 3TANDING #OMM OF THE .ATgL
0EOPLEgS #ONG $EC   EFFECTIVE !PR  	 ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 STATING THE AMENDMENT HISTORY	
4HE AMENDMENTS ENACTED ON $ECEMBER   TOOK EFFECT ON /CTOBER   3EE 4HIRD 2EVISION OF #HINAS
0ATENT ,AW ,EGAL 4EXTS AND $OCUMENTS ON THE $RAFTING 0ROCESS n %5#().! )02 	 AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWWWIPRORGIMAGESEU?PATENT?LAWFINALPDF NOTING THE EFFECTIVE DATE	
 $ETAILED 2ULES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA
PROMULGATED BY THE 3TATE #OUNCIL *AN   EFFECTIVE *ULY  	 ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 SEE ALSO
-EASURES FOR THE 0ATENT !DMINISTRATIVE ,AW %NFORCEMENT PROMULGATED BY THE 3TATE )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY
/FFICE $EC   EFFECTIVE &EB  	 ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 'ENERAL 0RINCIPLES OF #IVIL ,AW OF THE
0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ;REVISED= PROMULGATED BY THE .ATgL 0EOPLEgS #ONG !PR   EFFECTIVE *AN 
	 CH  e  CH  e  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 CONTAINING PROVISIONS RELATING TO OWNERSHIP OF INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY RIGHTS AND CIVIL LIABILITY FOR INFRINGEMENT	
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D 5NDER 53 LAW A UTILITY PATENT MAY BE ISSUED FOR ANY NEW AND USEFUL PROCESS MACHINE ARTICLE OF
MANUFACTURE OR COMPOSITION OF MATTER OR FOR ANY NEW AND USEFUL IMPROVEMENT THEREOF  53# e  	
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 3IMILARLY UNDER 53 LAW A UTILITY PATENT
IS VALID FOR TWENTY YEARS FROM THE DATE ON WHICH THE PATENT APPLICATION WAS FILED  53# e A		
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TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS PROPOSED FOR THE SHAPE AND STRUCTURE OF A PRODUCT OR THE
COMBINATION THEREOFv WHICH ARE SUITABLE FOR A PRACTICAL USE ! UTILITY MODEL
PATENT IS VALID FOR TEN YEARS FROM THE DATE OF APPLICATION ! DESIGN PATENT PROTECTS
NEW DESIGNS OF THE SHAPE PATTERN OR THE COMBINATION THEREOF FOR A PRODUCT OR THE
COMBINATION OF THE COLOR WITH SHAPE AND PATTERN WHICH hARE RICH IN AESTHETIC APPEAL
AND ARE FIT FOR INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONv ! DESIGN PATENT IS VALID FOR TEN YEARS FROM
THE DATE THE PATENT APPLICATION WAS FILED
! 2EQUIREMENTS FOR )SSUANCE OF A 0ATENT
)N ORDER TO RECEIVE A PATENT INVENTIONS AND UTILITY MODELS MUST BE NOVEL CREATIVE
AND OF PRACTICAL USE !N INVENTION OR UTILITY MODEL IS NOVEL WHEN IT IS NOT AN
EXISTING TECHNOLOGY IE NO PATENT APPLICATION HAS BEEN FILED	 AND NO IDENTICAL
INVENTION OR UTILITY MODEL IS RECORDED IN PATENT APPLICATION DOCUMENTS OR PATENT
DOCUMENTS PUBLISHED OR ANNOUNCED AFTER THE DATE OF APPLICATION
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 53 LAW HAS NO EQUIVALENT TO THE UTILITY
MODEL PATENT 3EE )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY 2IGHTS 0ATENT %-"!339 /& 4(% 53 "%)*).' #().!
HTTPBEIJINGUSEMBASSYCHINAORGCNIPRPATENTHTML LAST VISITED /CT  	 NOTING THAT A #HINESE UTILITY
MODEL PATENT IS SIMILAR TO A 53 IMPROVEMENT PATENT	
(OWEVER
NOVELTY IS NOT DESTROYED IF WITHIN SIX MONTHS BEFORE THE DATE OF APPLICATION THE
INVENTION WAS EXHIBITED FOR THE FIRST TIME AT AN INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION SPONSORED
OR RECOGNIZED BY THE #HINESE 'OVERNMENT IF IT WAS PUBLISHED FOR THE FIRST TIME AT AN
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D AT ART  5NDER 53 LAW A DESIGN PATENT MAY BE ISSUED FOR hANY NEW ORIGINAL AND ORNAMENTAL
DESIGN FOR AN ARTICLE OF MANUFACTUREv  53# e  	
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 5NDER 53 LAW A DESIGN PATENT IS VALID
FOR FOURTEEN YEARS FROM THE DATE THE PATENT IS ISSUED  53# e 
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 #OMPARE ID WITH  53# e 
PROVIDING THAT IN THE 53 h;W=HOEVER INVENTS OR DISCOVERS ANY NEW AND USEFUL PROCESS MACHINE MANUFACTURE
OR COMPOSITION OF MATTER OR ANY NEW AND USEFUL IMPROVEMENT THEREOF MAY OBTAIN A PATENT THEREFOR    	
2ECENT CASES INDICATE THAT AN INVENTION MAY LACK PRACTICAL APPLICABILITY IF IT HAS NOT BEEN MARKETED IN #HINA &OR
EXAMPLE IN -ERCK #O V (ENAN 4OPFOND 0HARMACEUTICAL #O &EBRUARY  	 (ENAN 4OPFOND A #HINESE
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY CHALLENGED -ERCKgS ISSUED PATENT ON A HAIRLOSS DRUG IN AN ACTION FILED WITH THE 0ATENT
2EEXAMINATION "OARD OF THE 3TATE )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY /FFICE 3EE %STHER ( ,IM  !NGELA 9 $AI 4HE #URRENT
2EALITY WITH )0 IN #HINA  7/2,$ 42!$%   	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWFINNEGANCOMRESOURCESARTICLES
ARTICLESDETAILASPXNEWSDBADCEDAD DISCUSSING THE CURRENT STATE OF INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY PROTECTION IN #HINA AND WHAT COMPANIES SHOULD BE DOING TO PROTECT THEIR RIGHTS	 4HE BOARD HELD THAT
-ERCKgS PATENT WAS INVALID BECAUSE IT LACKED PRACTICAL APPLICABILITY !LTHOUGH -ERCKgS PATENT ISSUED IN 
-ERCK HAD NEVER MARKETED THE HAIRLOSS DRUG IN #HINA AND THEREFORE THERE WAS NO EVIDENCE THAT THE INVENTION
COULD BE MADE OR USED OR THAT IT COULD PRODUCE EFFECTIVE RESULTS )D
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 .OTE THAT THE  AMENDMENTS TO THE
0ATENT ,AW SHIFTED TO AN ABSOLUTE NOVELTY STANDARD REQUIRING INVENTIONS AND UTILITY MODELS NOT BE ATTRIBUTABLE
TO ANY EXISTING TECHNOLOGY PUBLISHED EITHER INSIDE OR OUTSIDE #HINA OR THAT WAS USED OPENLY OR KNOWN TO THE
PUBLIC INSIDE #HINA 3EE *OHN 6 'ROBOWSKI  9IGIANG ,I !MENDMENTS TO THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC
OF #HINA &!%'2%  "%.3/. 3EPT  	 HTTPWWWFAEGRECOM DISCUSSING THE hABSOLUTE NOVELTYv
STANDARD	
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ACADEMIC OR TECHNOLOGICAL CONFERENCE OR IF ITS CONTENTS WERE DIVULGED BY OTHERS
WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE APPLICANT
3EVERAL TYPES OF INVENTIONS AND DISCOVERIES ARE SPECIFICALLY EXEMPTED FROM PATENT
PROTECTION ! PATENT WILL NOT BE GRANTED FOR A SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY RULES AND
METHODS FOR INTELLECTUAL ACTIVITIES METHODS FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OR TREATMENT OF
DISEASE ANIMAL OR PLANT VARIETIES SUBSTANCES OBTAINED BY MEANS OF NUCLEAR
TRANSFORMATION AND DESIGNS THAT ARE MAINLY USED FOR MARKING THE PATTERN COLOR OR
THE COMBINATION OF TWO PRINTS
" )NVENTORSHIP AND /WNERSHIP OF 0ATENT 2IGHTS
#HINAS 0ATENT ,AW PROVIDES THAT WHEN AN INVENTIONCREATION IS MADE BY AN
EMPLOYEE IN THE COURSE OF PERFORMING HIS DUTIES TO HIS EMPLOYER OR IS MADE
MAINLY USING THE MATERIALS AND TECHNICAL MEANS OF THE EMPLOYER IT IS CONSIDERED
TO BE AN EMPLOYMENT INVENTIONCREATION 4HE EMPLOYER THEN HAS THE RIGHT TO
APPLY FOR A PATENT ON THE INVENTIONCREATION AND IF A PATENT ISSUES THE EMPLOYER IS
THE OWNER OF THAT PATENT &OR NONEMPLOYMENT INVENTIONCREATIONS THE INVENTOR
HAS THE RIGHT TO APPLY FOR A PATENT AND WILL BE THE OWNER OF ANY PATENT THAT IS
GRANTED "OTH THE RIGHT TO APPLY FOR A PATENT AND THE RESULTING PATENT RIGHTS MAY
BE TRANSFERRED
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 3EE ALSO $ETAILED 2ULES FOR THE
)MPLEMENTATION OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE 3TATE #OUNCIL *AN 
 EFFECTIVE *ULY  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 EXPLAINING FURTHER WHAT CONSTITUTES AN
hINTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONv AND AN hACADEMIC OR TECHNICAL CONFERENCEv	
 3EE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 LISTING THINGS EXEMPTED FROM PATENT
PROTECTION IN #HINA	 5NDER 53 LAW A PATENT WILL NOT BE GRANTED FOR IDEAS AND THEORIES 3EE $IAMOND V
#HAKRABARTY  53   	 HOLDING THAT THE hLAWS OF NATURE PHYSICAL PHENOMENA AND ABSTRACT
IDEAS HAVE BEEN HELD NOT PATENTABLEv	 )N ADDITION MATHEMATICAL FORMULAS ALGORITHMS AND EQUATIONS AND THE
LAWS OF NATURE CANNOT BE PATENTED )D
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 3EE ID AT ART  NOTING THAT AN INVENTIONCREATION REFERS TO AN INVENTION A UTILITY MODEL OR A DESIGN	
 $ETAILED 2ULES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA
PROMULGATED BY 3TATE #OUNCIL *AN   EFFECTIVE *ULY  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 !N
INVENTION IS CONSIDERED TO BE MADE BY AN EMPLOYEE IN THE COURSE OF PERFORMING HIS DUTIES TO HIS EMPLOYER WHEN
THE INVENTION IS MADE h	 IN THE COURSE OF PERFORMING HIS OWN DUTY 	 IN ;THE= EXECUTION OF ANY TASK OTHER
THAN HIS OWN DUTY WHICH WAS DELIVERED TO HIM BY ;THE EMPLOYER= OR 	 WITHIN ;ONE= YEAR OF HIS RETIREMENT
REMOVAL FROM OFFICE OR TERMINATIONv WHERE THE INVENTIONCREATION RELATES TO HIS DUTIES TO THE PREVIOUS
EMPLOYER 4HESE PROVISIONS APPLY TO TEMPORARY STAFF MEMBERS AS WELL AS REGULAR EMPLOYEES )D
 3EE ID DISCUSSING THAT THE MATERIALS AND TECHNICAL MEANS OF THE EMPLOYER INCLUDE THE EMPLOYERgS
hMONEY EQUIPMENT SPARE PARTS RAW MATERIALS OR TECHNICAL DATA WHICH ARE NOT    DISCLOSED TO THE PUBLICv	
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D (OWEVER FOR INVENTIONCREATIONS MADE USING THE MATERIALS AND TECHNICAL MEANS OF THE EMPLOYER IF
THE EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE HAVE ENTERED INTO A CONTRACT THAT GIVES THE EMPLOYEE THE RIGHT TO APPLY FOR AND OWN
PATENT RIGHTS IN THE INVENTIONCREATION THE CONTRACT WILL PREVAIL )D
 )D
 )D AT ART  4HE PARTIES TO SUCH A TRANSFER OF RIGHTS ARE GENERALLY REQUIRED TO CONCLUDE A WRITTEN
TRANSFER AGREEMENT AND REGISTER IT WITH 3)0/ )D
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)N THE RECENT CASE OF 7U ,INXIANG AND #HEN (UANAN V :HAI 8IAOMING THE
0EOPLES #OURT FOUND NO FACTUAL OR LEGAL BASIS TO SUPPORT AN EMPLOYEES CONTENTIONS
THAT HE HAD THE RIGHT TO FILE APPLICATIONS IN HIS OWN NAME FOR AN INVENTION PATENT A
UTILITY MODEL PATENT AND TWO DESIGN PATENTS RELATING TO THE h9ISHITONG $IGITAL
)NTELLIGENT ,OCKv 4HE COURT DETERMINED THAT 7U ,INXIANG AND #HEN (UANAN
THE PLAINTIFFS HAD FORMED 9ISHITONG #O AND EMPLOYED THE DEFENDANT :HAI
8IAOMING AS THE MAJOR RESEARCHER IN CHARGE OF THE INTELLIGENT LOCK PROJECT
!LTHOUGH 8IAOMING ARGUED THAT THE PATENTS WERE ALL BASED ON TECHNICAL SCHEMES HE
CREATED BEFORE HIS EMPLOYMENT AND THAT THE INVESTMENTS BY 9ISHITONG #O DID NOT
PRODUCE ANY SUBSTANTIVE INNOVATION THE COURT FOUND NO FACTUAL BASIS TO SUPPORT
8IAOMINGS CLAIM THAT THESE WERE INDIVIDUAL INVENTIONS 4O THE CONTRARY THE
COURT FOUND THAT 9ISHITONG #O HAD INVESTED SIGNIFICANT AMOUNTS OF FINANCIAL AND
HUMAN RESOURCES INTO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 9ISHITONG $IGITAL )NTELLIGENT ,OCK
!CCORDINGLY THE DEVELOPMENTS WERE CLASSIFIED AS SERVICE INVENTIONS OWNED BY
9ISHITONG #O WHICH HAD THE RIGHT TO APPLY FOR THE PATENTS AT ISSUE
# #ONFIDENTIALITY %XAMINATION
!NY PERSON WHO PLANS TO APPLY FOR A PATENT IN A FOREIGN COUNTRY ON AN INVENTION OR
UTILITY MODEL CREATED IN #HINA IS REQUIRED TO SUBMIT THEIR PATENT APPLICATION TO
THE 3TATE )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY /FFICE 3)0/	 IN "EIJING FOR A CONFIDENTIALITY
EXAMINATION )F THE PERSON FILES A PATENT APPLICATION IN A FOREIGN COUNTRY WITHOUT
FIRST REQUESTING A CONFIDENTIALITY EXAMINATION THE APPLICANT LOSES HIS OR HER RIGHT TO
OBTAIN A PATENT IN #HINA
 7U ,INXIANG AND #HEN (UAgNAN V :HAI 8IAMING (IGHER 0EOPLEgS #T OF *IANGSU 0ROVINCE /CT 
	 ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
&ILING AN INTERNATIONAL PATENT APPLICATION WITH 3)0/
 )D
 )D
 )D
 )D
 )D
 !N INVENTION OR UTILITY MODEL MADE IN #HINA IS ONE WHERE hTHE MATERIAL CONTENTS OF WHOSE TECHNICAL
SCHEME IS BEING ACCOMPLISHED IN #HINAv $ETAILED 2ULES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE
0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY 3TATE #OUNCIL OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA *AN  
EFFECTIVE *ULY  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 4HIS VAGUE DEFINITION PRESENTS PROBLEMS FOR COMPANIES
WHO MAY HAVE RESEARCHERS IN #HINA WORKING IN COLLABORATION WITH RESEARCHERS IN OTHER COUNTRIES 3EE EG *OHN
:, (UANG ET AL .EW 2ULES 2EGARDING THE #HINESE 0ATENT ,AW 4AKE %FFECT -7% #().! ,!7 /&&)#%3
HTTPWWWMWECHINALAWCOMNEWSCHINALAWALERTBHTM LAST VISITED 3EPT  	
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY 3TANDING #OMM .ATL 0EOPLES #ONG
$EC   EFFECTIVE !PR  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
 )D SEE ALSO$ETAILED 2ULES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA
ART  	 #F  53# ee n 	 h%XCEPT WHEN AUTHORIZED BY A LICENSE OBTAINED FROM THE
#OMMISSIONER OF 0ATENTS A PERSON SHALL NOT FILE OR CAUSE OR AUTHORIZE TO BE FILED IN ANY FOREIGN COUNTRY PRIOR TO
SIX MONTHS AFTER FILING IN THE 5NITED 3TATES AN APPLICATION FOR PATENT OR FOR THE REGISTRATION OF A UTILITY MODEL
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN OR MODEL IN RESPECT OF AN INVENTION MADE IN THIS COUNTRYv	
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CONSTITUTES SUCH A REQUEST FOR A CONFIDENTIALITY EXAMINATION 4HE APPLICANT MUST
BE NOTIFIED WITHIN FOUR MONTHS AFTER THE REQUEST IS FILED IF 3)0/ DETERMINES THAT A
CONFIDENTIALITY EXAMINATION IS REQUIRED BECAUSE THE INVENTION OR UTILITY MODEL IS
LIKELY TO INVOLVE NATIONAL SECURITY OR BECAUSE THERE ARE SUBSTANTIAL INTERESTS THAT MAY
REQUIRE THE INVENTION OR UTILITY MODEL TO BE KEPT SECRET OTHERWISE THE APPLICANT
CAN PROCEED WITH ITS FOREIGN PATENT FILING )F THE APPLICANT IS NOTIFIED THAT A
CONFIDENTIALITY EXAMINATION IS BEING UNDERTAKEN 3)0/ MUST NOTIFY THE APPLICANT
WITHIN SIX MONTHS IF IT DECIDES THAT THE INVENTION OR UTILITY MODEL MUST REMAIN
CONFIDENTIAL )F THE APPLICANT DOES NOT RECEIVE SUCH A NOTICE WITHIN SIX MONTHS
AFTER THE APPLICATION WAS FILED IT CAN FILE ITS PATENT APPLICATION IN A FOREIGN COUNTRY
OR FILE AN INTERNATIONAL PATENT APPLICATION WITH A FOREIGN AGENCY
$ 0ATENT !PPLICATION 0ROCEDURES
4HE 0ATENT ,AW SETS FORTH THE BASIC REQUIREMENTS THAT EVERY PATENT APPLICATION MUST
MEET !N APPLICATION FOR AN INVENTION OR UTILITY MODEL PATENT MUST INCLUDE A
WRITTEN REQUEST WRITTEN DESCRIPTION AND AN ABSTRACT AS WELL AS A WRITTEN CLAIM
4HE PATENT APPLICATION AND ANY OTHER DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED MUST BE IN #HINESE
4HE WRITTEN DESCRIPTION MUST CONTAIN A CLEAR AND COMPREHENSIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION OR UTILITY MODEL SO THAT AN INDIVIDUAL IN THE FIELD OF THE RELEVANT
TECHNOLOGY CAN CARRY OUT THE INVENTION AND MUST INCLUDE A DESCRIPTION OF THE
TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION RELEVANT BACKGROUND ART THE CONTENTS OF THE
INVENTION AND THE MODE OF CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION OR UTILITY MODEL 7HEN
NECESSARY DRAWINGS SHOULD ALSO BE INCLUDED
 $ETAILED 2ULES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART 
	
4HE ABSTRACT MUST CONSIST OF A
 )D AT ART 
 )D
 )D
 )D
 3EE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY 3TANDING #OMM .ATL 0EOPLES
#ONG $EC   EFFECTIVE !PR  	 ARTS n ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 DETAILING THE NECESSARY
COMPONENTS OF A PATENT APPLICATION FILED IN #HINA	
 )D AT ART  SEE ALSO $ETAILED 2ULES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC
OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE 3TATE #OUNCIL *AN   EFFECTIVE *ULY  	 ARTS n 	 EXPLAINING
THE REQUIREMENTS SET FORTH IN #HINAS 0ATENT ,AW IN MORE DETAIL	 !PPLICATIONS ARE FILED WITH THE 3TATE
)NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY /FFICE 3)0/	 IN "EIJING 3EE ,EI &ANG #HINESE 0ATENT 3YSTEM AND )TS %NFORCEMENT AT 
	 HTTPWWWSUTHERLANDCOMFILES0UBLICATIONDFBADE0RESENTATION
0UBLICATION!TTACHMENTCEEEDFFABCEDAFB#HINESE0ATENTDOC LAST VISITED 3EPT 
	 REVIEWING THE #HINESE PATENT LAW SYSTEM	
 $ETAILED 2ULES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART 
	 .OTE THAT WHEN A FOREIGNER FOREIGN ENTERPRISE OR OTHER ORGANIZATION WITHOUT A REGULAR RESIDENCE OR
BUSINESS SITE IN #HINA INTENDS TO APPLY FOR A PATENT OR HANDLE OTHER PATENTRELATED MATTERS IN #HINA IT MUST
RETAIN A LEGALLY ESTABLISHED PATENT AGENCY TO HANDLE THE APPLICATION OR OTHER MATTERS 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES
2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D AT ART  SEE ALSO $ETAILED 2ULES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC
OF #HINA ART  	
 )D AT ART  4HE SPECIFICATION OF A UTILITY MODEL PATENT APPLICATION MUST CONTAIN A DRAWING )D
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SUMMARY OF THE MAIN TECHNICAL POINTS OF THE INVENTION OR UTILITY MODEL DESCRIBED IN
THE APPLICATION 4HE APPLICATION IS REQUIRED TO CONTAIN AN INDEPENDENT CLAIM
OUTLINING THE TECHNICAL SOLUTION OF THE INVENTION OR UTILITY MODEL AND STATING THE
ESSENTIAL TECHNICAL FEATURES NECESSARY FOR THAT SOLUTION IT MAY ALSO CONTAIN
DEPENDENT CLAIMS /NLY ONE INVENTION OR ONE UTILITY MODEL CAN BE DISCLOSED IN
ONE PATENT APPLICATION (OWEVER TWO OR MORE INVENTIONS OR UTILITY MODELS THAT
ARE EMBODIED IN hA SINGLE GENERAL INVENTIVE CONCEPTv MAY BE INCLUDED IN ONE
APPLICATION
!PPLICATIONS FOR INVENTION AND UTILITY MODEL PATENTS UNDERGO A PRELIMINARY
EXAMINATION UPON FILING 4HE PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION ESSENTIALLY CONSISTS OF A
VERIFICATION THAT THE PATENT APPLICATION CONTAINS THE REQUIRED DOCUMENTS THAT THOSE
DOCUMENTS ARE IN THE PRESCRIBED FORM AND THAT THE APPLICATION OTHERWISE APPEARS TO
SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ISSUANCE OF A PATENT 4HE 0ATENT !DMINISTRATION
$EPARTMENT WILL NOTIFY THE APPLICANT IF PROBLEMS ARE DISCERNED AND THE APPLICANT
HAS AN OPPORTUNITY TO CORRECT THE APPLICATION WITHIN A SPECIFIED TIME )F NO REASON
FOR REJECTION IS IDENTIFIED AFTER PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION OF A UTILITY MODEL
APPLICATION THE 0ATENT !DMINISTRATION $EPARTMENT WILL REGISTER AND ANNOUNCE THE
UTILITY MODEL AND WILL ISSUE A PATENT CERTIFICATE 7ITHIN TWO MONTHS AFTER
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE ISSUANCE OF A UTILITY MODEL PATENT THE PATENTEE OR ANY OTHER
INTERESTED PERSON MAY REQUEST THE 0ATENT !DMINISTRATION $EPARTMENT TO ISSUE AN
EVALUATION REPORT ON THE PATENT
&OLLOWING THE PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION OF AN INVENTION PATENT APPLICATION THE
APPLICATION WILL BE PUBLISHED WITHIN EIGHTEEN MONTHS AFTER THE DATE THE APPLICATION
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 SEE ALSO $ETAILED 2ULES FOR THE
)MPLEMENTATION OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 3EE ID AT ARTS n EXPLAINING THE REQUIREMENTS FOR INDEPENDENT CLAIM DRAFTING	
 3EE ID AT ARTS  DETAILING THE REQUIREMENTS FOR DEPENDENT OR SUBORDINATE CLAIMS SPECIFICALLY IN
!RTICLE 	
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D SEE ALSO$ETAILED 2ULES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA
ART  	 STATING THAT TWO OR MORE INVENTIONS OR UTILITY MODELS THAT ARE PART OF A SINGLE GENERAL INVENTIVE
CONCEPT MUST BE TECHNICALLY INTERRELATED AND CONTAIN ONE OR MORE COMMON hSPECIAL TECHNICAL FEATURESv
FEATURES THAT DEFINE THE CONTRIBUTION THAT THE INVENTION OR UTILITY MODEL MAKES OVER THE RELEVANT PRIOR ART	 )F AN
APPLICATION FOR A PATENT CONTAINS TWO OR MORE INVENTIONS THE APPLICANT MAY SUBMIT A DIVISIONAL APPLICATION
WHICH WILL BE ENTITLED TO THE FILING DATE AND PRIORITY DATE OF THE ORIGINAL APPLICATION PROVIDED THAT THE DIVISIONAL
DOES NOT EXCEED THE SCOPE OF THE ORIGINAL DISCLOSURE )D AT ARTS 
 3EE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ARTS   	 INDICATING THAT THE 3TATE #OUNCIL
CONDUCTS A PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION OF THE PATENT APPLICATION BEFORE TAKING FURTHER ACTION	
 $ETAILED 2ULES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART 
	
 )D
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 $ETAILED 2ULES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART 
	 4HE hINTERESTED PERSONSv WHO MAY REQUEST AN EVALUATION REPORT ARE THOSE DESCRIBED IN !RTICLE  OF THE
0ATENT ,AW IE ACCUSED INFRINGERS OF THE PATENT RIGHT	 )D SEE ALSO 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF
#HINA ART  	
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WAS FILED 7ITHIN THREE YEARS AFTER FILING THE APPLICATION THE APPLICANT MUST
REQUEST THE 0ATENT !DMINISTRATION $EPARTMENT TO CARRY OUT A SUBSTANTIVE
EXAMINATION OF THE APPLICATION IF THE APPLICANT FAILS TO DO SO THE APPLICATION WILL
BE WITHDRAWN 5PON REQUESTING SUBSTANTIVE EXAMINATION THE APPLICANT MUST
SUBMIT ALL REFERENCES EXISTING PRIOR TO THE DATE OF THE PATENT APPLICATION AND THE
APPLICANT MAY ALSO BE REQUIRED TO SUBMIT ANY SEARCH OR EXAMINATION MADE IN
CONNECTION WITH AN APPLICATION FOR A PATENT IN A FOREIGN COUNTRY )F NO REASON FOR
REJECTION IS IDENTIFIED AFTER THE SUBSTANTIVE EXAMINATION IS COMPLETED THE PATENT WILL
BE REGISTERED AND ANNOUNCED AND THE PATENT RIGHT WILL BECOME EFFECTIVE ON THE DATE
OF THE ANNOUNCEMENT
)F THE SUBSTANTIVE EXAMINATION RESULTS IN A DETERMINATION THAT THE APPLICATION
DOES NOT COMPLY WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE 0ATENT ,AW THE APPLICANT MAY
RESPOND OR MAY AMEND THE APPLICATION )F THE 0ATENT !DMINISTRATION $EPARTMENT
STILL BELIEVES THAT THE APPLICATION DOES NOT CONFORM TO LAW AFTER THE APPLICANT
SUBMITS ITS RESPONSE OR AMENDMENT THE APPLICATION WILL BE REJECTED 4HE
APPLICANT MAY FILE AN APPEAL WITH THE 0ATENT 2EVIEW "OARD WITHIN THREE MONTHS
AFTER RECEIVING NOTICE OF THE REJECTION AND IF THE APPLICANT DISAGREES WITH THE
DECISION OF THE 0ATENT 2EVIEW "OARD THE APPLICANT MAY THEN FILE AN ACTION WITH THE
0EOPLES #OURT
/NLY ONE PATENT WILL BE GRANTED FOR AN INVENTION (OWEVER THE 0ATENT ,AW
ALLOWS AN APPLICANT TO APPLY FOR BOTH A UTILITY MODEL PATENT AND AN INVENTION PATENT
FOR THE SAME INVENTION PROVIDED THAT BOTH APPLICATIONS ARE SUBMITTED ON THE SAME
DAY
 3EE ID AT ART  	 NOTING THAT THE APPLICATION MAY BE PUBLISHED EARLIER UPON THE REQUEST OF THE
APPLICANT	 SEE ALSO $ETAILED 2ULES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA
ART  	 EXPLAINING THAT FOLLOWING A REQUEST FOR PUBLICATION THE 3TATE #OUNCIL SHALL PUBLISH THAT
APPLICATION IMMEDIATELY UNLESS THE APPLICATION IS TO BE REJECTED	
4HE APPLICATION FOR A UTILITY MODEL PATENT WILL UNDERGO PRELIMINARY
EXAMINATION BUT NOT SUBSTANTIVE EXAMINATION AND THE UTILITY MODEL PATENT WILL
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D 4HE 0ATENT !DMINISTRATION $EPARTMENT MAY ALSO CARRY OUT A SUBSTANTIVE EXAMINATION OF ITS OWN
ACCORD WHEN NECESSARY )D 4HIS DIFFERS SIGNIFICANTLY FROM THE 53 PATENT PRACTICE 7HEN AN APPLICATION IS FILED
WITH THE 5NITED 3TATES 0ATENT AND 4RADEMARK /FFICE IT IS ASSIGNED TO AN EXAMINER FOR EXAMINATION OF THE
APPLICATION AND THE ALLEGED NEW INVENTION 3EE  53# e  	 EXPLAINING THAT THE $IRECTOR SEES THAT THE
PATENT IS EXAMINED	 4HE PATENT APPLICANT DOES NOT REQUEST EXAMINATION )D
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D AT ART 
 )D AT ART 
 )D AT ART  4HE APPLICATION MAY BE REJECTED INTER ALIA BECAUSE THE CLAIMED INVENTION IS NOT
PATENTABLE UNDER !RTICLES  OR  PRECLUDING PATENTABILITY OF INVENTIONS THAT VIOLATE THE LAW SOCIAL ETHICS OR
HARM PUBLIC INTERESTS SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERIES ETC	 !RTICLE  PROVIDING THAT ONLY ONE PATENT CAN BE GRANTED FOR AN
INVENTION	 OR BECAUSE THE CLAIMED INVENTION IS NOT NOVEL CREATIVE OR OF PRACTICAL USE $ETAILED 2ULES FOR THE
)MPLEMENTATION OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D AT ART 
 )D SEE ALSO$ETAILED 2ULES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA
ART  	 EXPLAINING THAT THE APPLICANT MUST INDICATE THAT HE OR SHE HAS APPLIED FOR ANOTHER PATENT FOR THE
SAME INVENTION	
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THEREFORE BE ISSUED IN A RELATIVELY SHORT PERIOD OF TIME )F AN INVENTION PATENT IS
ULTIMATELY GRANTED THE APPLICANT CAN WAIVE THE UTILITY MODEL PATENT FOR THE SAME
INVENTION AND THE INVENTION PATENT WILL THEN BE GRANTED
!N APPLICATION FOR A DESIGN PATENT MUST INCLUDE A WRITTEN REQUEST DRAWINGS OR
PICTURES OF THE DESIGN A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DESIGN AND OTHER DOCUMENTS
CONSIDERED BY THE APPLICANT TO BE RELEVANT 4HE DRAWINGS OR PICTURES SUBMITTED
WITH THE APPLICATION MUST CLEARLY SHOW THE DESIGN OF THE PRODUCTS FOR WHICH PATENT
PROTECTION IS REQUESTED AND IN SOME INSTANCES SAMPLES OR MODELS OF THE PRODUCT
INCORPORATING THE DESIGN MAY BE REQUESTED !N APPLICATION FOR A DESIGN PATENT IS
LIMITED TO ONE DESIGN ALTHOUGH TWO OR MORE SIMILAR DESIGNS FOR THE SAME PRODUCT
OR TWO OR MORE DESIGNS FOR SIMILAR PRODUCTS THAT ARE SOLD OR USED IN SETS	 MAY BE
CLAIMED IN ONE APPLICATION ,IKE A UTILITY MODEL APPLICATION AN APPLICATION FOR A
DESIGN PATENT RECEIVES ONLY PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION )F NO REASON FOR REJECTION IS
IDENTIFIED THE 0ATENT !DMINISTRATION $EPARTMENT WILL REGISTER AND ANNOUNCE THE
DESIGN PATENT WHICH BECOMES EFFECTIVE ON THE DATE OF THE ANNOUNCEMENT
% 0ATENT 2EEXAMINATION 0ROCEEDINGS
!T ANY TIME AFTER A PATENT IS ISSUED ANY PERSON WHO BELIEVES THAT THE PATENT GRANT
WAS CONTRARY TO LAW MAY FILE A REQUEST FOR REEXAMINATION WITH THE 0ATENT
2EEXAMINATION "OARD 4HE REQUEST MUST STATE THE REASONS WHY THE PERSON BELIEVES
THAT PATENT SHOULD BE INVALIDATED AND MUST INCLUDE ANY RELEVANT SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTS 4HE PATENT OWNER IS NOTIFIED OF THE REQUEST FOR REEXAMINATION AND
HAS AN OPPORTUNITY TO RESPOND WITHIN A SPECIFIED TIME
 3EE %MBASSY OF THE 53 IN "EIJING #HINA )SSUES IN &OCUS )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY 2IGHTS n 0ATENTS 53
$%04 /& 34!4% HTTPBEIJINGUSEMBASSYCHINAORGCNIPRPATENTHTML LAST VISITED /CT  	 h"OTH $ESIGN
AND 5TILITY -ODEL APPLICATIONS ARE REVIEWED ONLY FOR COMPLIANCE WITH APPLICATION FORMALITIES AND NOT FOR
SUBSTANCEv	 SEE ALSO *AMES (AYNES #HINESE 5TILITY -ODEL 0ATENTS -IGHT #UT 9OUR )0 #OSTS BY (ALF 7HILE
0ROVIDING "ETTER 0ROTECTION HTTPWWWTEEHOWECOMNEWS?DETAILPHPID LAST VISITED 3EPT  	
STATING THAT UTILITY MODELS RECEIVE ONLY PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION NOT SUBSTANTIVE EXAMINATION ISSUE FASTER ARE
LESS EXPENSIVE TO OBTAIN AND HAVE FEWER MAINTENANCE FEES n MAKING THEM A GOOD CHOICE FOR INVENTIONS LIKE
ELECTRONICS OR OTHERS THAT HAVE A LIMITED PERIOD OF BEING FASHIONABLE OR NEW AND WHICH GROW LESS VALUABLE WITH
TIME	
7HERE THE PATENT IN
QUESTION IS AN INVENTION OR UTILITY MODEL PATENT THE PATENTEE MAY AMEND ITS CLAIMS
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D AT ART  SEE ALSO $ETAILED 2ULES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC
OF #HINA ART  	 STATING THAT NO MORE THAN TEN SIMILAR DESIGNS MAY BE INCLUDED IN ONE APPLICATION FOR A
DESIGN PATENT	
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 SEE ALSO $ETAILED 2ULES FOR THE
)MPLEMENTATION OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ARTS  	
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D AT ART 
 )D
 )D AT ART 
 $ETAILED 2ULES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART 
	
 )D AT ART 
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BUT MAY NOT BROADEN THE ORIGINAL SCOPE OF PATENT PROTECTION HOWEVER THE
PATENTEE MAY NOT AMEND ITS DESCRIPTION OR DRAWINGS )F THE PATENT AT ISSUE IS A
DESIGN PATENT NO AMENDMENTS TO THE DRAWINGS PHOTOGRAPHS OR DESCRIPTION OF THE
DESIGN ARE PERMITTED 4HE 0ATENT 2EEXAMINATION "OARD MAY HOLD A HEARING AND IS
REQUIRED TO ISSUE ITS DECISION IN A TIMELY MANNER !NY PATENT THAT IS DECLARED
INVALID IS DEEMED TO BE NONEXISTENT FROM THE BEGINNING
)N  THE 0ATENT 2EEXAMINATION "OARD ISSUED A DECISION INVALIDATING 0FIZERS
PATENT FOR SILDENAFIL CITRATE THE ACTIVE INGREDIENT IN ITS DRUG 6IAGRA 4HE REQUEST
FOR REEXAMINATION WAS FILED BY TWELVE #HINESE GENERIC PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES
AND ALLEGED THAT 0FIZERS PATENT DID NOT PROVIDE ADEQUATE DISCLOSURE UNDER !RTICLE 
OF THE 0ATENT ,AW AND ALSO LACKED NOVELTY 4HE 0ATENT 2EEXAMINATION "OARD HELD
0FIZERS PATENT INVALID FOR CONTAINING INSUFFICIENT DISCLOSURE STATING THAT THE
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTIONS IN THE SPECIFICATION MADE IT IMPOSSIBLE TO CONFIRM THAT THE
CLAIMED COMPOUND COULD hCURE OR PREVENT ERECTILE DYSFUNCTION OF MALE ANIMALS
WITHOUT THE CREATIVE LABOR OF TECHNICAL PERSONNEL IN THE FIELD ;SIC= CONCERNEDv
 )D AT ART 
4HE "EIJING .O  )NTERMEDIATE 0EOPLES #OURT SUBSEQUENTLY REVERSED THE DECISION
OF THE 0ATENT 2EEXAMINATION "OARD IN  FINDING THAT THE CLAIMED COMPOUND
 )D
 )D
 3EE ID AT ART  EXPLAINING THAT THE PARTY MUST REQUEST THE HEARING	 SEE ALSO 0ATENT ,AW OF THE
0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 DISCUSSING THAT THE PARTY MAY BRING A LAWSUIT BEFORE THE 0EOPLES
#OURT WITHIN THREE MONTHS OF THE 0ATENT 2EEXAMINATION "OARDS DECISION	
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 3EE *EFFREY ! !NDREWS 0FIZERS 6IAGRA 0ATENT AND THE 0ROMISE OF 0ATENT 0ROTECTION IN #HINA  ,/9
,! ).4,  #/-0 , 2%6   	 DESCRIBING THE CHALLENGE TO 0FIZERS 6IAGRA PATENT IN #HINA AND THE
PROGRESS #HINA HAS MADE TOWARD PROTECTING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW	
 3EE ID AT n NOTING THAT THE PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES OPTED TO USE #HINAS PATENT LAWS TO
INVALIDATE 0FIZERS PATENT AS OPPOSED TO COUNTERFEITING THE DRUG OR UNDERTAKING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COSTS
TO MARKET A NEW DRUG	
 3EE ID AT  QUOTING 3TONE 8U !N )NDEPTH ,OOK AT 6IAGRAS !BRUPT #HANGE OF &ATE IN #HINA #().! )0
(5229 -%$)!	 3EPT   QUOTING THE .O  )NVALIDITY #LAIM $ECISION OF THE 0ATENT 2EEXAMINATION
"OARD		
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WAS ONE OF NINE COMPOUNDS DISCLOSED IN THE PATENT SPECIFICATION 4HE "EIJING
(IGH 0EOPLES #OURT UPHELD THE REVERSAL BY THE )NTERMEDIATE #OURT IN 
& #OMPULSORY ,ICENSING 0ROVISIONS
4HE #HINESE 0ATENT ,AW CONTAINS A COMPULSORY LICENSING SCHEME THAT HAS NO
COUNTERPART IN 53 PATENT LAW 4HE 0ATENT !DMINISTRATION $EPARTMENT OF THE
3TATE #OUNCIL HAS THE ABILITY TO GRANT A COMPULSORY LICENSE FOR EXPLOITATION OF AN
INVENTION PATENT OR UTILITY MODEL PATENT UNDER A VARIETY OF CIRCUMSTANCES !
COMPULSORY LICENSE MAY BE GRANTED WHEN THE PATENT OWNER IS EITHER OVEREXERCISING
OR UNDEREXERCISING ITS PATENT RIGHTS &OR EXAMPLE A COMPULSORY LICENSE MAY BE
GRANTED WHERE THE PATENT OWNER OR ITS LICENSEE FAILS TO EXPLOIT THE PATENT WITHOUT
LEGITIMATE REASON FOR THREE YEARS AFTER THE PATENT IS GRANTED AND FOUR YEARS AFTER THE
DATE THE PATENT APPLICATION WAS FILED
 3EE 2ACHEL 4 7U #OMMENT !WAKING THE 3LEEPING $RAGON 4HE %VOLVING #HINESE 0ATENT ,AW AND ITS
)MPLICATION FOR 0HARMACEUTICAL 0ATENTS  &/2$(!- ).4, ,*   n 	 ARGUING THAT ALTHOUGH
THE THIRD AMENDMENT TO THE 0ATENT ,AW IS A GREAT LEAP FORWARD PHARMACEUTICAL COUNTERFEITING WILL CONTINUE TO
HAPPEN IF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENTS DO NOT COOPERATE WITH CENTRAL GOVERNMENT IN ENFORCING PATENT PROTECTION
LAWS	 SEE ALSO 9ANG (ONGJUN 6IAGRA 0ATENT !FFIRMED n !NALYSIS OF THE !PPELLATE #OURTS $ECISION -ARCH 	
HTTPWWWKINGANDWOODCOMARTICLEASPXID6IAGRA0ATENT!FFIRMED!NALYSISOFTHE!PPELLANT#OURTS
$ECISIONLANGUAGEEN NOTING THAT THE EIGHT OTHER COMPOUNDS DISCLOSED IN THE SAME PATENT UPHOLD THE
PATENTS VALIDITY	 0FIZER THEN REPORTEDLY SUED AT LEAST ONE #HINESE PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY FOR INFRINGING ITS
SILDENAFIL PATENT 3EE *ESSE 'REENSPAN 0FIZER (ARDENS 3TANCE /VER #HINESE 6IAGRA .OV    !-	
HTTPWWWLAWCOMARTICLESPFIZERHARDENSSTANCEOVERCHINESEVIAGRA 0FIZER ALSO SUCCESSFULLY
ASSERTED ITS TRADEMARK RIGHTS RELATING TO 6IAGRA KNOWN IN #HINA AS hWEIGEv OR hGREAT BROTHERv	 AGAINST
COUNTERFEITERS 3EE 0FIZER 7INS 6IAGRA 4RADEMARK #ASE IN #HINA $EC    !-	 HTTPWWWMARKET
WATCHCOMSTORYPFIZERWINSVIAGRATRADEMARKCASEINCHINA 4HE "EIJING .O  )NTERMEDIATE 0EOPLES #OURT
ORDERED ,IANHUAN 0HARMACEUTICAL #O TO STOP MAKING BLUE PILLS SIMILAR TO 6IAGRA AND TO PAY 0FIZER 2-"
 ABOUT 	 IN DAMAGES )D
#ONVERSELY THE PATENT OWNER MAY ALSO LOSE
 3EE 7U SUPRA NOTE  AT  'LAXO3MITH+LINE WAS ALSO TARGETED BY A GROUP OF #HINESE
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES WHO ATTEMPTED TO INVALIDATE 'LAXO3MITH+LINES PATENT ON ROSIGILTAZONE ONE OF THE
ACTIVE INGREDIENTS IN !VANDIA BECAUSE IT ALLEGEDLY LACKED NOVELTY )D AT  'LAXO3MITH+LINE EVENTUALLY
ABANDONED THE PATENT )D
 4HE COMPULSORY LICENSING PROVISIONS WERE ADDED TO #HINAS 0ATENT ,AW IN  AND TOOK EFFECT ON
/CTOBER   3EE !MENDMENT 0ROVIDES .EW 2OADMAP FOR #OMPULSORY ,ICENSES 3)0/ .OV  	
HTTPENGLISHSIPOGOVCNNEWSIPRSPECIALT?HTML DISCUSSING COMPULSORY LICENSES
UNDER #HINESE PATENT LAW IN LIGHT OF THE MOST RECENT AMENDMENTS	 .O REPORTED COMPULSORY LICENSES HAVE BEEN
GRANTED IN A PATENT OWNED BY A FOREIGN COUNTRY )D (OWEVER THE COMPULSORY LICENSING PROVISIONS CLEARLY
DEMONSTRATE THE DIFFERING VALUES PLACED ON PATENT RIGHTS BY THE 5NITED 3TATES AND #HINA )N THE 53 A PATENT IS
A PROPERTY RIGHT THAT THE PATENT OWNER CAN ENFORCE AGAINST ALL OTHERS INCLUDING THE 53 GOVERNMENT 3EE 
53# e  	 AUTHORIZING A PATENT OWNER TO BRING AN ACTION AGAINST THE 5NITED 3TATES WHENEVER AN
INVENTION DESCRIBED IN AND COVERED BY A PATENT IS USED OR MANUFACTURED BY OR FOR THE 5NITED 3TATES WITHOUT
AUTHORIZATION FROM THE PATENT OWNER	 #ONVERSELY IN #HINA THE GOVERNMENT HAS THE ABILITY TO TAKE AWAY THE
EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS OF THE PATENT OWNER BY GRANTING COMPULSORY LICENSES TO THIRD PARTIES 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES
2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY 3TANDING #OMM .ATL 0EOPLES #ONG $EC   EFFECTIVE !PR 
	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
 3EE ID AT ARTS  DESCRIBING EACH CIRCUMSTANCE WHERE A COMPULSORY LICENSE MAY BE GRANTED	
 )D AT ART 
 )D AT ART 	 ! PATENT IS NOT SUFFICIENTLY EXPLOITED WHEN THE PATENTEE OR ITS LICENSEE USES THE PATENT
IN A MANNER OR ON A SCALE THAT FAILS TO MEET THE DOMESTIC DEMANDS FOR THE PATENTED PRODUCT OR PROCESS $ETAILED
2ULES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY 3TATE
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ITS EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS IN AN INVENTION OR UTILITY MODEL PATENT IF IT IS EXERCISING THOSE
RIGHTS IN A MONOPOLISTIC WAY SUCH THAT THE NEGATIVE IMPACT ON COMPETITION NEEDS TO
BE ELIMINATED OR REDUCED #OMPULSORY LICENSES MAY ALSO BE ISSUED WHERE PUBLIC
INTERESTS ARE AT STAKE &OR INSTANCE A COMPULSORY LICENSE UNDER AN INVENTION
PATENT OR UTILITY MODEL PATENT MAY BE GRANTED WHERE A NATIONAL EMERGENCY OR AN
EXTRAORDINARY STATE OF AFFAIRS OCCURS 3IMILARLY FOR THE BENEFIT OF PUBLIC HEALTH A
COMPULSORY LICENSE MAY BE GRANTED FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF A PATENTED DRUG AND FOR
ITS EXPORT TO COUNTRIES OR REGIONS SUBJECT TO RELEVANT INTERNATIONAL TREATIES TO WHICH
THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA IS A PARTY
&INALLY A COMPULSORY LICENSE MAY BE GRANTED FOR PURPOSES OF AVOIDING
INFRINGEMENT OF RELEVANT PRIOR ART )F A PATENTED INVENTION OR UTILITY MODEL
REPRESENTS A MAJOR TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENT OF REMARKABLE ECONOMIC
SIGNIFICANCE AS COMPARED WITH AN EARLIER GRANTED INVENTION OR UTILITY MODEL PATENT
AND WHERE EXPLOITATION OF THE FORMER PATENT RELIES ON EXPLOITATION OF THE LATTER THE
0ATENT !DMINISTRATION $EPARTMENT MAY GRANT THE JUNIOR PATENTEE A COMPULSORY
LICENSE TO EXPLOIT THE SENIOR PATENT 7HERE SUCH A LICENSE IS GRANTED THE 0ATENT
!DMINISTRATION $EPARTMENT MAY ALSO GRANT THE SENIOR RIGHTSHOLDER A COMPULSORY
LICENSE TO EXPLOIT THE JUNIOR INVENTION OR UTILITY MODEL
4HE COMPULSORY LICENSING PROVISIONS ARE TO BE INVOKED ONLY WHEN AN ENTITY FILES
A REQUEST FOR A COMPULSORY LICENSE WITH THE 0ATENT !DMINISTRATION $EPARTMENT
!N INDIVIDUAL OR COMPANY THAT IS GRANTED A COMPULSORY LICENSE DOES NOT RECEIVE AN
EXCLUSIVE RIGHT AND DOES NOT RECEIVE THE RIGHT TO GRANT SUBLICENSES 4HE RECIPIENT
OF THE COMPULSORY LICENSE IS REQUIRED TO PAY REASONABLE ROYALTIES TO THE PATENT
OWNER
#OUNCIL OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA *AN   EFFECTIVE *ULY  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 !
COMPULSORY LICENSE WILL BE GRANTED IN THESE CIRCUMSTANCES ONLY WHEN THE PERSON REQUESTING THE LICENSE PROVIDES
EVIDENCE TO SHOW THAT HE HAS REQUESTED A LICENSE FROM THE PATENTEE UNDER REASONABLE TERMS BUT HAS FAILED TO
RECEIVE A LICENSE WITHIN A REASONABLE PERIOD OF TIME 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART 
	
4HE PATENT OWNER AND THE LICENSEE ARE EXPECTED TO AGREE ON THE AMOUNT OF
ROYALTIES TO BE PAID HOWEVER IF THE PARTIES ARE UNABLE TO REACH AN AGREEMENT THE
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART 	 	 .OTE THAT IF THE SUBJECT INVENTION IS A
SEMICONDUCTOR TECHNOLOGY A COMPULSORY LICENSE WILL ONLY BE GRANTED IN ORDER TO ELIMINATE OR REDUCE NEGATIVE
EFFECTS ON COMPETITION CAUSED BY THE PATENTEES MONOPOLISTIC PRACTICES )D AT ART 
 )D AT ART 
 )D
 )D AT ART 
 )D AT ART 
 )D
 )D
 $ETAILED 2ULES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA
PROMULGATED BY 3TATE #OUNCIL OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA *AN   EFFECTIVE *ULY  	 ART 
,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 4HE 0ATENT ,AW CONTAINS NO PROVISION FOR THE SUA SPONTE GRANTING OF A COMPULSORY
LICENSE BY THE 0ATENT !DMINISTRATION $EPARTMENT 3EE GENERALLY 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA
ARTS  	 PROVIDING A COMPLETE LIST OF REGULATIONS REGARDING COMPULSORY LICENSES	
 )D AT ART 
 )D AT ART 
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0ATENT !DMINISTRATION $EPARTMENT WILL DETERMINE THE ROYALTY RATE )F EITHER PARTY
DISAGREES WITH THE DECISION OF THE 0ATENT !DMINISTRATION $EPARTMENT THE PARTY MAY
FILE A LEGAL ACTION WITH THE 0EOPLES #OURT
' %NFORCEMENT OF 0ATENT 2IGHTS
! PATENT OWNER WHO BELIEVES THAT ITS RIGHTS ARE BEING INFRINGED IS EXPECTED TO CONSULT
WITH THE INFRINGER AND ATTEMPT TO SETTLE THE DISPUTE )F THE CONSULTATION FAILS THEN
THE PATENT OWNER CAN PURSUE A REMEDY THROUGH ADMINISTRATIVE CHANNELS OR IT CAN FILE
A CIVIL ACTION WITH THE 0EOPLES #OURT 4HE PATENT OWNER OR OTHER INTERESTED
PARTY CAN FILE A PETITION ASKING THE PATENT ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENT TO HANDLE
THE DISPUTE 4HE PETITION MUST BE FILED AGAINST A SPECIFIC PARTY AND MUST CONTAIN
DETAILED FACTS RELATING TO THE ALLEGED INFRINGEMENT )N ORDER TO PETITION FOR
ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION THE PATENT OWNER MAY NOT HAVE PREVIOUSLY FILED AN ACTION IN
THE 0EOPLES #OURT RELATING TO THE INFRINGEMENT DISPUTE 7ITHIN FIVE DAYS AFTER THE
CASE IS ACCEPTED THE PATENT ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENT WILL SERVE A COPY OF THE
PETITION ON THE ACCUSED INFRINGER AND THE ACCUSED INFRINGER MUST THEN SUBMIT A
DEFENSE WITHIN FIFTEEN DAYS
 )D
 )D AT ART  ! LAWSUIT MUST BE BROUGHT WITHIN THREE MONTHS )D
 )D AT ART  )N ADDITION TO PATENT INFRINGEMENT DISPUTES THE ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES CAN ALSO
MEDIATE DISPUTES RELATING TO PATENT OWNERSHIP AND INVENTORSHIP REMUNERATION OF INVENTORS ADEQUACY OF
ROYALTIES TO BE PAID AFTER PUBLICATION OF AN INVENTION PATENT APPLICATION BUT BEFORE THE PATENT IS GRANTED AND
OTHER PATENT MATTERS $ETAILED 2ULES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF
#HINA ART  	
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 3EE -EASURES FOR 0ATENT !DMINISTRATIVE ,AW %NFORCEMENT 	 PROMULGATED BY 3TATE )NTELLECTUAL
0ROPERTY /FFICE $EC   EFFECTIVE &EB  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 DEFINING THE hINTERESTED
PARTIESv WHO CAN FILE A PETITION FOR ADMINISTRATIVE RELIEF TO INCLUDE LICENSEES AND THE LAWFUL HEIRS OF THE PATENT
OWNER SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE LICENSEES MAY FILE PETITIONS SEPARATELY FROM THE PATENT OWNER WHILE ORDINARY LICENSEES
MAY FILE A SEPARATE PETITION ONLY IF SPECIFICALLY STIPULATED IN THE LICENSE AGREEMENT	
 3EE $ETAILED 2ULES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART 
	 DESCRIBING WHAT CONSTITUTES THE hPATENT ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENTv	 3EE %MBASSY OF THE 53 IN "EIJING
#HINA )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY 2IGHTS 0ATENTS 53 $%04 /& 34!4% AVAILABLE AT HTTPBEIJINGUSEMBASSY
CHINAORGCNIPRPATENTHTML LAST VISITED /CT  	 4HE ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION IS INSTITUTED IN THE LOCAL OFFICE
OF THE 3TATE )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY /FFICE 3)0/	 WHERE THE INFRINGING ACTIVITY IS BELIEVED TO BE TAKING PLACE )D
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 !N ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION MAY BE FILED FOR
INFRINGEMENT OF AN INVENTION UTILITY MODEL OR DESIGN PATENT )D AT ART  (OWEVER THE ADMINISTRATIVE
AUTHORITIES WILL NOT INTERVENE IN THE ABSENCE OF A PETITION FROM THE PATENT OWNER OR LICENSEE )D
 -EASURES FOR 0ATENT !DMINISTRATIVE ,AW %NFORCEMENT 	 PROMULGATED BY 3TATE )NTELLECTUAL
0ROPERTY /FFICE $EC   EFFECTIVE &EB  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
 )D
 3EE ID AT ART  NOTING THE SHORT TIME FRAME THE PATENT ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENT MUST SEND COPIES
OF THE PETITION TO THE ACCUSED INFRINGER	 )F THE PATENT OWNER WANTS TO SEEK ASSISTANCE IN PRESERVING EVIDENCE
PRIOR TO FILING ITS INFRINGEMENT ACTION IT MUST FILE AN APPLICATION FOR EVIDENCE PRESERVATION WITH THE 0EOPLES
#OURT 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
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4HE PATENT OWNER MAY REQUEST THE ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENT TO CONDUCT AN
INVESTIGATION AND COLLECT EVIDENCE RELATING TO THE ALLEGED INFRINGEMENT 4HE
AUTHORITIES MAY REVIEW RELEVANT CONTRACTS BOOKS OF ACCOUNT AND OTHER DOCUMENTS
AND IT MAY INTERROGATE THE PARTIES AND OTHER WITNESSES 4HEY MAY CONDUCT A SITE
VISIT AND TAKE PHOTOGRAPHS AND VIDEO RECORDINGS AND THEY MAY DEMAND AN ONSITE
DEMONSTRATION IF THE ALLEGED INFRINGEMENT RELATES TO A PATENT FOR A METHOD OF
PRODUCTION h3AMPLESv OF ALLEGEDLY INFRINGING PRODUCTS CAN ALSO BE COLLECTED )F
THE ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENT DETERMINES THAT EVIDENCE IS LIKELY TO BE DESTROYED
AND WILL BE HARD TO OBTAIN AGAIN IN THE FUTURE IT MAY SEIZE THE EVIDENCE
4HE ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCY MAY MEDIATE THE CASE BETWEEN THE PARTIES OR IF
MEDIATION FAILS IT MAY ISSUE A DECISION ABOUT THE HANDLING OF THE DISPUTE 4HE
DECISION MUST STATE WHETHER AN INFRINGEMENT HAS BEEN PROVEN AND IF SO WHETHER
THE INFRINGER WILL BE ORDERED TO PROMPTLY STOP THE INFRINGEMENT )N SOME
CIRCUMSTANCES THE ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCY MAY ELECT TO HOLD AN ORAL TRIAL PRIOR TO
ENTERING ITS JUDGMENT !LL ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIONS ARE TO BE CONCLUDED WITHIN FOUR
MONTHS AFTER THE DATE OF ACCEPTANCE OF THE CASE 5PON THE REQUEST OF THE PARTIES
THE ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES CAN ALSO CARRY OUT MEDIATION CONCERNING THE AMOUNT
OF COMPENSATION DUE TO THE PATENT OWNER AS A RESULT OF THE INFRINGEMENT )F THE
MEDIATION FAILS THE PARTIES CAN FILE A LEGAL ACTION WITH THE 0EOPLES #OURT
4HE 0ATENT ,AW CONTAINS SPECIAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE hCOUNTERFEITINGv OR
hPASSING OFFv OF A PATENT 0ATENT COUNTERFEITING CONSISTS OF PLACING A PATENT NOTICE
ON AN UNPATENTED PRODUCT SELLING SUCH A PRODUCT STATING THAT AN UNPATENTED
TECHNOLOGY IS PATENTED COUNTERFEITING OR ALTERING A PATENT CERTIFICATE OR DOCUMENT
OR OTHERWISE MISLEADING THE PUBLIC INTO BELIEVING THAT AN UNPATENTED TECHNOLOGY OR
DESIGN IS SUBJECT TO A PATENT
 -EASURES FOR 0ATENT !DMINISTRATIVE ,AW %NFORCEMENT ART  	
7HEN AN ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENT CONDUCTS AN
 )D AT ART 
 )D
 )D AT ART 
 )D AT ART 
 )D AT ARTS  
 )D AT ARTS   )F THE INFRINGER IS DISSATISFIED WITH THE ORDER IT CAN FILE AN ACTION WITH THE 0EOPLES
#OURT WITHIN FIFTEEN DAYS AFTER RECEIPT OF THE ORDER 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED
BY THE 3TANDING #OMM OF THE .ATL 0EOPLES #ONG $EC   EFFECTIVE !PR  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	
#HINA	 )F THE INFRINGER DOES NOT APPEAL AND DOES NOT CEASE ITS INFRINGEMENT THE ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENT CAN
FILE AN ACTION FOR COMPULSORY ENFORCEMENT WITH THE 0EOPLES #OURT )D SEE ALSO -EASURES FOR 0ATENT
!DMINISTRATIVE ,AW %NFORCEMENT ART  	
 )D AT ART 
 )D AT ART  ! ONEMONTH EXTENSION MAY BE GRANTED IF A CASE IS EXTREMELY COMPLICATED )D
 )D AT ART 
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE 3TANDING #OMM OF THE .ATL
0EOPLES #ONG $EC   EFFECTIVE !PR  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
 )D AT ART  SEE ALSO -EASURES FOR 0ATENT !DMINISTRATIVE ,AW %NFORCEMENT ARTS    	
EXPLAINING PROCEDURES FOR DEALING WITH ACTS OF hPASSING OFF PATENTSv	
 $ETAILED 2ULES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA
PROMULGATED BY THE 3TATE #OUNCIL *AN   EFFECTIVE *ULY  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 4HE
-EASURES FOR 0ATENT !DMINISTRATIVE ,AW %NFORCEMENT PROVIDES THAT A PATENT ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENT SHALL
4=: %BE:GDGH .:L #ADI=:H
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INVESTIGATION OF SUSPECTED PATENT COUNTERFEITING IT HAS THE AUTHORITY TO QUESTION THE
PARTIES AND OTHERWISE INVESTIGATE THE CIRCUMSTANCES INCLUDING CONDUCTING SITE
INSPECTIONS REVIEWING FINANCIAL BOOKS AND RECORDS INSPECTING PRODUCTS RELATING TO
THE SUSPECTED ACT OF COUNTERFEITING AND SEALING UP OR DETAINING PRODUCTS PRODUCED
BY THE COUNTERFEITED PATENT
4HE COUNTERFEITING CASE MUST BE CONCLUDED WITHIN ONE MONTH !T THE
CONCLUSION OF THE INVESTIGATION IF THE ACT OF PASSING OFF WAS ESTABLISHED AN
ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY CAN BE IMPOSED 4HE COUNTERFEITER CAN BE ORDERED TO
CORRECT THE SITUATION AND THE MATTER WILL BE ANNOUNCED TO THE PUBLIC )N ADDITION
ANY UNLAWFUL GAINS OF THE COUNTERFEITER WILL BE CONFISCATED AND THE COUNTERFEITER
MAY BE FINED UP TO THREE TIMES THE AMOUNT OF SUCH UNLAWFUL GAINS IF THE
COUNTERFEITER HAS RECEIVED NO UNLAWFUL GAINS THEN A FINE OF UP TO 2-"  MAY
BE IMPOSED )F THE ACTS OF COUNTERFEITING RISE TO THE LEVEL OF CRIMINAL ACTIVITY THEN
THE CASE WILL BE TRANSFERRED TO THE APPROPRIATE AUTHORITIES AND CRIMINAL PENALTIES
CAN BE IMPOSED ! PERSON WHO COUNTERFEITS ANOTHER PERSONS PATENT CAN hBE
SENTENCED TO NOT MORE THAN THREE YEARS OF FIXEDTERM IMPRISONMENT CRIMINAL
DETENTIONv ANDOR MAY BE FINED
)N ADDITION TO SEEKING ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES A PATENT OWNER WHO BELIEVES THAT
ITS PATENT IS BEING INFRINGED CAN ALSO FILE AN ACTION WITH THE )NTERMEDIATE 0EOPLES
#OURT IN THE RELEVANT MUNICIPALITY OR PROVINCE
INSTITUTE AN INVESTIGATION WHEN IT hFINDS A SUSPECTED ACT OF PASSING OFF PATENTS OR DOES SO WITH THE HELP OF A TIPOFF
   v -EASURES FOR 0ATENT !DMINISTRATIVE ,AW %NFORCEMENT ART  	
!NY ACTION FOR PATENT
INFRINGEMENT MUST BE BROUGHT WITHIN TWO YEARS FROM THE DATE WHEN THE PATENT
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 SEE ALSO -EASURES FOR 0ATENT
!DMINISTRATIVE ,AW %NFORCEMENT ART  	 REGARDING SEALING UP AND DETAINING PRODUCTS	
 )D AT ART 
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D
 )D
 )D
 3EE #RIMINAL ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE .ATgL 0EOPLEgS #ONG -AR
  EFFECTIVE /CT  	 e  ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 DISCUSSING CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR
COUNTERFEITING	 SEE ALSO -EASURES FOR 0ATENT !DMINISTRATIVE ,AW %NFORCEMENT PROMULGATED BY THE 3TATE
)NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY /FFICE $EC   EFFECTIVE &EB  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 STATING THAT
h;I=F ANY CRIME IS CONSTITUTED THE CASE SHALL BE TRANSFERRED TO THE PUBLIC SECURITY ORGANv	 !LTERNATIVELY IF THE ACT
OF PASSING OFF IS MINOR AND HAS ALREADY BEEN CORRECTED NO PUNISHMENT WILL BE IMPOSED )D SEE ALSO .OTICE OF
THE 3UP 0EOPLES #T ON 'IVING &ULL 0LAY TO THE &UNCTIONS OF 4RIAL OF #RIMINAL #ASES AND 3EVERELY 0UNISHING
)NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY )NFRINGEMENTS AND THE 0RODUCTION AND 3ALE OF #OUNTERFEIT AND 3HODDY #OMMODITIES
0URSUANT TO ,AW PROMULGATED BY THE 3UP 0EOPLES #T .OV   EFFECTIVE .OV  	 SECTION 
,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 EXPLAINING THE 0EOPLES #OURTS ROLE IN COMBATING CRIMINAL ACTS OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
LAW INFRINGEMENT	
 #RIMINAL ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 SEE ALSO )NTERPRETATION OF THE 3UP
0EOPLES #T AND THE 3UPREME 0EOPLES 0ROCURATORATE #ONCERNING 3OME )SSUES ON THE 3PECIFIC !PPLICATION OF
,AW FOR (ANDLING #RIMINAL #ASES OF )NFRINGEMENT 5PON )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY 2IGHTS PROMULGATED BY THE 3UP
0EOPLES #T AND THE 3UPREME 0EOPLES 0ROCURATORATE $EC   EFFECTIVE $EC  	 ART 
,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 STATING THE PENALTY FOR COUNTERFEITING PATENTS	
 )D
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
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OWNER KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE KNOWN OF THE INFRINGING ACTS 4HE 0ATENT ,AW
CONTAINS PROVISIONS FOR PRESERVING EVIDENCE PRIOR TO FILING AN INFRINGEMENT SUIT
AND FILING AN APPLICATION TO STOP AN INFRINGING ACT THAT WILL CAUSE IRREPARABLE HARM TO
THE INTERESTS OF THE PATENT OWNER IE A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION IN 7ESTERN
PARLANCE	 WHICH ARE SIMILAR TO THOSE PROVIDED BY THE 4RADEMARK ,AW 4HERE IS
NO DISCOVERY BY THE PARTIES IN A CIVIL CASE AND EVIDENCE IS COLLECTED BY THE COURT )F
THE CASE INVOLVES INFRINGEMENT OF A UTILITY MODEL PATENT OR A DESIGN PATENT THE COURT
MAY REQUIRE THE PATENT OWNER TO OBTAIN A PATENT RIGHT ASSESSMENT REPORT FROM THE
0ATENT !DMINISTRATION $EPARTMENT
4HE SCOPE OF PROTECTION AFFORDED TO AN INVENTION OR UTILITY MODEL PATENT IS TO BE
DETERMINED BY THE CLAIMS ALTHOUGH THE WRITTEN DESCRIPTION AND DRAWINGS CAN BE
USED TO EXPLAIN WHAT IS CLAIMED 4HIS MEANS THAT THE SCOPE OF PROTECTION IS TO BE
hDETERMINED BY THE TECHNOLOGICAL FEATURES DESCRIBED IN THE CLAIMS INCLUDINGv
EQUIVALENT FEATURES WHICH AN ORDINARY TECHNICIAN IN THE SAME FIELD COULD THINK OF
WITHOUT ANY CREATIVE WORK OR WHERE hTHE USE OF SIMILAR MEANS COULD BRING ABOUT
SIMILAR FUNCTIONS OR ACHIEVE SIMILAR EFFECTS AS THE TECHNOLOGICAL FEATURES DESCRIBED IN
THE CLAIMSv )N THE CASE OF A DESIGN PATENT THE SCOPE OF PROTECTION IS LIMITED TO THE
DESIGN OF THE PRODUCT AS SHOWN IN THE DRAWINGS OR PICTURES
4HE 0EOPLES #OURT HAS THE AUTHORITY TO AWARD COMPENSATION TO A PATENT OWNER
IF INFRINGEMENT IS FOUND
 )D AT ART 
4HE PATENT OWNER IS ENTITLED TO RECOVER ITS ACTUAL LOSSES
 )D AT ART 
 )D AT ART 
 3EE 4RADEMARK ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE 3TANDING #OMM .ATL
0EOPLES #ONG /CT   EFFECTIVE -AR  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 DESCRIBING THE
PRESERVATION OF EVIDENCE PROVISION	
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D AT ART 
 )D AT ART 
 -EASURES FOR 0ATENT !DMINISTRATIVE ,AW %NFORCEMENT PROMULGATED BY THE 3TATE )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY
/FFICE $EC   EFFECTIVE &EB  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 3EE EG (UBEI 7USHI 0HARM
'ROUP #O ,TD V !ONUO #HINA	 0HARM #O ,TD AND 7ANG *UNSHE 3UP 0EOPLES #T 	 ,AWINFOCHINA	
#HINA	 4HIS WAS AN INVENTION PATENT INFRINGEMENT CASE RELATING TO WHETHER THE CALCIUM AND ZINC GLUCONATES
ORAL SOLUTION SOLD BY 7USHI 0HARMACEUTICALS INFRINGED CLAIM  OF !ONUOS PATENT REQUIRING hACTIVE CALCIUMv
AND hGLUTAMATE OR GLUTAMINEv	 4HE COURT DETERMINED THAT THE ACCUSED SOLUTION CONTAINED CALCIUM GLUCONTAE
AND LYSINE HYDROCHLORIDE WHICH WERE NOT EQUIVALENT TO THE TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE !ONUO PATENT !S A
RESULT THERE WAS NO INFRINGEMENT OF !ONUOS PATENT RIGHT )D
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 )N A HIGHLY PUBLICIZED CASE FROM  THE
&IRST )NTERMEDIATE 0EOPLES #OURT OF "EIJING HELD THAT 'UANZHOU 7EIERWEI %LECTRONIC 3CIENCE AND 4ECHNOLOGY
INFRINGED -OTOROLAS DESIGN PATENT FOR A TWOWAY RADIO 3EE *OCELYN !LLISON -OTOROLA 7INS IN 0ATENT $ISPUTE
7ITH #HINESE &IRM )0 ,!7 -AR  	 HTTPWWWBANNERWITCOFFCOM?DOCSNEWS?EVENTS?
ARCHIVENEWS+ATZ)0,AWPDFPDF 7EIERWEI WAS ORDERED TO STOP MANUFACTURING AND
SELLING THE RADIOS AND TO COMPENSATE -OTOROLA IN AN UNDISCLOSED AMOUNT )D )T HAS BEEN SUGGESTED THAT
-OTOROLAS SUCCESS WAS DUE IN PART TO FILING ITS INFRINGEMENT CASE IN "EIJING IN ORDER TO AVOID LOCAL PROTECTIONIST
TENDENCIES RATHER THAN FILING IN 'UANZHOU WHERE 7EIERWEI WAS LOCATED
 3EE )NTERPRETATION OF THE 3UP 0EOPLES #T ON 3EVERAL )SSUES #ONCERNING THE !PPLICATION OF ,AW IN THE
4RIAL OF 0ATENT )NFRINGEMENT $ISPUTE #ASES PROMULGATED BY THE 3UP 0EOPLES #T $EC   EFFECTIVE *AN
 	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 STATING THAT THE 0EOPLES #OURT WILL DETERMINE THE COMPENSATION FOR
INFRINGEMENT OF INVENTION UTILITY AND DESIGN PATENTS	
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CAUSED BY THE INFRINGEMENT OR IF ACTUAL LOSS IS DIFFICULT TO DETERMINE THEN THE PATENT
OWNER MAY RECOVER THE BENEFITS ACQUIRED BY THE INFRINGER THROUGH THE
INFRINGEMENT )F BOTH OF THESE AMOUNTS ARE DIFFICULT TO DETERMINE THE PATENT
OWNER MAY RECOVER A REASONABLE ROYALTY 4HE AMOUNT OF COMPENSATION ALSO
INCLUDES EXPENSES THAT THE PATENT OWNER REASONABLY INCURRED IN PUTTING AN END TO
THE INFRINGEMENT -INIMAL STATUTORY DAMAGES MAY ALSO BE AWARDED WHERE ACTUAL
COMPENSATION AND A REASONABLE ROYALTY ARE BOTH DIFFICULT TO DETERMINE )N THAT
INSTANCE THE COURT MAY AWARD COMPENSATION RANGING FROM 2-" 
APPROXIMATELY 	 TO 2-"  APPROXIMATELY 	 TAKING INTO
ACCOUNT THE TYPE OF PATENT RIGHT AT ISSUE THE NATURE OF THE INFRINGEMENT AND THE
SERIOUSNESS OF THE CASE
!S A RESULT DAMAGES AWARDS IN PATENT INFRINGEMENT CASES DECIDED BY #HINESE
COURTS HAVE HISTORICALLY BEEN QUITE LOW IN COMPARISON WITH 53 VERDICTS
!N APPEAL MAY BE FILED WITH THE (IGHER 0EOPLES #OURT
 4HE
HIGHEST REPORTED VERDICT TO DATE IN A PATENT CASE IN #HINA WAS IN #HINT 'ROUP #ORP
V 3CHNEIDER %LECTRIC ,OW 6OLTAGE 4IANJIN	 #O ,TD A CASE INVOLVING ALLEGATIONS OF
INFRINGEMENT OF A UTILITY MODEL PATENT DIRECTED TO A MINIATURIZED CIRCUIT BREAKER
)N  THE 7ENZHOU )NTERMEDIATE 0EOPLES #OURT AWARDED DAMAGES TO #HINT IN
THE AMOUNT OF 2-"  APPROXIMATELY 	 4HE CASE
ULTIMATELY SETTLED IN  FOR 2-"  APPROXIMATELY 	 AFTER
3CHNEIDER FILED AN APPEAL WITH THE :HEJIANG (IGH 0EOPLES #OURT
 )D AT ART 
4HE #HINT
VERDICT AND SETTLEMENT AMOUNTS HOWEVER WERE FAR OUT OF LINE WITH THE AVERAGE
 )D
 )D 5NDER 53 LAW hTHE COURT SHALL AWARD THE CLAIMANT DAMAGES ADEQUATE TO COMPENSATE FOR THE
INFRINGEMENT BUT IN NO EVENT LESS THAN A REASONABLE ROYALTY FOR THE USE MADE OF THE INVENTION BY THE INFRINGER
TOGETHER WITH INTEREST AND COSTS    v  53# e  	 )N AN EXCEPTIONAL CASE THE COURT MAY ALSO AWARD
hREASONABLE ATTORNEY FEES TO THE PREVAILING PARTYv )D e 
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D SEE ALSO )NTERPRETATION OF THE 3UP 0EOPLES #T ON 3EVERAL )SSUES #ONCERNING THE !PPLICATION OF ,AW
IN THE 4RIAL OF 0ATENT )NFRINGEMENT $ISPUTE #ASES PROMULGATED BY THE 3UP 0EOPLES #T $EC   EFFECTIVE
*AN  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 EXPLAINING THE FACTORS THE 0EOPLES #OURT WILL CONSIDER IN AWARDING
COMPENSATION FOR PATENT INFRINGEMENT	
 3EE +RISTINA 3EPETYS  !LAN #OX )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY 2IGHTS 0ROTECTION IN #HINA 4RENDS IN ,ITIGATION
AND %CONOMIC $AMAGES )0%' AT  	 HTTPWWWIPEGEUBLOGWPCONTENTUPLOADS.%2!)00ROTECTION?
#HINA?PDF NOTING PATENT INFRINGEMENT DAMAGES IN #HINA ARE LOW COMPARED TO THE 53	 SEE ALSO ,EI -EI
#HINESE 0ATENT ,ITIGATION 4IPS FOR 53 #OMPANIES ,!7 *UNE  	 STATING h;G=ENERALLY DAMAGE AWARDS
FOR PATENT INFRINGEMENT IN #HINA ARE LESS THAN ; 53 DOLLARS=v	
 #HINT 'ROUP #ORP V 3CHNEIDER %LECTRIC ,OW 6OLTAGE 4IANJIN	 #O ,TD 7ENZHOU )NTERMEDIATE
0EOPLES #OURT 	 #HINA	
 3EE 3HARON 2 "ARNER ET AL 4HE #HINT V 3CHNEIDER 3ETTLEMENT  -ILLION 2EASONS TO "ELIEVE #HINESE
0ATENT (OLDERgS 2IGHT (AVE -USCLE &/,%9  ,!2$.%2 ,,0 ,%'!, .%73 !,%24 !PR  	 HTTPWWWFOLEY
COMPUBLICATIONSPUB?DETAILASPXPUBID SEE ALSO 2OBERT , "URNS7ILL #HINA "ECOME THE 7ORLD ,EADER IN
0ATENT ,ITIGATION ,%8)3 .%8)3 #().! ,%'!, 2%6)%7 $EC 	 HTTPWWWFINNEGANCOMRESOURCES
ARTICLESARTICLESDETAILASPXNEWSBAFCDDFBB DISCUSSING THE OUTCOME IN THE #HINT
CASE	
 3EE "ARNER ET AL SUPRA NOTE  STATING THAT THE 2-"  MILLION IN DAMAGES WAS THE LARGEST AMOUNT
AWARDED IN A #HINESE PATENT INFRINGEMENT CASE	
 3EE ID NOTING THE 2-"  MILLION SETTLEMENT	
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VERDICTS IN RECENT PATENT CASES IN #HINA !CCORDING TO DATA OBTAINED FROM #)%,!
THE AVERAGE DAMAGES AWARDED IN A PATENT INFRINGEMENT CASE IN  WERE ONLY 2-"
 AND SUCCESSFUL PLAINTIFFS WERE TYPICALLY AWARDED AN ADDITIONAL 2-"  IN
COSTS !CCORDINGLY THERE IS LITTLE INCENTIVE TO AVOID INFRINGEMENT OF PATENTS AND
#HINESE ENTREPRENEURS MAY BE WILLING TO TAKE RISKS IN ORDER TO EARN AN EASY PROFIT
4HE ONLY REAL DISINCENTIVE IS THE RISK OF CRIMINAL PENALTIES INCLUDING POSSIBLE
IMPRISONMENT FOR PATENT COUNTERFEITING
4HE 0ATENT ,AW ALSO IDENTIFIES SEVERAL ACTS THAT DO NOT CONSTITUTE PATENT
INFRINGEMENT 4HESE INCLUDE A FIRST SALE DEFENSE WHERE THE ALLEGED INFRINGER RESELLS
A PATENTED PRODUCT OR A PRODUCT MADE USING A PATENTED METHOD AND PRIOR USER
DEFENSES WHERE THE OTHER PARTY ALREADY MANUFACTURED IDENTICAL PRODUCTS OR UTILIZED
AN IDENTICAL METHOD PRIOR TO THE FILING OF THE PATENT APPLICATION AND CONTINUES TO DO
SO AFTERWARD )N ADDITION USING A PATENT SPECIFICALLY FOR PURPOSES OF SCIENTIFIC
RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENTATION DOES NOT CONSTITUTE PATENT INFRINGEMENT 3IMILARLY
PRODUCING USING OR IMPORTING PATENTED DRUGS MEDICAL DEVICES OR INSTRUMENTS FOR
PURPOSES OF PROVIDING INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATIVE EXAMINATION AND
APPROVAL WILL NOT CONSTITUTE INFRINGEMENT OF PATENT RIGHTS &INALLY INNOCENT
MIDDLEMEN ARE EXCUSED FROM LIABILITY IF THEY USE OR SELL AN INFRINGING PRODUCT
WITHOUT KNOWING THAT IT WAS PRODUCED AND SOLD WITHOUT AUTHORIZATION FROM THE
PATENT OWNER
 3EE SUPRA NOTE 
 3EE #)%,! 3UMMARY 2EPORT 4REND BY 9EAR #)%,! #().! )0 ,)4)'!4)/. !.!,93)3 AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWWWCIELACN3EARCH4REND"Y9EAR2ESULTASPXPAGE)DPP)DLANGUAGEENCITYCOURTMAIN4Y
PE0ATENTSUB4YPECAUSE)NFRINGEMENTINDUSTRY LAST UPDATED -AR  	 )N  THE YEAR OF THE
#HINT VERDICT THE AVERAGE DAMAGES AWARDED IN A PATENT INFRINGEMENT CASE WERE ONLY 2-"  AND THE
AVERAGE COSTS AWARDED WERE 2-" 
 3EE EG 3EPETYS  #OX SUPRA NOTE  AT   NOTING THAT SETTING DAMAGES AT A PROPER LEVEL CAN DETER
INFRINGERS AND THE TRADITIONALLY LOW DAMAGE AWARDS IN PATENT INFRINGEMENT LAWSUITS IN #HINA ARE HURTING THE
COUNTRYS ABILITY TO EFFECTIVELY ENFORCE )02	
 3EE SUPRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT DISCUSSING CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR PATENT INFRINGEMENT	
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE 3TANDING #OMM OF THE .ATL
0EOPLES #ONG $EC   EFFECTIVE !PR  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
 )D AT ART 	
 )D AT ART 	
 )D AT ART 	 !LTHOUGH MANY PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT 53 LAW INCLUDES A SIMILAR RESEARCH EXCEPTION
FROM PATENT INFRINGEMENT NO SUCH STATUTORY EXCEPTION EXISTS 3EE +EVIN )LES ! #OMPARATIVE !NALYSIS OF THE
)MPACT OF %XPERIMENTAL 5SE %XEMPTIONS IN 0ATENT ,AW ON )NCENTIVES TO )NNOVATE  .7 * 4%#(  ).4%,, 02/0
  	 h4HE 53 HAS NO GENERAL STATUTORY RESEARCH EXEMPTION ONLY A NARROW JUDICIALLY CRAFTED COMMON
LAW EXEMPTION WHICH DATES BACK TO v	
 0ATENT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART 	 	
 )D AT ART  4HE 0ATENT ,AW THUS CREATES NUMEROUS LOOPHOLES WHEREBY INFRINGERS CAN ESCAPE LIABILITY
FOR THEIR UNAUTHORIZED ACTS &OR INSTANCE MIDDLEMEN ARE ESSENTIALLY ISOLATED UNLESS THE PATENT OWNER CAN PROVE
THAT THEY HAD ACTUAL KNOWLEDGE THAT THEY WERE DEALING WITH ITEMS THAT WERE MADE AND SOLD WITHOUT
AUTHORIZATION FROM THE PATENT OWNER 3EE ID REQUIRING ACTUAL KNOWLEDGE IN ORDER TO BE LIABLE FOR INFRINGEMENT	
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V. Copyright Law 
#HINAS #OPYRIGHT ,AW WAS ADOPTED IN  AND IT WAS SUBSEQUENTLY AMENDED IN
 AND  4HE #OPYRIGHT ,AW HAS BEEN SUPPLEMENTED ON MULTIPLE OCCASIONS
BY THE 2EGULATIONS FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE #OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES
2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ENACTED IN  )MPLEMENTING -EASURES FOR !DMINISTRATIVE
#OPYRIGHT 0ENALTIES ADOPTED IN  AND AMENDED IN  TO INCLUDE REMEDIES FOR
ONLINE PIRACY AND 2EGULATIONS ON #OPYRIGHT #OLLECTIVE !DMINISTRATION ADOPTED
IN  .EVERTHELESS #HINAS COPYRIGHT LAWS CONTINUE TO BE CRITICIZED AS
INCONSISTENT WITH INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS PARTICULARLY IN THEIR TREATMENT OF
FOREIGN COPYRIGHT OWNERS BECAUSE THE VAGUE LANGUAGE IN THE LAWS FREQUENTLY LEADS TO
INCONSISTENT DECISIONS
! 0ROTECTED 7ORKS
4HE WORKS PROTECTED BY #HINAS COPYRIGHT LAW INCLUDE WORKS OF LITERATURE ART
NATURAL SCIENCES SOCIAL SCIENCES ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY WHICH ARE CREATED IN
ANY OF THE FOLLOWING FORMS WRITTEN WORKS ORAL WORKS MUSICAL DRAMATIC QU YI
CHOREOGRAPHIC AND ACROBATIC WORKS WORKS OF FINE ART AND ARCHITECTURE
PHOTOGRAPHIC WORKS CINEMATOGRAPHIC WORKS GRAPHIC WORKS SUCH AS DRAWINGS OF
ENGINEERING AND PRODUCT DESIGNS MAPS SKETCHES AND MODELS COMPUTER SOFTWARE
AND OTHERS
 #OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE 3TANDING #OMM .ATL 0EOPLES
#ONG &EB   EFFECTIVE *UNE  	 ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
(OWEVER THE #OPYRIGHT ,AW DOES NOT APPLY TO LAWS AND REGULATIONS
RESOLUTIONS DECISIONS OF STATE ORGANS AND OTHER DOCUMENTS OF A LEGISLATIVE
 2EGULATION ON THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE #OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA
PROMULGATED BY THE 3TATE #OUNCIL !UG   EFFECTIVE 3EPT  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
 3EE -EASURES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF #OPYRIGHT !DMINISTRATIVE 0UNISHMENT PROMULGATED BY THE
#HINA #OPYRIGHT /FFICE -AY   EFFECTIVE *UNE  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 STATING THAT ACTS OF
ONLINE INFRINGEMENT ARE SUBJECT TO PUNISHMENT	
 2EGULATION ON THE #OLLECTIVE !DMINISTRATION OF #OPYRIGHT PROMULGATED BY THE 3TATE #OUNCIL $EC 
 EFFECTIVE -AR  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
 3EE $ONALD 0 (ARRIS 4HE (ONEYMOON IS /VER 4HE 53#HINA 74/ )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY #OMPLAINT
 &/2$(!- ).4g, ,*   	 NOTING THAT INCONSISTENCY BETWEEN #HINESE COPYRIGHT PROTECTION LAWS AND
ENFORCEMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS RESULTED IN A 74/ COMPLAINT	
 2EGULATION ON THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE #OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA
PROMULGATED BY THE 3TATE #OUNCIL !UG   EFFECTIVE 3EPT  	 ART 	 ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 h1U
YIv INCLUDES WORKS SUCH AS XIANG SHENG CROSS TALK	 KUAI SHU CLAPPER TALK	 DAG U BALLAD SINGING WITH DRUM
ACCOMPANIMENT	 AND PING SHU STORYTELLING BASED ON NOVELS	 WHICH ARE PERFORMED BY RECITATION AND SINGING
)D
 #OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE 3TANDING #OMM OF THE .ATL
0EOPLES #ONG &EB   EFFECTIVE *UNE  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 5NDER 53 LAW
h;C=OPYRIGHT PROTECTION SUBSISTS    IN ORIGINAL WORKS OF AUTHORSHIP FIXED IN ANY TANGIBLE MEDIUM OF EXPRESSION
NOW KNOWN OR LATER DEVELOPED FROM WHICH THEY CAN BE PERCEIVED REPRODUCED OR OTHERWISE COMMUNICATED
EITHER DIRECTLY OR WITH THE AID OF A MACHINE OR DEVICEv  53# e A	 	 7ORKS OF AUTHORSHIP INCLUDE
h	 LITERARY WORKS 	 MUSICAL WORKS INCLUDING ANY ACCOMPANYING WORDS 	 DRAMATIC WORKS INCLUDING ANY
ACCOMPANYING MUSIC 	 PANTOMIMES AND CHOREOGRAPHIC WORKS 	 PICTORIAL GRAPHIC AND SCULPTURAL WORKS
	 MOTION PICTURES AND OTHER AUDIOVISUAL WORKS 	 SOUND RECORDINGS AND 	 ARCHITECTURAL WORKSv )D
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ADMINISTRATIVE OR JUDICIAL NATURE )N ADDITION IT DOES NOT PROVIDE PROTECTION FOR
NEWS ON CURRENT AFFAIRS OR FOR COMMON PROPERTY SUCH AS CALENDARS NUMERICAL
TABLES AND hFORMS OF GENERAL USE AND FORMULASv 0ROTECTION OF COPYRIGHT IN WORKS
OF FOLK LITERATURE AND FOLK ART IS DEALT WITH IN SEPARATE LAWS
" 2IGHTS OF THE #OPYRIGHT /WNER
#OPYRIGHT ATTACHES ON THE DATE WHEN A WORK IS CREATED ! WORK NEED NOT BE
PUBLISHED IN ORDER FOR #HINESE CITIZENS LEGAL ENTITIES AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS TO
ENJOY COPYRIGHT IN THE WORK 0ROTECTION ALSO EXTENDS TO COPYRIGHTS OF FOREIGNERS
OR STATELESS PERSONS IN WORKS GOVERNED BY INTERNATIONAL TREATIES OR AGREEMENTS
BETWEEN #HINA AND THE COPYRIGHT OWNERS COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE AS WELL AS THOSE NOT
SUBJECT TO SUCH AN AGREEMENT
4HE COPYRIGHT OWNER RECEIVES A LONG LIST OF PERSONAL AND PROPERTY RIGHTS WHICH
ARE OUTLINED IN !RTICLE  4HESE INCLUDE THE RIGHT TO PUBLISH A WORK THE RIGHT TO
CLAIM AUTHORSHIP OF A WORK THE RIGHT TO REPRODUCE A WORK THE RIGHT TO SELL AN
ORIGINAL OR A COPY OF A WORK TO THE PUBLIC THE RIGHT TO EXHIBIT OR PERFORM A WORK
PUBLICLY THE RIGHT TO BROADCAST A WORK OR MAKE IT AVAILABLE THROUGH AN INFORMATION
NETWORK THE RIGHT TO CREATE DERIVATIVE WORKS THE RIGHT TO TRANSLATE A WORK INTO
ANOTHER LANGUAGE AND THE RIGHT TO PROTECT A WORK AGAINST DISTORTION AND
MUTILATION #OPYRIGHT OWNERS MAY ALSO LICENSE OR ASSIGN MANY OF THESE RIGHTS TO
OTHERS FOR A FEE #OPYRIGHT PROTECTION LASTS FOR THE LIFETIME OF THE AUTHOR PLUS 
YEARS AFTER HIS DEATH
 #OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART 	 	
)F THE COPYRIGHT IS OWNED BY A LEGAL ENTITY OR OTHER
 )D AT ART 	n	 5NDER 53 LAW COPYRIGHT PROTECTION DOES NOT EXTEND TO ANY hIDEA PROCEDURE
PROCESS SYSTEM METHOD OF OPERATION CONCEPT PRINCIPLE OR DISCOVERY    v  53# e B	
 #OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 )NTANGIBLE #ULTURAL (ERITAGE ,AW OF
THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY 3TANDING #OMM OF THE .ATgL 0EOPLEgS #ONG &EB  
EFFECTIVE *UNE  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPHKLEXISCNCOMLAWINTANGIBLECULTURAL
HERITAGELAWOFTHEPEOPLESREPUBLICOFCHINAHTML
 2EGULATION ON THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE #OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA
PROMULGATED BY THE 3TATE #OUNCIL !UG   EFFECTIVE 3EPT  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
 #OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D
 )D AT ART 
 )D 5NDER 53 LAW THE OWNER OF A COPYRIGHT HAS THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO DO AND TO AUTHORIZE SIX DISTINCT
ACTS 	 hTO REPRODUCE THE COPYRIGHTED WORK    	 TO PREPARE DERIVATIVE WORKS BASED UPON THE COPYRIGHTED
WORK 	 TO DISTRIBUTE COPIES OF THE WORK    TO THE PUBLIC BY SALE OR OTHER TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP OR BY RENTAL
LEASE OR LENDING 	    TO PERFORM THE COPYRIGHTED WORK PUBLICLY 	    TO DISPLAY THE COPYRIGHTED WORK
PUBLICLY AND 	 IN THE CASE OF SOUND RECORDINGS TO PERFORM THE COPYRIGHTED WORK PUBLICLY BY MEANS OF A
DIGITAL AUDIO TRANSMISSIONv  53# e 
 #OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D AT ART  5NDER 53 LAW COPYRIGHT IN A WORK ON OR AFTER *ANUARY   ENDURES FOR A TERM
CONSISTING OF THE LIFE OF THE AUTHOR PLUS SEVENTY YEARS AFTER THE AUTHORS DEATH  53# e A	 	
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ORGANIZATION PROTECTION EXTENDS FOR  YEARS AFTER THE FIRST PUBLICATION OF THE
WORK
4HE #OPYRIGHT ,AW PROVIDES THAT THE COPYRIGHT IN A WORK BELONGS TO ITS AUTHOR
EXCEPT WHERE OTHERWISE SPECIFIED )F A WORK IS CREATED UNDER THE DIRECTION OF A
LEGAL ENTITY THAT BEARS RESPONSIBILITY FOR IT THEN THE SUPERVISING ENTITY IS DEEMED TO
BE THE AUTHOR )F A WORK IS CREATED JOINTLY BY TWO OR MORE AUTHORS THEN THE
COPYRIGHT IN THE WORK IS JOINTLY OWNED UNLESS THE WORK CAN BE EASILY SEPARATED INTO
PARTS AND EXPLOITED SEPARATELY
4HE SPECIFIC PROVISIONS APPLYING THESE BASIC RULES ARE COMPLICATED AND SOMETIMES
CONTRADICTORY &OR INSTANCE hA WORK CREATED BY A CITIZEN IN FULFILLMENT OF THE TASKS
ASSIGNED TO HIM BY A LEGAL ENTITY OR OTHER ORGANIZATION IS A WORK CREATED IN THE
COURSE OF EMPLOYMENTv 4HE COPYRIGHT IN SUCH A WORK IS OWNED BY THE EMPLOYEE
BUT THE EMPLOYER HAS PRIORITY TO hEXPLOIT THE WORK WITHIN THE SCOPE OF ITS
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIESv AND THE EMPLOYEE CANNOT AUTHORIZE ANY THIRD PARTY TO
EXPLOIT THE WORK IN THE SAME MANNER AS THE EMPLOYER FOR A PERIOD OF TWO YEARS
(OWEVER WITH RESPECT TO DRAWINGS OF ENGINEERING DESIGNS AND PRODUCT DESIGNS
COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND OTHER WORKS CREATED PRIMARILY WITH THE EMPLOYERS
RESOURCES THE EMPLOYEE ENJOYS THE RIGHT OF AUTHORSHIP ONLY THE EMPLOYER
RECEIVES ALL OTHER COPYRIGHT RIGHTS AND MAY SIMPLY REWARD THE AUTHOR 4HE
COPYRIGHT IN A COMMISSIONED WORK ON THE OTHER HAND BELONGS TO THE
COMMISSIONED PARTY UNLESS THE PARTIES REACH A DIFFERENT AGREEMENT IN THEIR
CONTRACT
4HE #OPYRIGHT ,AW CONTAINS A NUMBER OF FAIR USETYPE PROVISIONS ALLOWING A
WORK TO BE USED WITHOUT THE PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT OWNER AND WITHOUT
PAYMENT OF ANY COMPENSATION TO THE OWNER SO LONG AS THE NAME OF THE AUTHOR AND
TITLE OF THE WORK ARE MENTIONED WHERE APPROPRIATE
 #OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 5NDER 53 LAW COPYRIGHT IN A WORK
MADE FOR HIRE hENDURES FOR A TERM OF  YEARS FROM THE YEAR OF ITS FIRST PUBLICATION OR A TERM OF  YEARS FROM
THE YEAR OF ITS CREATION WHICHEVER EXPIRES FIRSTv  53# e C	 	
&OR EXAMPLE ONE MAY USE
 #OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D
 )D AT ART  .OTE THAT NO COAUTHORSHIP MAY BE CLAIMED BY ANYONE WHO HAS NOT PARTICIPATED IN THE
CREATION OF THE WORK )D SEE ALSO 2EGULATION ON THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE #OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLEgS
2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE 3TATE #OUNCIL !UG   EFFECTIVE 3EPT  	 ART 
,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 5NDER 53 LAW COPYRIGHT IN A WORK hVESTS INITIALLY IN THE AUTHOR OR AUTHORS OF THE
WORK 4HE AUTHORS OF A JOINT WORK ARE COOWNERS OF COPYRIGHT IN THE WORKv  53# e A	 	
 3EE #OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 ILLUSTRATING THE COMPLEX NATURE OF
THESE RULES	
 )D
 )D #OMPARE ID WITH  53# e B	 PROVIDING THAT IN THE CASE OF A WORK MADE FOR HIRE hTHE
EMPLOYER OR OTHER PERSON FOR WHOM THE WORK WAS PREPARED IS CONSIDERED THE AUTHOR    AND UNLESS THE PARTIES
HAVE EXPRESSLY AGREED OTHERWISE   v OWNS ALL OF THE RIGHTS IN THE COPYRIGHT	
 #OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D
 )D AT ART 
 )D AT ART 
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ANOTHER PERSONS PUBLISHED WORK FOR PURPOSES OF PERSONAL STUDY OR RESEARCH AND
MAY USE QUOTATIONS FROM ANOTHER PERSONS WORK FOR PURPOSES OF COMMENT OR TO
ILLUSTRATE OR EXPLAIN A POINT 7ORKS MAY BE TRANSLATED OR REPRODUCED IN SMALL
QUANTITIES FOR USE IN CLASSROOM TEACHING OR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH SO LONG AS THEY ARE
NOT PUBLISHED FOR DISTRIBUTION TO THE PUBLIC 7ORKS MAY BE USED BY THE MEDIA FOR
PURPOSES OF REPORTING CURRENT EVENTS AND NEWS REPORTS MAY THEN BE PUBLISHED OR
REBROADCAST BY OTHER NEWSPAPERS OR RADIO OR TELEVISION STATIONS 7ORKS MAY ALSO
BE REPRODUCED BY LIBRARIES AND MUSEUMS FOR PURPOSES OF DISPLAY OR PRESERVATION OF
A COPY OF THE WORK ,IVE PERFORMANCES OF PUBLISHED WORKS ARE AUTHORIZED IF NO
FEE IS CHARGED TO THE PUBLIC AND THE PERFORMERS ARE NOT PAID AND OUTDOOR DISPLAYS
ARE ALSO PERMITTED 7ORKS MAY BE TRANSLATED FROM (AN INTO MINORITY LANGUAGES
FOR DISTRIBUTION THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY AND MAY BE PUBLISHED IN "RAILLE &INALLY
PASSAGES FROM A WORK OR A SINGLE WORK OF FINE ARTS OR PHOTOGRAPHY MAY BE
COMPILED IN TEXTBOOKS FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES PROVIDED THAT REMUNERATION IS PAID
AND THE NAME OF THE AUTHOR AND TITLE OF THE WORK ARE MENTIONED
%XCEPT IN THOSE INSTANCES DESCRIBED ABOVE ANYONE WHO EXPLOITS ANOTHER PERSONS
WORK MUST ENTER INTO A COPYRIGHT LICENSE WITH THE OWNER )F THE AGREEMENT IS FOR
AN EXCLUSIVE LICENSE THE CONTRACT MUST BE IN WRITING %VERY LICENSE AGREEMENT
MUST INDICATE THE NATURE OF THE RIGHTS BEING LICENSED WHETHER THE LICENSE IS EXCLUSIVE
OR NONEXCLUSIVE THE TERM OF THE LICENSE AND ITS GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE THE LICENSING
FEES AND THE LIABILITIES OF THE PARTIES IN CASE A BREACH OCCURS 3UBLICENSES CAN BE
GRANTED ONLY WITH THE PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT OWNER
 )D AT ART 	n	
 )D AT ART 	
 )D AT ART 	n	
 )D AT ART 	
 )D AT ART 	n	
 )D AT ART 	n	 53 LAW IS LESS SPECIFIC AND STATES THAT hTHE FAIR USE OF A COPYRIGHTED WORK    FOR
PURPOSES SUCH AS CRITICISM COMMENT NEWS REPORTING TEACHING    SCHOLARSHIP OR RESEARCH IS NOT AN
INFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHTv  53# e  	 &AIR USE IS DECIDED ON A CASEBYCASE BASIS 3EE ID STATING
THAT THE FAIR USE FACTORS TO CONSIDER INCLUDE ARE h	 THE PURPOSE AND CHARACTER OF THE USE INCLUDING WHETHER
SUCH USE IS OF A COMMERCIAL NATURE    	 THE NATURE OF THE COPYRIGHTED WORKv 	 THE AMOUNT OF THE WORK
USED IN PROPORTION TO THE WORK AS A WHOLE AND h	 THE EFFECT OF THE USE UPON THE POTENTIAL MARKET FOR OR VALUE
OF THE COPYRIGHTED WORKv	
 #OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 .OTE THAT SUCH USES ARE AUTHORIZED
EVEN WHERE THE AUTHOR HAS DECLARED IN ADVANCE THAT USE OF HIS WORK IS NOT PERMITTED )D
 )D AT ART 
 2EGULATION ON THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE #OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA
PROMULGATED BY THE 3TATE #OUNCIL !UG   EFFECTIVE 3EPT  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
 #OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 SEE ALSO 2EGULATION ON THE
)MPLEMENTATION OF THE #OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 DISCUSSING THAT IN THE
CASE OF AN EXCLUSIVE LICENSE WITH AMBIGUITY IN ITS AGREEMENT THE LICENSE WILL BE CONSTRUED TO GIVE THE LICENSEE THE
RIGHT TO PREVENT ANY OTHER PERSON INCLUDING THE COPYRIGHT OWNER FROM EXPLOITING THE WORK IN THE SAME MANNER
AS THE LICENSEE	
 )D AT ART 
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# %NFORCEMENT -EASURES
4HE .ATIONAL #OPYRIGHT !DMINISTRATION AND THE ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENTS OF THE
LOCAL PEOPLES GOVERNMENTS ARE VESTED WITH ENFORCEMENT OF COPYRIGHT 4WO
DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF INFRINGEMENT ARE PROSCRIBED BY THE #OPYRIGHT ,AW !
PERSON WHO ENGAGES IN CERTAIN ACTS OF INFRINGEMENT CAN INCUR CIVIL LIABILITIES
INCLUDING BEING FORCED TO CURTAIL THE INFRINGEMENT hELIMINATING THE BAD EFFECTS OF
THE ACTv MAKING AN APOLOGY ANDOR PAYING COMPENSATION FOR DAMAGES 4HESE
BAD ACTS INCLUDE PUBLISHING A WORK WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE AUTHOR CLAIMING
AUTHORSHIP IN A WORK THE PERSON DID NOT CREATE PUBLISHING A WORK OF JOINT
AUTHORSHIP WITHOUT PERMISSION FROM THE OTHER COAUTHORS DISTORTING OR MUTILATING
A WORK CREATED BY ANOTHER PLAGIARISM EXPLOITING A WORK CREATED BY ANOTHER WITHOUT
PAYING REMUNERATION BROADCASTING OR RECORDING A PERFORMANCE WITHOUT THE
PERMISSION OF THE PERFORMER AND OTHER INFRINGING ACTS )F SUCH ACTS RESULT IN HARM
TO THE PUBLIC INTEREST ADDITIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE PUNISHMENTS MAY BE IMPOSED AS
WELL
! SECOND GROUP OF INFRINGING ACTS IS ADDRESSED BY !RTICLE  OF THE #OPYRIGHT
,AW WHICH MAKES IT ILLEGAL TO REPRODUCE AND DISTRIBUTE WORKS THROUGH AN
INFORMATION NETWORK WITHOUT THE PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT OWNER REBROADCAST
OR REPRODUCE A RADIO OR TELEVISION PROGRAM WITHOUT AUTHORIZATION OR PUBLISH A
BOOK WHEN THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OF PUBLICATION IS OWNED BY ANOTHER PERSON )T IS
ALSO ILLEGAL TO INTENTIONALLY CIRCUMVENT TECHNOLOGICAL MEASURES ADOPTED BY A
COPYRIGHT OWNER TO PROTECT THE COPYRIGHT AND RELATED RIGHTS IN A WORK INCLUDING A
SOUND RECORDING OR VIDEO RECORDING OR TO INTENTIONALLY REMOVE OR ALTER ANY
ELECTRONIC RIGHTS MANAGEMENT INFORMATION ATTACHED TO A WORK WITHOUT PERMISSION
BY THE OWNER 0RODUCING OR SELLING A WORK WHERE THE AUTHORSHIP OF THE WORK IS
COUNTERFEITED IS ALSO PROHIBITED
 -EASURES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF #OPYRIGHT !DMINISTRATIVE 0UNISHMENT PROMULGATED BY THE
#HINA #OPYRIGHT /FFICE -AY   EFFECTIVE *UNE  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 SEE ALSO ID AT ART 
EXPLAINING THAT ILLEGAL ACTS WITH A MATERIAL IMPACT NATIONWIDE ARE INVESTIGATED BY THE .ATIONAL #OPYRIGHT
!DMINISTRATION IN "EIJING WHILE ILLEGAL ACTS WITH AN IMPACT IN A SPECIFIC JURISDICTION ARE INVESTIGATED BY THAT
JURISDICTIONS RESPECTIVE LOCAL COPYRIGHT AUTHORITIES	
!NYONE WHO VIOLATES ANY OF THESE PROVISIONS MAY
 3EE #OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ARTS n 	 LISTING TWO DIFFERENT
CATEGORIES OF INFRINGEMENT ACTS	
 )D AT ART 
 )D AT ART 		 	 		
 -EASURES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF #OPYRIGHT !DMINISTRATIVE 0UNISHMENT ARTS  	 SEE ALSO
ID AT  STATING THAT THE COPYRIGHT ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENTS MAY DISCIPLINE VIOLATORS BY ORDERING THEM TO STOP
THE INFRINGEMENT AND IMPOSE A FINE CONFISCATE ANY ILLEGAL GAINS CONFISCATE INFRINGING PRODUCTS AND EQUIPMENT
USED FOR MAKING INSTALLING AND STORAGE OF INFRINGING WORKS AND OTHER PUNISHMENTS	
 #OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  		 	 	
 )D AT ART 		
 )D AT ART 	
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INCUR CIVIL LIABILITY ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES INCLUDING CONFISCATION OF THE INFRINGING
COPIES AND ANY UNLAWFUL GAINS FINES AND CRIMINAL PENALTIES
4HE ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES MAY DECIDE TO INVESTIGATE A CASE ON THEIR OWN
INITIATIVE ON REFERRAL FROM ANOTHER DEPARTMENT OR BASED ON AN APPLICATION FILED BY
THE COPYRIGHT OWNER AN INTERESTED PARTY OR OTHER INFORMANT 4HE INVESTIGATION
MAY INCLUDE THE GATHERING OF RELEVANT EVIDENCE SUCH AS FINANCIAL AND OTHER
DOCUMENTS COLLECTING SAMPLES OF SUSPECTED INFRINGING PRODUCTS OR SEIZING THE
INFRINGING PRODUCTS EQUIPMENT USED TO INSTALL AND STORE THE INFRINGING PRODUCTS
INFRINGING WEBSITE PAGES AND WEBSITE SERVER AND OTHER EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS
ASSOCIATED WITH THE INFRINGEMENT AS EVIDENCE 4HE ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES MAY
ALSO TAKE STATEMENTS FROM THE PARTIES AND OTHER WITNESSES
!T THE CONCLUSION OF THE INVESTIGATION A REPORT IS PREPARED AND AN ADMINISTRATIVE
PUNISHMENT MAY BE IMPOSED BASED ON THE SERIOUSNESS OF THE ILLEGAL ACTS THE
DURATION OF THE INFRINGEMENT AND THE RESULTING DAMAGE 4HE ADMINISTRATIVE
DEPARTMENT CAN ORDER THE PERSON TO STOP THE INFRINGEMENT CONFISCATE HIS UNLAWFUL
GAINS AND CONFISCATE OR DESTROY ANY INFRINGING COPIES OF THE PROTECTED WORK 4HE
INFRINGER MAY ALSO BE FINED UP TO THREE TIMES THE VOLUME OF THE ILLEGAL BUSINESS
WHERE THE VOLUME OF THE INFRINGEMENT IS DIFFICULT TO CALCULATE A FINE OF NOT MORE
THAN 2-"  APPROXIMATELY 	 MAY BE IMPOSED
 )D AT ART  3EE EG )&0) WINS @)LLEGAL -USIC $OWNLOAD #ASES !GAINST 9AHOO #HINA 2/53% 	
HTTPWWWIPRIGHTSCOMCONTENTOUTPUT!BOUT5S0RESS2ELEASES)&0)WINSTHE
ILLEGALMUSICDOWNLOADCASESAGAINST9AHOO#HINAMSPX DESCRIBING THE
OUTCOME OF A LAWSUIT BROUGHT AGAINST 9AHOO #HINA BY THE )NTERNATIONAL &EDERATION OF 0HONOGRAPHIC )NDUSTRY
)&0)	 WHERE THE "EIJING (IGHER 0EOPLES #OURT FOUND THAT 9AHOO #HINA INFRINGED )&0)S COPYRIGHTS BY
PROVIDING LINKS TO SOUND RECORDINGS THAT IT SHOULD HAVE KNOWN WERE PIRATED AND 9AHOO #HINAS FAILURE TO DELETE
THESE LINKS UPON NOTICE WAS AN hOBVIOUS INDULGENCEv OF INFRINGEMENT	 SEE ALSO #HARLIE :HU "EIJING #OURT 2ULES
9AHOO #HINA 6IOLATES )02 2%54%23 $EC    !-	 HTTPWWWREUTERSCOMARTICLEUS
YAHOOCHINAIPRID533(! DISCUSSING 2EUTERS REPORT THAT 9AHOO #HINA WAS ORDERED TO DELETE
THE INFRINGING LINKS AND PAY COMPENSATION OF APPROXIMATELY 2-" 	 "UT CF %RIN #OE #HINESE #OURT
(ANDS "AIDU 7IN IN &ILE3HARING &IGHT )0 ,!7 *AN    0-	 HTTPWWWLAWCOMARTICLES
CHINESECOURTHANDSBAIDUWININFILESHRINGFIGHT DISCUSSING THE HOLDING THAT THE )&0)S SUBSEQUENT
SUIT AGAINST SEARCH ENGINE "AIDU FOR DISPLAYING DEEP LINKS TO WEBSITES THAT CONTAINED PIRATED MUSIC WAS NOT
INFRINGEMENT	
)F THE INFRINGING ACT
 -EASURES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF #OPYRIGHT !DMINISTRATIVE 0UNISHMENT PROMULGATED BY THE
#HINA #OPYRIGHT /FFICE -AY   EFFECTIVE *UNE  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 ,AW ENFORCEMENT
PERSONNEL WHO DISCOVER ONGOING ILLEGAL COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENTS ARE EMPOWERED TO STOP THE ILLEGAL ACT SEIZE
SUSPECTED INFRINGING PRODUCTS AND EQUIPMENT USED TO MAKE SUCH PRODUCTS AND COLLECT OTHER RELEVANT EVIDENCE
)D AT ART  4HEY ARE THEN REQUIRED TO TRANSFER THE INFORMATION AND MATERIALS TO THE COPYRIGHT ADMINISTRATIVE
DEPARTMENT WITHIN SEVEN DAYS )D
 )D AT ART 
 )D AT ART 	 	
 )D AT ART 	
 3EE #OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE 3TANDING #OMM OF THE
.ATL 0EOPLES #ONG &EB   EFFECTIVE *UNE  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 SEE ALSO-EASURES FOR
THE )MPLEMENTATION OF #OPYRIGHT !DMINISTRATIVE 0UNISHMENT ART 	 	 STATING THAT ILLEGAL ACTS UNDER
THE COPYRIGHT LAWS ARE SUBJECT TO PUNISHMENT FROM THE ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENT	
 2EGULATION ON THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE #OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA
PROMULGATED BY THE 3TATE #OUNCIL !UG   EFFECTIVE 3EPT  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 !NY
IMPOSED FINE MUST BE DETERMINED IN ACCORDANCE WITH !RTICLE  OF THE 2EGULATION ON THE )MPLEMENTATION OF THE
#OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA !RTICLE  OF THE 2EGULATION ON THE 0ROTECTION OF #OMPUTER
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IS PARTICULARLY SERIOUS THE ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENT MAY ALSO CONFISCATE THE
MATERIALS TOOLS AND INSTRUMENTS USED TO PRODUCE THE INFRINGING COPIES
7HERE THE COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT IS PARTICULARLY SERIOUS CRIMINAL LIABILITY MAY
ALSO APPLY 4HE #RIMINAL ,AW PROHIBITS THE COPYING AND DISTRIBUTION OF WORKS
WITHOUT THE PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT OWNERS THE PUBLISHING OF BOOKS WHOSE
COPYRIGHTS ARE EXCLUSIVELY OWNED BY OTHERS THE DUPLICATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF
AUDIOVISUAL WORKS WITHOUT PERMISSION AND THE PRODUCTION AND SALE OF ARTISTIC WORKS
BEARING FAKE SIGNATURES (OWEVER THE PENALTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ARE RELATIVELY
LIGHT 7HERE THE INFRINGER GAINS PROFITS OF 2-"  	 OR MORE OR
WHERE THERE ARE MORE THAN  INFRINGING PIECES THE INFRINGER MAY BE SENTENCED TO
IMPRISONMENT OR DETENTION OF LESS THAN THREE YEARS ANDOR MAY BE FINED )F THE
AMOUNT OF ILLEGAL PROFITS EXCEEDS 2-"  APPROXIMATELY 	 OR IF THE
NUMBER OF INFRINGING COPIES EXCEEDS  THEN THE INFRINGER WILL BE SENTENCED TO A
FIXED TERM OF IMPRISONMENT RANGING FROM THREE TO SEVEN YEARS AND WILL ALSO BE
FINED 4HE AMOUNT OF THE FINE IMPOSED CAN RANGE FROM ONE TO FIVE TIMES THE
AMOUNT OF ILLEGAL PROFITS EARNED BY THE INFRINGER AND SHOULD TAKE INTO ACCOUNT ALL OF
THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE CRIME COMMITTED
)N ONE NOTABLE CASE THE 0EOPLES #OURT HELD THAT A #HENGDU COMPANY
'ONGRUAN .ETWORK 4ECHNOLOGY #OMPANY AND ITS MANAGERS COPIED AND DISTRIBUTED
SEVERAL VERSIONS OF h4OMATO 'ARDENv COMPUTER SOFTWARE BY COPYING -ICROSOFT
3OFTWARE AND !RTICLES  AND  OF THE 2EGULATION ON THE 0ROTECTION OF THE 2IGHT TO $ISSEMINATION ON
)NFORMATION .ETWORK -EASURES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF #OPYRIGHT !DMINISTRATIVE 0UNISHMENT ART 
	
 -EASURES FOR THE )MPLEMENTATION OF #OPYRIGHT !DMINISTRATIVE 0UNISHMENT ART  	 !N
INFRINGEMENT IS hSERIOUSv WHERE THE PROFITS FROM THE INFRINGEMENT EXCEED 2-"  THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF
MONEY TAKEN IN BY THE ILLEGAL OPERATIONS EXCEEDS 2-"  THERE ARE OVER  SEPARATE INFRINGING COPIES THE
INFRINGER HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN FOUND LIABLE FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT OR THERE ARE OTHER MATERIAL IMPACTS )D
 )D AT ART  SEE ALSO #RIMINAL ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE .ATL
0EOPLES #ONG -AR   EFFECTIVE /CT  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 DISCUSSING THE CRIMINAL
PENALTIES FOR SERIOUS ACTS OF COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT	
 )D AT ART 		
 3EE +RISTIE - +ACHURIAK #HINESE #OPYRIGHT 0IRACY !NALYSIS OF THE 0ROBLEM AND 3UGGESTIONS FOR
0ROTECTION OF 53 #OPYRIGHTS  $)#+ * ).4, ,   	 DISCUSSING THE INEFFECTIVENESS OF THE
COPYRIGHT PROTECTION SYSTEM AND THE TENDENCY FOR ONLY PALTRY PENALTIES TO BE IMPOSED FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
MATTERS	
 3EE #RIMINAL ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 STATING THAT CERTAIN ACTS OF
COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT CAN CARRY A SENTENCE OF UP TO THREE YEARS IN PRISON AS WELL AS A FINE	 SEE ALSO #().!
0!4%.4 !'%.4 SUPRA NOTE  AT  DISPLAYING IN A CHART THE SPECIFIC ACTS THAT WILL RESULT IN A PRISON SENTENCE OF
UP TO THREE YEARS AND A FINE	
 3EE #RIMINAL ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 STATING THAT CRIMINAL PENALTIES
RANGING FROM THREE TO SEVEN YEARS IN PRISON AND FINES WILL BE IMPOSED hWHEN THE AMOUNT OF THE ILLICIT INCOME IS
HUGE OR WHEN THERE ARE OTHER PARTICULARLY SERIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES    v	 SEE ALSO #().! 0!4%.4 !'%.4 SUPRA
NOTE  AT  DISPLAYING IN A CHART SPECIFIC ACTS THAT WILL RESULT IN A PRISON SENTENCE BETWEEN THREE AND SEVEN
YEARS AND A FINE	
 )NTERPRETATION )) OF THE 3UPREME 0EOPLES #OURT AND THE 3UPREME 0EOPLES 0ROCURATORATE OF THE )SSUES
#ONCERNING THE 3PECIFIC !PPLICATION OF ,AW IN (ANDLING #RIMINAL #ASES OF )NFRINGEMENT OF )NTELLECTUAL
0ROPERTY 2IGHTS PROMULGATED BY THE 3UPREME 0EOPLES #OURT 3UPREME 0EOPLES 0ROCURATORATE !PR  
EFFECTIVE !PR  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
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7INDOWS 80 SOFTWARE WITHOUT THE PERMISSION OF -ICROSOFT 4HE COURT FOUND THAT
ALL OF THE DEFENDANTS COMMITTED THE CRIME OF COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT FOR WHICH
'ONGRUANS ILLEGAL INCOME WAS HUGE 2-" 	 AND THE CASE WAS
ESPECIALLY SERIOUS NEARLY  DOWNLOADS WELL BEYOND THE  COPY THRESHOLD
FOR hPARTICULARLY SERIOUS CIRCUMSTANCESv	 'ONGRUAN WAS FINED 2-" 
APPROXIMATELY   4HE INDIVIDUAL DEFENDANTS WERE SENTENCED TO PRISON
TERMS RANGING FROM TWO YEARS TO THREE YEARS AND SIX MONTHS AND WERE FINED FROM
2-"  	 TO 2-"  	 EACH )N ADDITION THE 3TATE
4REASURY CONFISCATED 'ONGRUANS ILLEGAL INCOME
4HE #OPYRIGHT ,AW CONTAINS PROVISIONS ALLOWING FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF AND
PRESERVATION OF EVIDENCE THAT ARE COMPARABLE TO THOSE CONTAINED IN THE PATENT AND
TRADEMARK LAWS ! COPYRIGHT OWNER WHO BELIEVES THAT ANOTHER PERSON IS
INFRINGING OR IS ABOUT TO INFRINGE HIS RIGHTS AND THAT IRREPARABLE HARM WILL RESULT
MAY APPLY TO THE 0EOPLES #OURT FOR AN ORDER REQUIRING THE INFRINGER TO CEASE THE
ILLEGAL ACTIVITY "EFORE INSTITUTING LEGAL PROCEEDINGS THE COPYRIGHT OWNER MAY ALSO
APPLY TO THE 0EOPLES #OURT FOR PRESERVATION MEASURES IF THE COPYRIGHT OWNER
BELIEVES THAT EVIDENCE IS LIKELY TO BE DESTROYED OR WILL BE DIFFICULT TO OBTAIN AFTER THE
CASE IS FILED
4HE 0EOPLES #OURT ALSO HAS THE ABILITY TO IMPOSE CIVIL REMEDIES INCLUDING A
FORMAL APOLOGY AND COMPENSATION FOR DAMAGES 4HE COPYRIGHT OWNER MAY BE
AWARDED THE ACTUAL LOSSES SUFFERED AS A RESULT OF THE INFRINGEMENT OR IF ACTUAL LOSSES
ARE DIFFICULT TO CALCULATE THE UNLAWFUL GAINS OF THE INFRINGER )F THE AMOUNT OF
ACTUAL LOSSES AND UNLAWFUL GAINS CANNOT BE DETERMINED THE 0EOPLES #OURT IS ONLY
AUTHORIZED TO AWARD COMPENSATION IN AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED 2-" 
APPROXIMATELY 	 4HE COPYRIGHT OWNER IS ALSO ENTITLED TO RECOVER ALL
REASONABLE EXPENSES INCURRED IN BRINGING THE ACTION
 4HE 0EOPLES 0ROCURATORATE OF (UQIU $IST OF 3UZHOU #ITY OF *IANGSU 0ROVINCE V #HENGDU 'ONGRUAN
.ETWORK 4ECH #O ,TD (UQIU $IST 0EOPLES #T OF 3UZHOU !UG  	 ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
 )D
 )D
 )D
 )D
 3EE #OPYRIGHT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE 3TANDING #OMM .ATL
0EOPLES #ONG &EB   EFFECTIVE *UNE  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 DISCUSSING THE INJUNCTIVE
RELIEF PROVISION FOR THE COPYRIGHT OWNER TO STOP AN INFRINGERS ACTIVITIES	
 )D7HEN DEALING WITH SUCH AN APPLICATION THE COURT IS TO APPLY THE PROVISIONS IN !RTICLES  THROUGH
 AND !RTICLE  OF THE #IVIL 0ROCEDURE ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA )D
 )D AT ART 
 3EE ID AT ARTS  DISCUSSING THE DIFFERENT ACTS OF INFRINGEMENT THAT MAY RESULT IN CIVIL LIABILITY	
 )D AT ART 
 )D
 )D
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,ITTLE PROTECTION MAY BE AFFORDED TO FOREIGN WORKS OF APPLIED ART )N )NTER )+%!
3YSTEMS "6 V 4AIZHOU :HONGTIAN 0LASTIC #O ,TD )+%! A $UTCH CORPORATION	
ALLEGED THAT DEFENDANT :HONGTIAN #OMPANY INFRINGED )+%!S COPYRIGHTS BY COPYING
ITS -AMMUT SERIES OF CHILDRENS FURNITURE 4HE COURT ACKNOWLEDGED THAT #HINA IS
A MEMBER OF THE "ERNE #ONVENTION AND FOREIGN WORKS OF APPLIED ART ARE PROTECTED
BY #HINESE LAWS 4HE COURT FURTHER EXPLAINED THAT THE 0EOPLES #OURT CONSIDERS
hWORKS OF APPLIED ART FROM THE ANGLES OF UTILITY AND ARTISTRYv 5TILITY IS NOT
PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT LAW BUT A WORKS ARTISTRY MAY BE PROTECTED AS A WORK OF FINE
ART THAT IS THE WORK OF APPLIED ART MUST REACH THE ARTISTIC LEVEL THAT A WORK OF FINE
ART IS SUPPOSED TO REACH )N THIS INSTANCE THE COURT FOUND THAT THE APPEARANCE OF
THE -AMMUT CHAIRS AND STOOLS WAS GENERALLY THE SAME AS THAT OF THE MAJORITY OF
ORDINARY CHILDRENS CHAIRS AND STOOLS 4HE COURT HELD THAT THE DESIGN OF THE
-AMMUT CHAIRS AND STOOLS WERE hRELATIVELY SIMPLE AND DID NOT REACH THE ARTISTIC
LEVEL THAT A WORK OF FINE ART NEEDED TO REACHv !S A RESULT THE DESIGNS COULD NOT BE
PROTECTED AND EVEN IF THE FURNITURE PRODUCED BY THE DEFENDANT WAS SIMILAR OR
IDENTICAL TO THE -AMMUT DESIGNS IT DID NOT INFRINGE )+%!S COPYRIGHT
VI. Trade Secrets and Unfair Competition 
5NLIKE MOST STATES IN THE 53 #HINA DOES NOT HAVE ONE LAW PROVIDING PROTECTION
FOR TRADE SECRETS THAT IS THERE IS NO EQUIVALENT TO THE 5NIFORM 4RADE 3ECRETS !CT
THAT HAS BEEN ADOPTED BY MOST STATES IN THE 5NITED 3TATES	 )NSTEAD SEVERAL
RELEVANT LAWS DEAL WITH TRADE SECRET PROTECTION INCLUDING THE ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES
2EPUBLIC OF #HINA !GAINST 5NFAIR #OMPETITION THE h,AW !GAINST 5NFAIR
#OMPETITIONv ADOPTED IN 	 THE #ONTRACT ,AW THE LABOR LAWS AND THE CRIMINAL
LAWS
4HE ,AW !GAINST 5NFAIR #OMPETITION STATES THAT A BUSINESS OWNER MUST FOLLOW
PRINCIPLES OF VOLUNTARINESS EQUALITY FAIRNESS HONESTY AND CREDIBILITY AND MUST
 3EE EG )NTER )+%! 3YSTEMS "6 V 4AIZHOU :HONGTIAN 0LASTIC #O ,TD .O  )NTERMEDIATE 0EOPLES
#T OF 3HANGHAI -UN !UG  	 ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 ADDRESSING THE ISSUE OF WHAT CONSTITUTES APPLIED
ART	
 )D
 )D
 )D
 )D
 )D
 )D
 )D
 )D
 3EE * "ENJAMIN "AI  'UOPING $A 3TRATEGIES FOR 4RADE 3ECRETS 0ROTECTION IN #HINA  .7 * 4%#( 
).4%,, 02/0   	 NOTING THAT THERE ARE NUMEROUS STATUTES THAT PROVIDE TRADE SECRET PROTECTION AND
THAT AMONG SEVERAL THE !NTI5NFAIR #OMPETITION ,AW IS CONSIDERED THE PRIMARY STATUTE	
 3EE ID SUGGESTING THAT h#HINESE #OMPANY ,AW #ONTRACT ,AW ,ABOR ,AW AND ,ABOR #ONTRACT ,AWv
PROVIDE LANGUAGE REGARDING TRADE SECRET REGULATIONS	 SEE ALSO #RIMINAL ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA
PROMULGATED BY THE .ATL 0EOPLES #ONG -AR   EFFECTIVE /CT  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	
#HINA	 DISCUSSING CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR VIOLATING TRADE SECRET AGREEMENTS	
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OBSERVE GENERALLY RECOGNIZED BUSINESS ETHICS 3PECIFICALLY A BUSINESS OPERATOR IS
PROHIBITED FROM OBTAINING ANOTHERS TRADE SECRETS BY UNFAIR MEANS INCLUDING
STEALING LURING AND INTIMIDATION DISCLOSING USING OR ALLOWING ANOTHER PERSON TO
USE TRADE SECRETS OBTAINED FROM ANOTHER BY SUCH MEANS OR VIOLATING A
CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT %MPLOYEES ARE ALSO PREVENTED FROM BREACHING A
CONTRACT OR VIOLATING THEIR EMPLOYERS hREQUIREMENTS ABOUT DISCLOSING USING OR
ALLOWING OTHERS TO USE THE TRADE SECRETSv TO WHICH THE EMPLOYEE HAS BEEN GIVEN
ACCESS
! BUSINESS OWNER WHO BELIEVES ITS TRADE SECRETS HAVE BEEN COMPROMISED CAN SEEK
RELIEF FROM THE hINDUSTRY AND COMMERCE ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANS AT OR ABOVE THE
COUNTY LEVELv )F THE ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES DETERMINE THAT TRADE SECRETS HAVE
BEEN INFRINGED THE INFRINGER MAY BE ORDERED TO STOP SELLING ANY PRODUCTS PRODUCED
WITH THE OWNERS TRADE SECRETS AND INFRINGING PRODUCTS MAY BE DESTROYED !N
ADMINISTRATIVE FINE MAY ALSO BE IMPOSED RANGING FROM 2-"  TO 2-"
 APPROXIMATELY  TO 	 AND THE INFRINGER MAY BE ORDERED TO
RETURN ALL DRAWINGS SOFTWARE AND OTHER MATERIALS CONTAINING THE TRADE SECRETS )F
THE TRADE SECRET OWNER SUFFERS SIGNIFICANT LOSSES CRIMINAL LIABILITY MAY ALSO ATTACH
AND THE INFRINGER MAY BE SENTENCED TO NOT MORE THAN THREE YEARS OF FIXEDTERM
IMPRISONMENT CRIMINAL DETENTION ANDOR A FINE
 !NTI5NFAIR #OMPETITION ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE 3TANDING
#OMM OF THE .ATL 0EOPLEgS #ONG 3EPT   EFFECTIVE 3EPT  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
 )D AT ART  SEE ALSO 3EVERAL 0ROVISIONS ON 0ROHIBITING )NFRINGEMENTS UPON 4RADE 3ECRETS
PROMULGATED BY THE 3T !DMIN FOR )NDUSTRY  #OMMERCE $EC   EFFECTIVE $EC  	 ART 
,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 ! hTRADE SECRETv IS DEFINED AS hPRACTICAL INFORMATION ABOUT TECHNOLOGIES AND BUSINESS
OPERATIONS WHICH IS UNKNOWN TO THE PUBLIC AND IS ABLE TO BRING ECONOMIC BENEFITS TO THE OWNER AND FOR WHICH
THE OWNER HAS TAKEN CONFIDENTIALITY MEASURESv )D AT ART  4HE hCONFIDENTIALITY MEASURES TAKEN BY THE OWNERv
INCLUDE SIGNING A CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT ESTABLISHING A SYSTEM FOR HANDLING CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION AND
ADOPTING OTHER REASONABLE MEASURES TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION 4HE PROTECTED INFORMATION INCLUDES
hDESIGNS PROCEDURES FORMULA;S=    MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES AND METHODS MANAGEMENT SECRETS ;CUSTOMER
LISTS= INFORMATION ABOUT RESOURCES PRODUCTION AND SALES STRATEGIESv CONTRACTUAL AND OTHER INFORMATION )D
 !NTI5NFAIR #OMPETITION ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 SEE ALSO 3EVERAL
0ROVISIONS ON 0ROHIBITING )NFRINGEMENTS UPON 4RADE 3ECRETS ART  	 STATING ACTS WHICH CONSTITUTE TRADE
SECRET INFRINGEMENT	
 )D AT ART 	
 )D AT ART 
 )D AT ARTS 
 )D AT ART 
 )D AT ART 	
 3EE #RIMINAL ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE .ATL 0EOPLES #ONG -AR
  EFFECTIVE /CT  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 STATING THAT THOSE WHO ENCROACH ON
COMMERCIAL SECRETS AND BRING LOSSES MAY BE SENTENCED	 SEE ALSO "AI  $A SUPRA NOTE  AT  STATING THAT THE
LACK OF A 53 STYLE DISCOVERY SYSTEM IN #HINA MAKES IT DIFFICULT TO BRING AN ACTION FOR TRADE SECRET
MISAPPROPRIATION INSTEAD TRADE SECRET OWNERS SHOULD CONSIDER CRIMINAL PROSECUTION AND POLICIES AIMED AT
PREVENTION OF MISAPPROPRIATION	
 #RIMINAL ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	 &OR PARTICULARLY SERIOUS VIOLATIONS A
PRISON TERM OF THREE TO SEVEN YEARS AND A FINE MAY BE IMPOSED )D 3EE EG &IRST 0ROCURATORATE OF 3HANGHAI 02
#HINA V (U 3HITAI ET AL .O  )NTERMEDIATE 0EOPLES #T OF 3HANGHAI -UN -AR  	 ,AWINFOCHINA	
#HINA	 FINDING FOUR EMPLOYEES OF MINING COMPANY 2IO 4INTO GUILTY OF BRIBERY AND TRADE SECRET
MISAPPROPRIATION RELATING TO BUSINESS INFORMATION ABOUT THE IRON ORE TRADE AND IMPOSING SENTENCES RANGING
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4HE ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES ARE AUTHORIZED TO MEDIATE A CLAIM FOR DAMAGES
BETWEEN THE TRADE SECRET OWNER AND THE INFRINGER OR THE OWNER MAY FILE A CLAIM FOR
DAMAGES IN THE 0EOPLES #OURT 4HE TRADE SECRET OWNER IS ENTITLED TO RECOVER ITS
LOSSES ASSOCIATED WITH THE TRADE SECRET MISAPPROPRIATION OR IF SUCH LOSSES ARE
DIFFICULT TO DETERMINE THE TRADE SECRET OWNER MAY RECOVER ALL PROFITS DERIVED FROM
THE INFRINGEMENT BY THE INFRINGER 4HE TRADE SECRET OWNER MAY ALSO RECOVER ITS
REASONABLE COSTS INCURRED IN BRINGING THE ACTION
4HE CONTRACT LAWS ALSO CONTAIN PROVISIONS GOVERNING THE USE OF TRADE SECRETS
4HE PROVISIONS ON CONTRACT FORMATION STATE THAT A PARTY MAY NOT DISCLOSE OR
IMPROPERLY USE ANY TRADE SECRET WHICH IT LEARNS WHILE NEGOTIATING A CONTRACT
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER ANY CONTRACT IS ULTIMATELY FORMED )F A PARTY DISCLOSES OR
IMPROPERLY USES SUCH A TRADE SECRET THE PARTY WILL BE LIABLE FOR DAMAGES 4HE
#ONTRACT ,AW ALSO CONTAINS A SPECIAL CHAPTER RELATING TO TECHNOLOGY CONTRACTS IE
CONTRACTS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OR TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY AND CONTRACTS FOR TECHNICAL
CONSULTING OR SERVICES	 4HE PARTIES TO TECHNOLOGY CONTRACTS ARE REQUIRED BY LAW TO
ABIDE BY THEIR CONFIDENTIALITY OBLIGATIONS WITH RESPECT TO ANY SECRET TECHNOLOGIES
#HINAS LABOR LAWS ALSO PERMIT PARTIES TO A LABOR CONTRACT TO REACH AGREEMENTS
SAFEGUARDING THE TRADE SECRETS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OF THE EMPLOYER
FROM SEVEN TO FOURTEEN YEARS FINES RANGING FROM 2-"  TO 2-"  AND REQUIRING FORFEITURE OF THE
PROPERTY ILLEGALLY RECEIVED	
)F AN
 3EVERAL 0ROVISIONS ON 0ROHIBITING )NFRINGEMENTS UPON 4RADE 3ECRETS PROMULGATED BY THE 3T !DMIN
FOR )NDUSTRY  #OMMERCE $EC   EFFECTIVE $EC  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 SEE ALSO !NTI
5NFAIR #OMPETITION ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE 3TANDING #OMM OF THE .ATL
0EOPLES #ONG 3EPT   EFFECTIVE 3EPT  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 STATING THAT THE PARTY
SEEKING RELIEF MAY BRING A LAWSUIT BEFORE THE 0EOPLES #OURT	 3EE EG '% 7INS 4RADE 3ECRET )NFRINGEMENT #ASE
!GAINST *IUXIANG $!.3!-3 .%73 .OV  	 HTTPWWWDANSAMSCOMNEWSNEWSASPID )N 
THE 'ENERAL %LECTRIC #OMPANY '%	 FILED AN ACTION AGAINST 8IAN *IUXIANG %LECTRICAL 4ECHNOLOGY #O ,TD AND ITS
OWNER 7ANG 8IAOHUI PURSUANT TO !RTICLE  OF THE 5NFAIR #OMPETITION 0REVENTION !CT 7ANG WORKED FOR '%
AS AN ENGINEER AND SIGNED TWO EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS AGREEING THAT HE WOULD NOT DISCLOSE '%S TRADE SECRETS
RELATING TO COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY #4	 EQUIPMENT !S AN EMPLOYEE FOR '% 7ANG ATTENDED NUMEROUS TRAINING
SESSIONS AND HE WAS PRIVY TO THE MOST SENSITIVE TRADE SECRETS AND DOCUMENTS RELATING TO #4 EQUIPMENT 7ANG
THEN LEFT '% AND SET UP HIS OWN COMPANY *IUXIANG TO INSTALL AND REPAIR MEDICAL EQUIPMENT FOR HOSPITALS
INCLUDING #4 EQUIPMENT AND HE HELD TRAINING SESSIONS WHERE HE PRESENTED INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM '% 4HE
8IAN )NTERMEDIATE 0EOPLES #OURT HELD THAT 7ANG MISAPPROPRIATED '%S TRADE SECRETS AND ALSO INFRINGED THEIR
COPYRIGHTS (E WAS ORDERED TO IMMEDIATELY STOP THE INFRINGEMENT AND PAY COMPENSATION TO '% IN THE AMOUNT
OF 2-"  )D
 !NTI5NFAIR #OMPETITION ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE 3TANDING
#OMM OF THE .ATL 0EOPLES #ONG 3EPT   EFFECTIVE 3EPT  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
 )D
 #ONTRACT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE .ATL 0EOPLES #ONG -AR 
 EFFECTIVE /CT  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	
 )D
 )D
 )D AT ARTS 
 )D AT ARTS  
 3EE ,ABOR ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA PROMULGATED BY THE 3TANDING #OMM OF THE .ATL
0EOPLEgS #ONG *ULY   EFFECTIVE *AN  	 ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 ALLOWING PARTIES TO REACH
AGREEMENTS CONCERNING THEIR EMPLOYERS TRADE SECRETS	 SEE ALSO ,ABOR #ONTRACT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF
#HINA PROMULGATED BY THE 3TANDING #OMM OF THE .ATL 0EOPLES #ONG *UNE   EFFECTIVE *AN  	
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EMPLOYEE HAS AN OBLIGATION TO MAINTAIN THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF HIS EMPLOYERS TRADE
SECRETS THE CONTRACT MAY ALSO INCLUDE NONCOMPETITION PROVISIONS HOWEVER THE
EMPLOYER MUST PAY COMPENSATION TO THE EMPLOYEE DURING THE NONCOMPETITION
PERIOD AFTER THE TERMINATION OF THE LABOR CONTRACT 4HE EMPLOYEES SUBJECT TO
NONCOMPETE PROVISIONS ARE LIMITED TO POSITIONS OF SENIOR MANAGEMENT SENIOR
TECHNICIANS AND OTHER EMPLOYEES WHO HAVE KNOWLEDGE OF THE EMPLOYERS TRADE
SECRETS !S A RESULT EMPLOYERS MAY NOT BE ABLE TO RESTRICT A LOW LEVEL EMPLOYEES
ABILITY TO GO WORK FOR A COMPETITOR
0ROTECTION OF TRADE SECRETS IS RECOGNIZED AS BEING EXTREMELY DIFFICULT FOR 7ESTERN
COMPANIES DOING BUSINESS IN #HINA 7HILE EMPLOYEES AND CONTRACTORS SHOULD BE
REQUIRED TO SIGN AGREEMENTS STATING THAT THEY WILL NOT DISCLOSE OR MISAPPROPRIATE THE
TRADE SECRETS OF THEIR EMPLOYERS AND WILL NOT COMPETE WITH THEIR FORMER EMPLOYERS
AFTER LEAVING THEIR EMPLOYMENT SUCH AGREEMENTS MAY BE POORLY ENFORCED 4O THE
EXTENT POSSIBLE TRADE SECRET OWNERS ARE THEREFORE CAUTIONED TO STRINGENTLY LIMIT
ACCESS TO TRADE SECRET INFORMATION TO KEY PERSONNEL HAVING A LEGITIMATE INTEREST IN
KNOWING THE INFORMATION
VII. Conclusion 
)NTELLECTUAL PROPERTY REFORMS IN #HINA CONTINUE
ART  ,AWINFOCHINA	 #HINA	 STATING THAT AN EMPLOYER MAY FORM AN AGREEMENT WITH THE EMPLOYEES REQUIRING
THE EMPLOYEES TO KEEP THE EMPLOYERS TRADE SECRETS CONFIDENTIAL	 3(!. (!),).' 4(% 02/4%#4)/. /& 42!$%
3%#2%43 ). #().! n 	 ARGUING THAT THE NOTION OF EMPLOYEE LOYALTY IN #HINA IS RELATIVELY NEW BY
STATING THAT h;F=OR MORE THAN SIXTY YEARS SOCIALIST PUBLIC OWNERSHIP WAS THE DOMINANT FORM OF CORPORATE
OWNERSHIP IN #HINA 5NDER THIS OLD OWNERSHIP SYSTEM LOYALTY TO ENTERPRISES EQUATED TO LOYALTY TO THE STATEv	
4HE COUNTRY NOW HAS IN PLACE A
SYSTEM OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTIONS THAT BEAR A STRONG RESEMBLANCE TO
 ,ABOR #ONTRACT ,AW OF THE 0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA ART  	
 )D
 )D AT ART 
 3EE "AI  $A SUPRA NOTE  AT  NOTING THAT NOT ALL EMPLOYEES ARE SUBJECT TO NONCOMPETE
OBLIGATIONS	 "UT SEE 3EAN #OONEY ET AL #HINAS .EW ,ABOUR #ONTRACT ,AW 2ESPONDING TO THE 'ROWING
#OMPLEXITY OF ,ABOUR 2ELATIONS IN THE 02#  5.37 ,*  n 	 SUGGESTING THAT A NON
COMPETE OBLIGATION CAN BE IMPOSED ON ANY EMPLOYEE BECAUSE THE LANGUAGE OF THE STATUTE SEEMS TO PERMIT THE
INCLUSION OF SUCH AN OBLIGATION IN THE LABOR CONTRACT OF ANY EMPLOYEE	
 3EE EG -ARISA !NNE 0AGNATTARO 0ROTECTING 4RADE 3ECRETS IN #HINA 5PDATE ON %MPLOYEE $ISCLOSURES
AND THE ,IMITATIONS OF THE ,AW  !- "53 ,*   	 ;HEREINAFTER 0ROTECTING 4RADE 3ECRETS IN #HINA=
RECOGNIZING PROTECTION OF TRADE SECRETS IN #HINA AS hA DAUNTING CHALLENGEv	 -ARISA !NNE 0AGNATTARO h4HE
'OOGLE #HALLENGEv %NFORCEMENT OF .ONCOMPETE AND 4RADE 3ECRET !GREEMENTS FOR %MPLOYEES 7ORKING IN #HINA 
!- "53 ,*   	 ;HEREINAFTER 4HE 'OOGLE #HALLENGE= DESCRIBING A BIG CHALLENGE TO CONDUCTING
BUSINESS IN #HINA AS SAFEGUARDING TRADE SECRETS	 SEE ALSO %RIN !ILWORTH $ATA 4HEFT #ASE -AY 4EST 53 #HINA
4IES "/3 ',/"% AT " 3EPT  	 REPORTING THAT !MERICAN 3UPERCONDUCTOR #ORP IS INVESTIGATING THE
APPARENT THEFT OF ENCRYPTION CODES AND OTHER TECHNOLOGY RELATING TO WIND TURBINES BY ITS #HINESE PARTNER	
 3EE 0AGNATTARO 4HE 'OOGLE #HALLENGE SUPRA NOTE  AT  DISCUSSING THE ENFORCEMENT PROBLEMS OF
NONCOMPETE AGREEMENTS IN #HINA AND THE DANGER OF ANY COURT FINDING THESE AGREEMENTS TO BE VOID	
 3EE 0AGNATTARO 0ROTECTING 4RADE 3ECRETS IN #HINA SUPRA NOTE  AT n DISCUSSING BEST PRACTICES
IN DRAFTING NONCOMPETE AGREEMENTS TO PROTECT TRADE SECRETS UNDER #HINESE LAW INCLUDING LIMITING THE NUMBER
OF EMPLOYEES WHO HAVE ACCESS TO TRADE SECRETS	 SEE ALSO 0AGNATTARO 4HE 'OOGLE #HALLENGE SUPRA NOTE  AT 
RECOMMENDING THAT h;O=NLY EMPLOYEES WITH ACTUAL ACCESS TO TRADE SECRET INFORMATION SHOULD BE SIGNING
NONCOMPETE AGREEMENTS WITH CONFIDENTIALITY PROVISIONSv	
 3EE SUPRA 0ARTS )))6 NOTING RECENT AMENDMENTS TO #HINESE TRADEMARK PATENT AND COPYRIGHT LAWS	
4=: %BE:GDGH .:L #ADI=:H
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7ESTERN LAWS IN SOME RESPECTS AND THAT LARGELY COMPLY WITH INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS (OWEVER THE PENALTIES FOR INFRINGEMENT ARE WEAK AND ENFORCEMENT
REMAINS EXTREMELY PROBLEMATIC "ASED ON CASE STUDIES IT IS APPARENT THAT FOREIGN
COUNTRIES WISHING TO CONDUCT BUSINESS IN #HINA HAVE NO REASONABLE EXPECTATION THAT
THEIR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS WILL BE CONSISTENTLY RECOGNIZED AND ENFORCED
3IGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES EXIST BETWEEN #HINESE AND 5NITED 3TATES INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY LAWS WHICH OFTEN WORK TO THE DETRIMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OWNERS IN
THE 53 )N THE TRADEMARK AREA #HINAS FIRSTTOFILE SYSTEM ALLOWS SQUATTERS TO
REGISTER ANOTHER COMPANYS BRAND NAME AND THEN PREVENT THE RIGHTFUL OWNER FROM
USING THE MARK %VEN OWNERS OF WELLKNOWN MARKS HAVE EXPERIENCED DIFFICULTIES
IN PROTECTING THEIR MARKS IN #HINA #HINAS PATENT LAWS AUTHORIZE THE ISSUANCE OF
UTILITY MODEL PATENTS THAT UNDERGO NO SUBSTANTIVE EXAMINATION UNTIL THEY ARE THE
SUBJECT OF LITIGATION AND #HINESE LAW ALLOWS FOR THE GRANTING OF COMPULSORY
LICENSES TO THIRD PARTIES WHEN A PATENT OWNER IS OVEREXERCISING OR UNDEREXERCISING
ITS PATENT RIGHTS OR WHERE PUBLIC INTERESTS ARE AT STAKE 4HE COPYRIGHT LAWS PROVIDE
A SHORTER PERIOD OF PROTECTION THAN 53 LAW AND THE VARIOUS LAWS RELATING TO TRADE
SECRETS LIMIT THE EMPLOYEES WHO CAN BE MADE SUBJECT TO NONCOMPETE AGREEMENTS
%VEN IN THOSE SITUATIONS WHERE #HINESE AND !MERICAN LAWS SOUND SIMILAR THEY ARE
OFTEN SUBJECT TO DIFFERENT INTERPRETATIONS
 3EE SUPRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
&OR EXAMPLE ALTHOUGH #HINESE
COPYRIGHT LAW PROTECTS FOREIGN WORKS OF APPLIED ART THE COURTS CONSIDER SUCH WORKS
 3EE SUPRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT DISCUSSING THE POTENTIAL CAUSES OF #HINAS WEAK
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ENFORCEMENT SYSTEM	
 3EE GENERALLY 'LEN 2 "UTTERTON 0IRATES $RAGONS AND 53 )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY 2IGHTS IN #HINA
0ROBLEMS AND 0ROSPECTS OF #HINESE %NFORCEMENT  !2): , 2%6   n 	 DISCUSSING THE
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS ENFORCEMENT ISSUES IN #HINA FOCUSING ON COPYRIGHTS WHICH IS A PARTICULARLY
PROBLEMATIC AREA FOR INFRINGEMENT AND ENFORCEMENT	
 3EE -C#ABE SUPRA NOTE  AT n HIGHLIGHTING THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 53 AND #HINESE
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAWS	
 3EE SUPRA 0ART )))" DESCRIBING #HINAS FIRSTTOFILE TRADEMARK REGISTRATION SYSTEM AND THE
CORRESPONDING ISSUE OF TRADEMARK SQUATTERS	
 3EE EG SUPRA 0ART ) DISCUSSING !PPLES STRUGGLES WITH COUNTERFEIT STORES IN #HINA	 SUPRA NOTE  AND
ACCOMPANYING TEXT MENTIONING THE HOLDING OF THE "EIJING &IRST )NTERMEDIATE #OURT DECLINING TO GIVE FAMOUS
MARK STATUS TO &ERRARIS HORSE	
 3EE SUPRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT STATING THAT A UTILITY MODEL PATENT WILL ONLY UNDERGO A
PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION BEFORE ISSUANCE	
 3EE SUPRA NOTES n DISCUSSING THE CIRCUMSTANCES WHERE A COMPULSORY PATENT LICENSE MAY BE
GRANTED IN #HINA	
 3EE SUPRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT NOTING THAT THE TERM OF COPYRIGHT PROTECTION IN #HINA
EXTENDS FOR THE LIFE OF THE AUTHOR PLUS  YEARS AFTER THE AUTHORS DEATH WHEREAS IN THE 5NITED 3TATE COPYRIGHT
PROTECTION EXTENDS FOR THE LIFE OF THE AUTHOR PLUS  YEARS AFTER THE AUTHORS DEATH	
 3EE SUPRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT LIMITING THOSE SUBJECT TO NONCOMPETE AGREEMENTS TO
SENIORLEVEL EMPLOYEES AND EMPLOYEES WHO HAVE KNOWLEDGE OF THE TRADE SECRET	
 3EE -C#ABE SUPRA NOTE  AT n DISCUSSING THE SIMILARITIES IN THE LANGUAGE OF THE PATENT
INFRINGEMENT PROVISIONS OF  53# e  A	 OF 53 0ATENT ,AW AND !RTICLE  OF THE 0ATENT ,AW OF THE
0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA YET NOTING THAT THESE LAWS MAY BE INTERPRETED TO MEAN DIFFERENT THINGS	
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FROM THE ANGLES OF UTILITY AND ARTISTRY THEREBY PRECLUDING PROTECTION OF DESIGNS THAT
DO NOT REACH THE LEVEL OF FINE ART
)N ADDITION #HINA LACKS TRANSPARENCY &EW COURT CASES RESULT IN PUBLISHED
DECISIONS AND EVEN FEWER OF THOSE OPINIONS ARE TRANSLATED INTO %NGLISH 4HE
OUTSIDE WORLD IS FORCED TO RELY ON PRESS REPORTS WHICH MAY IN SOME INSTANCES BE
INACCURATE OR EVEN BIASED OR ON WHITE PAPERS ISSUED BY THE #HINESE COURT
SYSTEMS )NSTEAD OF ANNUAL REPORTS AND A FEW hREPRESENTATIVE OPINIONSv SELECTED BY
THE #HINESE AUTHORITIES TO SHOW THEIR ALLEGEDLY INCREASED LEVELS OF ENFORCEMENT THE
PUBLIC SHOULD BE GIVEN ACCESS TO ALL DECISIONS ISSUED BY THE COURTS RELATING TO
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY )N THIS WAY THERE WILL BE GREATER ACCOUNTABILITY ON THE PART
OF THE COURTS PARTICULARLY THOSE IN THE PROVINCES THAT HAVE BEEN REPEATEDLY ACCUSED
OF PROTECTIONISM AND GREATER PREDICTABILITY FOR COMPANIES WHO ARE INTERESTED IN
DOING BUSINESS IN #HINA
 3EE SUPRA NOTES n AND CORRESPONDING TEXT DISCUSSING THE CASE )NTER )+%! 3YSTEMS "6 V 4AIZHOU
:HONGTIAN 0LASTIC #O ,TD	
 3EE 7EI 3HI )NCURABLE OR 2EMEDIABLE #LUE TO 5NDOING THE 'ORDON +NOT 4IED BY )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY
2IGHTS %NFORCEMENT IN #HINA  5 0! * ).4, ,   	 EXPLAINING THAT TRANSPARENCY IN BOTH #HINAS
ADMINISTRATION AND JUDICIAL SYSTEM IS PROBLEMATIC	
 3EE 4HOMAS % 6OLPER .OTE 42)03 %NFORCEMENT IN #HINA ! #ASE FOR *UDICIAL 4RANSPARENCY  "2//+
* ).4, ,   	 EXPLORING THE PROBLEM OF TRANSPARENCY IN THE #HINESE JUDICIARY INCLUDING THE FACT
THAT OPINIONS ARE SCARCELY PUBLISHED	
 3EE 3HI SUPRA NOTE  AT  NOTING THAT DUE TO A LACK OF CONSISTENT PUBLICATION OF CHANGES TO LAWS
hTHE PUBLIC HAS NO STEADY AND DIRECT ACCESS TO LEGAL DATABASESv	
 3EE 6OLPER SUPRA NOTE  AT  STATING THAT THE 3UPREME 0EOPLES #OURT PUBLISHES A SELECT FEW
JUDICIAL OPINIONS IN ITS 'AZETTE ALONG WITH SOME HIGHLY EDITED LOWER COURT DECISIONS	
 3EE ID h;0=UBLIC ACCESS TO JUDICIAL DECISIONS COULD HELP ELEVATE THE LEVEL OF JUDICIAL ETHICS ;IN #HINA=v	
SEE ALSO 0ETER + 9U &ROM 0IRATES TO 0ARTNERS 0ROTECTING )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY IN #HINA IN THE 4WENTY&IRST
#ENTURY  !- 5 , 2%6   	 SUGGESTING THAT THE 5NITED 3TATES SHOULD ENCOURAGE #HINA TO
PUBLISH AND TRANSLATE THEIR JUDICIAL DECISIONS IN ORDER TO AID THE PUBLIC AND FOREIGN BUSINESSES	
